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The focus of the research is on the derivation of the valid and reliable performance results 

regarding establishment and launching of the new full-scale industrial facility, considering 

the overall current conditions for the project realization in and out of Russia. The study 

demonstrates the process of the new facility concept development, with following perfor-

mance calculation, comparative analyzes conduction, life-cycle simulations, performance 

indicators derivation and project`s sustainability evaluation. To unite and process the en-

tire input parameters complexity, regards the interlacing between the project`s internal 

technical and commercial sides on the one hand, and consider all the specifics of the 

Russian conditions for doing business on the other hand, was developed the unique mod-

el for the project`s performance calculation, simulations and results representation.   

The complete research incorporates all corresponding data to substantiate the assigned 

facility`s design, sizing and output capacity for high quality and cost efficient ferrous pipe-

line accessories manufacturing, as well as, demonstrates that this project could be suc-

cessfully realized in current conditions in Russia and highlights the room for significant 

performance and sustainability improvements based on the indexes of the derived KPIs.   
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The described situation within Russian Foundry Industry allows to pre-conclude, that new, 

“state of the art” foundry, which is the foundation of the current project, in both financial 

and technological perspectives, has high chances to perform well among local competi-

tors, because it is designed based on the best, modern and most effective European prac-

tices. 

In addition to the presentation of the process of the new foundry creation, based on the 

original concept developed by Gemco, foundry performance calculation and comparative 

analyzes against the local foundry-competitor, the project incorporates the following pro-

duction steps, required for the final products manufacturing: machining, painting and as-

sembly departments. As a consequence, thesis is dedicated to the full-scale industrial fa-

cility development, in other words – capital investment project. The major goal of the pa-

per is to evaluate facility performance, taking into account: 

-entire technical and commercial sides of the project; 

-the overall current conditions for doing business, regarding such a project establishment 

in Russia; 

The target of the research is to provide the investor with valid and reliable answer on the 

question: go or no-go decision for the project? 

From theoretical view point, capital investments project is a huge topic to discuss, which 

due to the very high complexity, versatility and uniqueness of each particular case, incor-

porates a lot of theoretical perspectives. Thus, the thesis is focused on the theoretical as-

pects, which are mostly related to the particular project and could be applied on practice 

either taken into account for decision-making. 

The empirical part of the paper is shaped by the accomplished “action research” – the 

method which was employed for the project realization due to the absence of the para-

mount data regards number of specific perspectives involved in the project. Thus, by con-

sistent investigating, processing and analyzing each of the required issues, accordingly to 

general vision of the project scope, were eliminated unfeasible options and derived, tested 

and used optimal solutions regarding both, technical and commercial sides of the project 

development. Due to the scales of the project it was necessary to develop the complex 

approach of managing the entire facility performance calculation, considering the uncov-

ered theoretical framework, requirements of the client’s production plan, technical specif-

ics of the selected equipment, commercial issues within the production facility and overall 

conditions for doing business in Russia. Thus, was created the project`s performance 
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model, which incorporates and process all of the required details within each involved as-

pect separately, then, accumulates the outcomes in the specifically designed control cen-

ter, which is used as the input data pool for the following project`s lifecycle simulation.    

The information collected from the various accomplished project`s performance simula-

tions was processed and examined, with aim to derive the valid and reliable answer on 

the major question of the thesis, which is grounded on number of indexes of the perfor-

mance indicators, such as payback index, profitability, accumulated earnings index, NPV 

and IRR, as well as, supported with developed list of specific recommendations. 

Currently, already conducted a lot of researches regard the topic of the capital invest-

ments decision-making, the importance of such a decisions for the company and possible 

negative or positive consequences. However, in case of making the decision regarding 

establishing the manufacturing facility, the complexity of that issue with huge amount of 

specific, technical and engineering data on the one hand, and the overall conditions of the 

particular market in terms of location, resources availability, type of products, which 

planed to be manufactured, politico-economic situation within the country and globally, on 

the other hand, make each of the decision making process unique and solely dedicated to 

the particular project. 

Almost every single paper dedicated to the topic of the capital investments starts with 

word “complexity” or incorporates this word in the first sentences of the abstract. Despite 

of this challenging circumstance, the major question of the thesis has to be, finally, an-

swered clearly and reliably. Due to that fact, the following abstracts aimed to specify how 

the present studies introduce the essence of the issue regarding the capital investments, 

as well as, highlight the major theoretical perspectives with this respect.  

Accordingly to the article written by Alkaraan and Northcott, the focus of the capital in-

vestments could be specified as relatively “operational” or more “strategic” in terms of na-

ture. Authors described the second option as following – “‘Strategic projects are substan-

tial investments that involve high levels of risk, produce hard-to-quantify (or intangible) 

outcomes, and have a significant long-term impact on corporate performance.” (British 

Accounting Review 38; 2006; p.150)   That point of view was highlighted accordingly to 

Butler et al., (1991); Slagmulder et al., (1995); Slagmulder, (1997); Abdel-Kader and 

Dugdale, (1998); Dempsey, (2003) – “the complexity and uncertainty surrounding strate-
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gic capital investment projects present particular challenges to management accountants 

charged with their evaluation” (Ibid).  

Regards the theoretical background of mentioned article, typical examples of such pro-

jects are - company acquisitions and mergers, the introduction of major new product lines, 

the installation of new manufacturing processes, the introduction of advanced manufactur-

ing and business technologies, and substantial shifts in production capability (British Ac-

counting Review 38; 2006; p.150-151). Further in the paper were described the examples 

of use of the capital investment financial analysis techniques, refereeing to the UK studies 

by:  Pike and Wolfe, 1988; Pike, 1988; Ho and Pike, 1991, 1992; Lefley, 1994; Pike, 1996; 

Abdel-Kader and Dugdale, 1998; Arnold and Hatzopoulos, 2000: “The use of ‘convention-

al’ investment appraisal techniques (payback [PB], return on assets or investment [ROA 

or ROI], internal rate of return [IRR] and net present value [NPV]), and risk analysis ap-

proaches (e.g. sensitivity analysis; adjustment of the payback period or discount rate)” 

(Ibid). However, regards the British Accounting Review, the research findings are in con-

sist with contradictions, and an overall lack of clarity: “For example, Lefley’s (1994) study 

of large UK manufacturing firms reported that the most popular investment appraisal tech-

nique was the payback technique (used by 94% of the companies while only 69% used 

either IRR or NPV). Lefley’s findings appeared to indicate a decline in the use of the so-

phisticated methods and suggested that the payback method was the most popular 

means of assessing risk in advanced manufacturing technology investments—a ‘strategic’ 

type of investment (71% use). In contrast, Pike (1996), Abdel-Kader and Dugdale (1998), 

and Arnold and Hatzopoulos (2000) reported sensitivity analysis as the most widely used 

technique for dealing with investment project risk.” (Ibid). With this respect has to be men-

tioned that, to avoid the inconsistency, in the thesis used both approaches, namely pay-

back and sensitivity analyses, plus the derivation of the project`s profitability, NPV and 

IRR indexes, for higher reliability and validity of the results regards the project`s perfor-

mance. 

The background of “risks and uncertainty” circumstance, within the capital investments 

projects, Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and Setunge specify in their  paper “Framework for invest-

ment decision-making under risk and uncertainty for infrastructure asset management” as 

following: “Risks and uncertainties of project developments arise from various sources of 

errors including data, model and forecasting errors.” Section 2.4 is aimed to uncover the 

mentioned issue (Economic Impacts of Intelligent Transportation Systems: Innovations 

and Case Studies Research in Transportation Economics, Volume 8, p.199). 
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Since, regards the project, within the thesis implied the manufacturing facility, with respect 

to one of the paramount issues, which have to be zoomed-in and considered carefully is 

the focus of the production facility in terms of flexibility of production. Recently, conducted 

a lot of studies dedicated to that particular angel of looking on the way of the project reali-

zation. The issue of flexible or nonflexible production facility has a direct connection to the 

capital investments, due to the difference in costs of manufacturing equipment regards 

those two options. “Despite of its benefits, however, flexibility comes at the expense of 

increased cost of requiring flexible manufacturing capacity, as compared with dedicated or 

non-flexible capacity (Fine & Freund, 1990). Thus how to invest for flexibility in a manufac-

turing system is an important problem for decision makers.” (He, Chen and Xu, 2011, 

p.11813)  That issue is covered widely within the sub-section 2.5.1. 

Furthermore, the another decisive aspect, which has the direct influence on the total capi-

tal investments and strategy of the project realization, is the perspective of the production 

organization in terms of focus of doing business - based on suppliers networking i.e. out-

sourcing, either in-house facility. With respect to the mentioned perspective, the existing 

literature refers to the importance of the networking and supply chains approaches nowa-

days: “In networking there are undeniably certain benefits but possibly also problems and 

risks” (Ojalaa, Hallikas 2006, p.201). Sub-section 2.5.2 aimed to uncover the major as-

pects of the proposed perspective involved in the process of decision making regards cap-

ital investments projects. 

In addition, the capital investments in the in-house manufacturing facility which is located 

in the particular country and is aimed to produce products for the local market, has to be 

considered from the perspective of comparison of such a facility versus importing of the 

same products. The thesis highlights three important aspects with this respect, which are 

also involved in the decision making process concerning the capital investments. Follow-

ing abstract aimed to present briefly those issues which are then zoomed in the following 

sections of the chapter.   

Firstly, with respect to the abstract above, has to be mentioned the inclusion in the deci-

sion making process the matter of the territorial resources of location, where the project is 

planned to be established. This topic is highlighted in the present literature as well. For 

instance, Allais, Reyes and Roucoules in their study refer to the point that: “Companies 

consider territorial specificities when selecting a location (e.g. low production costs, highly 

qualified labor pool) in a utilitarian perspective.” (Allais, Reyes, Roucoules, 2015, p.187) 

Those points are presented wider within section 2.1. 
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Secondly, has to be considered the issue of the local development of the area and region, 

where the new manufacturing facility is planned to be established. The major idea of that 

perspective is the positive influence on the situation within corresponding area, due to the 

fact that, local people will have working places, income from taxes to the local authority, 

development of the infrastructure within area – are the obvious positive circumstances. If 

to consider that issue deeper it leads to the following point, accordingly to Garofoli: “It is 

possible to argue that the ‘high road to development’, based on quality products and inno-

vation, is the pathway for local and regional development”. (Garofoli, 2009, p. 225). The 

major features of this circumstance, such as bottom-up strategy, local competitive ad-

vantage and local production system are presented in the section 2.2. 

Third point is referred to the “transaction cost theory” (Section 2.3), which was developed 

by Coase in 1932. Author states that, the market prices is not the determine factor when 

company decides whether to produce goods or services by its own or to outsource from 

abroad (Coase 1937, p.390-392).  

To sum up, due to the fact that, all of the major issue and perspectives, specified in the 

lines above, are complicated by themselves on the one hand and on the other hand, all of 

them are intertwined together and changes regards one perspective undeniably leads to 

the greater or lesser changes in all other perspective involved. The only way to deal with 

such a challenging situation is applying the special tools and approaches, which are 

specified in the few lines bellow. 

The sophistication and complexity of the decision making process, regards the issue of 

the capital investments, leads to the complicated approaches of the concrete background 

development to support either negative or positive answer regards the major question – to 

invest in the project or not?  For example, He, Chen and Xu propose the multi-objective 

method regards the investments in the manufacturing systems, which consider simultane-

ously two objectives for developing investments strategy for such a project: “Xone objec-

tive, i.e. profit maximization. However, more and more company managers and customers 

pay much attention to another objective, i.e. production efficiency maximization.” (He, 

Chen and Xu, 2011, p.11813). The method described in the article results in the develop-

ment of model, aimed to incorporate all required input data, which have to be processed 

for results derivation. 
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In the existing researches is raised the issue of the considering the territorial specificity, 

when selecting a location for the company (e.g. low raw material costs, highly quailed la-

bor pool, energy issue) in a utilitarian perspective (Allais, Reyes, Roucoules, 2015, p.187). 

The essence highlighted in the paper consists in the integration of these territorial re-

sources in the development process to create the value for both the company and its terri-

tory. Based on the major proposal of the paper, the authors also establish a link between 

business and social sustainability and territorial resources utilization.  

With respect to the Russian reality in present, has to be considered the fact that, in times 

of USSR was introduced the concept of the territorial production complex – an approach 

for planning the spatial organization of the economy and industrial production, in particu-

lar. Accordingly to Doma ski territorial complex is: “X is a planned economic entity con-

sisting of three economically linked components: production (including specialization in-

dustries and auxiliary activities), infrastructure, and local resources (including manpower), 

which have to be harmonized in a particular geographical area.” (Doma ski, 2009, p.190). 

The major idea was to decrease the labor inputs, investment in the infrastructure, and the 

transportation costs. The author in the mentioned paper provides with an example of 

Urals–Kuznetsk Combine (UKC) created in the 1930th. Ural region, since oldest time, is a 

place for doing metallurgy in Russia, due to the tremendous reserves of ore mineral. In 

time of UKC the technological, energy as well as, transportation bases in the region were 

radically reconstructed. The link to current situation is that, referring to the open statistical 

resource (http://www.grandars.ru/shkola/geografiya/metallurgicheskaya-baza.html), Ural 

metallurgical base produces 52% iron, 56% of the steel volumes compare to the produc-

tion volumes in scales of the former USSR. It is the biggest from three main bases, which 

could be allocated in Russia today.  

Due to this historically developed status of the Ural region and, of course, due to the 

availability of all needed resources, regards ferrous products manufacturing, such as raw 

material, cheep energy and moreover, due to the actual existence of the representatives 

of all production and auxiliary materials suppliers, both local and from out of Russia, and 

finally, due to the availability of qualified and low cost manpower – the Ural like no other 

region is suitable for establishment the facility for ferrous components production. 

The other positive theoretical perspective, regards the capital investments projects is de-

velopment of the region, where the investments are allocated. Existing researchers, with 
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respect to the local development, refer to the aspect of the bottom-up strategies, endoge-

nous development and local competitive advantages, for instance. Garofoli in his article 

proposes that: “It is possible to argue that the ‘high road to development’, based on quality 

products and innovation, is the pathway for local and regional development.” (Garofoli, 

2009, p.225). 

The impact of the industrial projects on the regional development are highlighted based on 

the example of mining industry, however, those points could be generalized and consid-

ered as a representatives of the different heavy industries, which involves significant 

manpower, production resources and utilities to support the corresponding production 

process. Söderholm and Svahn in their study differentiate two different impact perspec-

tives based on the presence of the industrial venture in the region: “Xventures have a va-

riety of impacts on the regional development process, and these can be direct or indirect. 

The direct contribution to economic development comprises the value added generated by 

the mining venture, and spent to compensate labor, capital, the entrepreneurial efforts 

etc., and/or to satisfy the fiscal agentX” (Söderholm and Svahn, 2015, p.80). Regards the 

second impact perspective the mentioned authors refer to the several pointes listed be-

low: 

-the venture facilities the activities within other related sectors of goods and services sup-

pliers to satisfy its own input demand;  

-necessity in organization of downstream activities involves in the technological process; 

-the incomes of the ventures employees and of their household spend on goods and ser-

vices in the local community or the adjacent region;   

-the tax and royalty revenues used by the regional governments to develop infrastructure 

(e.g., roads, electricity grids etc.) and/or to purchase goods and services to improve their 

domestic region. Those positive changes will also spill over to the other companies as well 

as to the households. (Söderholm and Svahn, 2015, pp.80-81). 

The theory was developed by Coase in 1932. Author proposed that, the market prices is 

not the determine factor, when company decides whether to produce goods or services by 

its own or to outsource them or purchase. The other costs, except price, are often deter-

mining the decision of the company: searching activities costs, contracting costs, coordi-

nating costs (Coase 1937, pp.390-392). 
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crease choice complexity and task difficulty which, in turn, influence deliberative process-

es and ultimate choice (Sawers, 2005).” (Ibid). 

Furthermore, the existing studies highlight the number of different types of uncertainties, 

such as market, policy, demand, revenue, competitive effect etc. on the one hand and 

number of risks, accordingly to the classification of the Australian Defense Organization 

(2002) could be identified the following: Political Risk; Economic Risk; Social Risk; Cultur-

al Risk; Environmental Risk; Technology Risk; Supplier Risk; Customer Risk; Risk of Sub-

stitutes; Competitor Risk; Barriers to Entry Risk; Operational Risk (Human Resources); 

Operational Risk (Training); Flexibility and Adaptability Risk. (Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and 

Setunge, 2004, p.205). Both risks and uncertainty have to be recognized as crucial criteria 

within the investment decision-making.  

In the number of scientific articles on this subject, the description of risk begins from the 

words - risks have always been a part of life. If more specific, existing literature defines 

the term “risk” as comprising two elements: first, - the probability (or likelihood) of occur-

rence of a negative event during the lifetime of operation of a facility and involves risk as-

sessment, which is mainly scientific task. Second - the resultant consequence, when a 

negative event has taken place, in other words risk management, which involves devising 

regulatory measures based on the risk assessment and on legal, political, social, econom-

ic, environmental and engineering considerations (Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and 

Setunge,2004, p.201) 

Uncertainty, regards the existing studies, is closely related to risk. The term “uncertainty” 

highlights that, the choice of the decision-making must be made based on the incomplete 

knowledge regards the projects, which do not yet physically exist (Walker, 2000 pp. 11-

27). Accordingly to The World Road Congress Committee on Economics and Finance, 

1983 (Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and Setunge,2004, p.201), uncertainties arise from the ran-

domness of events, along with three sources of errors, namely: 

-Data errors (uncertainties about past events); 

-Forecasting errors (uncertainties about future events); 

-Model errors (residual errors, i.e. the difference between observed and model values). 

Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and Setunge conducted study focused on the current practices in 

the decision making regards the risk and uncertainty in the investments projects. They 

have found that many European countries including Australia, the U.K., France, and Ger-

many use scenarios for the investigation of the effects of risk and uncertainty on such a 
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projects, namely: “Different alternative scenarios are mostly considered during the eco-

nomic cost-benefit analysis stage. For instance, the World Bank requires an analysis of 

risks in all project appraisals. Risk in economic evaluation needs to be addressed by cal-

culating the sensitivity of the rate of return for a number of events.” (Piyatrapoomi, Kumar 

and Setunge,2004, p.199). 

Existing practices for the assessment of risk and uncertainty emphasize scenario anal-

yses. By Piyatrapoomi, Kumar and Setunge, is mentioned that: “The World Road Con-

gress Committee on Economic and Finance (1983) explored the application of the other 

two methods (i.e. sensitivity assessment, probability-based assessment).” - (Piyatrapoomi, 

Kumar and Setunge,2004, p.202)  To state in advanced, the combination of scenario ana-

lyzes and sensitivity tests is employed in the chapter 9 and is responsible for testing the 

project sustainability, regards the fluctuations of the variety input parameters.  

The capital investments project, namely, the manufacturing facility, has many alternative 

ways of the project realization in terms of production and organizational perspectives, 

which have to be considered and evaluated, with aim to select the optimal option or com-

bined solution, based on the particular overall market conditions in and out of the country, 

where the facility is planned to be established.  

With respect to the existing theory the following subsections of the thesis presents the ma-

jor alternative ways for the project realization, which have to be carefully considered by 

the investor from different points of view, due to the fact that, the choice among these op-

tions forms the overall project`s appearance and specify the accents on the particular fea-

tures for the long term. The wrong settings with this respect could be an extremely expen-

sive mistake and also could have immensely negative influence on the projects perfor-

mance. Otherwise, the optimal choice could make the project sustainable, self-sufficient 

and profitable in long-run. The mentioned perspectives have focused on two different are-

as involved in the project and considered in the sub-sections bellow.  

Existing theoretical studies highlight the major focuses of the production and differentiate 

two options with this respect: flexible or dedicated focus within the manufacturing facility. 

For instance, Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort in their paper describe that issue as following: 

“The product flexible production technology has certain advantages, especially when the 

economic environment is uncertain. On the other hand, the dedicated production technol-
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ogy allows a firm to commit to production quantities. This gives strategic advantages, 

which can outweigh the ‘value of flexibility’.” (Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort, 2015, p.141). The 

proposed description regards flexible or dedicated focus of the production shows that, 

both cases have particular corresponding advantages, which are presented and “zoomed-

in” in the following abstracts. 

Firstly, the situation with flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is presented, regards the 

conducted literature review. The authors mentioned above, provide with examples why in 

present time most of automotive manufactures have started to invest in FMS, which allow 

production of multiple car types on a single production line: “The most important reason 

that induces manufacturers to invest in FMS is that it is a good hedge against uncertainty. 

In addition FMS is a way to respond to changes in competition.” Also, with this respect 

Goyalet al. (2006) find that “automotive manufacturers use flexibility as a ‘competitive 

weapon’; flexibility is deployed in market segments in which there are a larger number of 

flexible competitors".  (Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort, 2015, p.141). 

Furthermore, Abele , Liebeck, Wörn to support the advantages of the flexible facility point 

in their paper the following: “Prediction  of  product  success  is  becoming  harder  under 

the  influence  of  the  constantly  increasing  turbulence  in the market environment. This 

movement is characterized by growing dominance of high product mixture and low volume 

production. To enhance success of manufacturing industries  by  increasing  the  competi-

tiveness  of manufacturing systems, production flexibility becomes an important  instru-

ment  to  handle  an  uncertain manufacturing environment.” (Abele , Liebeck, Wörn, 

2006, p.1) 

Moreover, the authors came-up with the figure (Figure 2), which classifies the essential 

sphere of the production flexibility, as well as, the list of descriptive statements regards the 

introduced figure.  

 

Figure 2. Essential spheres of production flexibility (Abele , Liebeck, Wörn, 2006, p.2) 
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-machine flexibility: in case if it is high, then more operations can be conducted on the 

same machine, which means greater feasibility that a machine will be able to undertake of 

newly introduced work pieces. Also, product, process and operational flexibility require 

machine flexibility; 

-product flexibility: ability to economically switch the production on a new set of prod-

ucts; 

-process flexibility: ability to switch-over in order to produce a given set of part patterns 

with different batch sizes; 

-operational flexibility: the ease of changing the required operations sequence to pro-

duce the particular part; 

-routing flexibility: ability to produce parts using the alternative roués in the same pro-

duction system; 

-volume flexibility: refers to the ability of profitable operation at different production vol-

umes; 

-expansion flexibility: ability to expand the system’s capacity with minimal effort. 

As it was shown above, the FMS has huge number of advantages, however if to compare 

it with facility for dedicated production the following negative aspects immediately arise: 

1. FMS requires significantly higher investments;  

2. Production equipment is more sophisticated, which increase the probability of failure 

and require higher qualification of working personal; 

3. Production costs higher, due to the necessity in universal tooling for machines; 

4. Production volumes lower. 

The following lines provides with a brief description of the dedicated machining facility de-

rived from the accomplished literature review. Accordingly to Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort 

investing in the dedicated production capacity could give the incumbent a higher (ex-

pected) profit, than investing in the flexible production capacity. Furthermore, it sated in 

their research that, when uncertainty is sufficiently low, preferably to invest in dedicated 

production (Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort 2015, p.142.) 
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The research mentioned above provides with following results, which have to be taking 

into account regards the investments decision-making in terms of production focus: “Un-

der some market conditions (economic environment not very uncertain, similar profitability 

of both products, low substitutability) it is more profitable for the incumbent to invest in the 

dedicated production technology. When the incumbent firm has invested in the flexible 

capacity, it is for some market conditions (intermediate levels of uncertainty, similar 

profitability of both products, low substitutability) more profitable for the entrant to invest in 

the dedicated production technology.” (Boonman, Hagspiel, Kort 2015, p.148.) 

Other important perspective, which is also embedded in the investments decision making 

process, is organizational focus of the project realization. Based on the existing literature 

on this subject, the current sub-section provides with two possible alternatives of the pro-

ject organizational focus, namely cooperative production system on the one hand and in-

house production on the other hand. The critical point is that second options requires es-

tablishment of the in-house production facility and this circumstance has direct influence 

on the major investments increase. Following lines aimed to uncover the major features of 

both options. 

The literature review on this subject highlighted that cooperative production systems, often 

called networks, have become increasingly important in the last decade (Ojalaa, Hallikas 

2006, p.201). The stiff competition in fast developing markets force companies to search 

more and more efficient and effective ways to be competitive. Accordingly to Hinterhuber 

and Levin, the network structures may be more flexible and also provide with possibility to 

share the risks among group of firms. (Hinterhuber and Levin, 1994, pp.43-53). According-

ly to Hines, 1994; Cooper and Slagmulder, 1999, production networks (suppliers’ net-

works) are normally created according to a product’s value chain and are network struc-

tures of independent companies based on deep and long-term cooperation, furthermore, 

the development of the networks structure is in the direction where, main contractors out-

source ever more functions to their suppliers. (Ojalaa, Hallikas 2006, p.202). 

The paramount element of the networking and partnership is trust: ‘‘the expectation that 

an exchange partner will not engage in opportunistic behavior, even in the face of coun-

tervailing short-term incentives and uncertainty about long-term benefits’’ -  Chiles and 

McMackin (1996). One more important feature, directly related to the networking and sup-

ply chains is risk management. Accordingly to the resent studies in the supply chain man-

agement and industrial networking by Harland et al., 2003; Agrellet al., 2004; Hallikas et 
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al., 2004, the issue of risk management and importance of effective management of the 

supply relations is strongly emphasized (Ojalaa, Hallikas 2006, p.204). 

The research papers on the subject highlight that, common approach to manage the risks 

within the inter-organizational relationships is contractual policy. The most valid tool for 

risk-sharing in supply chain is basically, the risk-sharing contract between original equip-

ment manufacturer (OEM) and suppliers, with respect to investments and capacity plan-

ning (Lindroth and Norrman 2001, pp.297-307). In addition, the supply chain modeling al-

so, could be used to facilitate effective risk management; however major part of the prior 

literature is dedicated to the investigation of the contractual procedures regards the effec-

tive risk management. Nevertheless, referring  to Ojalaa and Hallikas, were discover sev-

eral papers by Kogut, 1988; Dyer and Singh, 1998, related to the importance of the equity 

arrangements among partners in terms of leveling the incentives within group and contrib-

uting to higher effectiveness of knowledge transfer, compare to contract-based agree-

ments (Ojalaa, Hallikas 2006, p.205). 

Despite of, the findings of the conducted literature review on the subject of networking in-

dicates that, investing and decision-making in suppliers relationships are complex and 

challenging issues, which encompass a multitude of risks and possible problems, the em-

pirical part of the current MT aimed to test this approach with respect to the Russian reali-

ty and investigate the issue regards networking and outsourcing within Russia in present 

time. 

The current chapter focused on establishing smooth transition from the theoretical part to 

the empirical part of the MT. Due to the fact that, the foundation of the manufacturing facil-

ity considered in the paper, in terms of investments, production costs, technical and tech-

nological sophistication compare to other involved production departments, is ferrous 

foundry - the first section of the chapter is focused on providing the reader with brief theo-

retical excurse in this type of heavy industry.  

Secondly, is introduced the starting point, which has the paramount influence on the all 

further activities regards the project`s development – the client`s initial production plan.  

Typically a ferrous foundry is producing cast metal components, with this respect; the 

common definition of the casting process is highlighted in following lines. Through the 

casting process, molten metal is poured into a mold that matches the almost final dimen-
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sions of the finished product. It has to be mentioned that main steps of the casting pro-

cess are known to the human-being, since ancient times and this industry has really long 

and proud history – open sources provides with data regards the first cast product origina-

tion, that is copper frog, the oldest known casting in existence, is cast in Mesopotamia 

3200 B.C. (http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Casting ). 

Since its discovery, metal casting has played a critical role in the development of human 

cultures and after 5000 years of technological advances, metal casting plays a greater 

part in our everyday lives. For instance typical cast product, which everyone knows is al-

loy wheels on cars, however, modern castings techniques make possible to precisely cast 

the components of surgery instrument with weight of 10 grams on the one hand and 120 

tons ship`s engine housing on the other hand.    

Modern foundry is among the most complex industries from the technological point of 

view. It is based on number of highly diversified technological processes, which supple-

ment each other and work as one complex. With this respect, figure 3 provides with classi-

fication of the casting processes, which are used in foundries in present time. Each tech-

nological process is used for particular products geometry and material, predetermined 

production volumes and requires specific production equipment. 

 

Figure 3. Casting processes classification accordingly to DIN 8580  

Due to the processes variety presented above, which casting process is optimal for the 

particular production plan and following clearing, which equipment is needed for the most 

effective production and also cost-efficient for the facility realization, as well as proper 

production flow organization within the layout of the planed facility, makes a big challenge 

for potential investor, which could be turned in a big loss in terms of money and time in 

case of choice mistake. 
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However, there are professionals, whose job is to design and build “state of the art” found-

ries. The foundry development process, which is presented in the following chapter, origi-

nates from the new foundry concept study for the real client accomplished by company 

Gemco Engineers B.V. – the engineering company from Netherlands, which already build 

hundreds of foundries all over the world and play in the top league in their market globally.  

Gemco is a full service provider in foundry and has been founded in 1978 by Jan van 

Gemert. The successful projects accordingly to Gemco vision – “no accidents (safety), 

process quality, project on time & within budget, long term cooperation with customer and 

suppliers.” (Gemco corporate source). That is why, for instance, German automobile 

manufacturers such as BMW, Audi, VW and many other companies trust Gemco and hire 

them to solve their challenges regards foundry. 

Due to the information confidentiality, the real customer name will not appear in the thesis, 

however it is substituted with the alias – “SovLitMet”.   

SovLitMet operates at the Russia market of the pipeline accessories such as flanges, 

valves, tees or bends (Figure 4). Company is relatively young, however, performs very 

well at their market segment. One of the reasons of such a success is company`s ap-

proach of doing business - very open to the new inputs, innovative methods and ideas. 

Permanent focus at the development and the business boundaries expansion in terms of 

assortment, sphere of influence, has brought to SovLitMet competitive and strong position 

on the market. 

 

Figure 4. Pipelines accessories: bends, valves, tees; (Gemco) 

Currently, one of the company’s activities is focused on collaboration with Chinese manu-

factures and imports the specified products into Russia. However, the company`s owners 
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have planes to build their own facility to produce the range of products locally and be in-

dependent from external suppliers. The target is to develop and locate the high-productive 

and efficient manufacturing facilities in the Bays No 1 and 2 of the existing building (Figure 

5).  

 

Figure 5. Sketch of the building - top view (SovLitMet) 

However, despite of the fact that, foundry is the base of the project, the other needed pro-

duction steps within pipeline accessories manufacturing production chain; have to be in-

vestigated as well. With this respect, SovLitMet aims to establish the mechanical treat-

ment shop in their building (Bay No.3), to do the necessary mechanical processing of the 

cast parts, which are produced on the foundry.  The operations of the workpiece painting 

and assembling of the final product are also needed to be accomplished. 

The main building has the following dimensions: 90x54x10.8 meters: three-bay building.  

In addition, the four-flow administration building is connected to the main building from the 

right side: 62x12 meters per flow. The figure 6 presents the photos of the building on site. 

  

Figure 6. Existing building facades and building internally, middle bay #2 (SovLitMet) 
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Customer`s production plan (Appendix 1) consists of  variety of different steel and iron 

cast components for drainage and water supply systems, namely, valves and filters. (Fig-

ure 7).  

 

 

  

   Valve (steel)          Valve (iron)         Filter (iron) 

Figure 7. Sketches of the products, which are planed be produced (SovLitMet) 

Either valve or filter consist of number of different constituent parts, the main ones are 

made by casting. SovLitMet aims to produce the following cast components of the final 

product: housing (1), cap (2), wedge (3), flywheel (4) for valve (Figure 8) on the own 

foundry facility. For the filter this is housing and cap only.  

  

Figure 8. Main components of valve to be produced by casting (SovLitMet) 

Production plan (Appendix 1) is the starting point for all the calculations, which are re-

quired to develop the concept of a new foundry, as well as, other involved production 

shops. The entire process of the foundry concept development with following performance 

calculation is presented in the chapters 4-6 of the MT. Further, within chapter 7, are con-

sidered other production steps within pipeline accessories manufacturing, which are also 

based on the production plan details on the one hand, and on foundry output figure on the 

other hand. 
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To eliminate ambiguity and facilitate the ease of the current chapter understanding, it has 

to be stated from the beginning, what is implied by means of “foundry concept” according-

ly to Gemco vision, as well as, critically important to highlight the general framework of 

how the foundry concept are created and which issue are covered within. 

By concept of a new ferrous foundry implies the concept engineering report, which incor-

porates technical and commercial sides of the project. First one is focused on creation of 

the optimal basic design of the facility, while second one is dealing with full investment 

requirement for an enhanced “state of the art” facility in which labor levels are minimized 

through implementation of automated processing equipment. Foundry concept covers all 

the manufacturing and processing departments within the facility, i.e.: Raw Material Prep-

aration; Melting; Metal Transfer & Pouring; Moulding; Coreshop & Core Storage; Sand 

Supply & Sand Reclamation; Casting Cleaning and Finishing; Quality Control; Dust Col-

lection. 

Based on the casting features, specified by the production plan, such as material, dimen-

sions, weights, geometry complexity, accuracy, surface quality, annual output and other 

essential parameters, the most effective and efficient technologies of molding, melting and 

sand reclamations facilities are determined – the three most expensive and decisive 

shops within foundry.  

 

Figure 9. Foundry concept development by Gemco (MT) 
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The general approach how the concept is created is visualized on figure 9. The loop-style 

figure briefly and informatively presents the major aspect of the concept creation process, 

which starts, from the client, then follow through number of consecutive activities and 

ends also on the client. The first step, which has to be accomplished, is possessing of the 

production plan, which normally is based on the sales forecast. However, in the current 

project the production plan was received from the client directly. 

The loading study (LS) is an exclusive approach developed by Gemco for creation of new 

foundry concepts. The aim of the current section is to provide with extract, derived from 

the accomplished for SovLitMet loading study. Within the loading study are specified all 

the technical and operational aspects of “state of the art” processes and corresponding 

production equipment, which are capable for generating the outputs required. The figures 

regards output are predetermining the foundry performance, which is calculated further in 

the MT. The goal of incorporating “state of the art” solutions is in maximization of manu-

facturing efficiency and hence competitiveness.  

SovLitMet introduced to Gemco their vision of the annual production program for the new 

foundry, which comprises the initial requirements for the foundry concept development. 

Prior to start of any activity regards the concept development, the processing of the clients 

production plan, has to be accomplished, to come up with general framework for the con-

cept development. Three main aspects, as a base for the further concept development 

and subsequent calculations have to be highlighted from the SovLitMet production plan: 

-product geometrical parameters;  

-product material; 

-annual volumes of saleable output. 

Accordingly to the given production plan, two different types of cast products, with respect 

to geometry - valves and filters, made from different materials –gray iron and carbon steel, 

with range of different casting sizes within each type – from Du50 to Du300, are planned 

to be produced on the new foundry facility. The total saleable volume, in terms of number 

of pieces, of all types and sizes of cast components produced annually composes 

261.660 psc.  (Table 1) 
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Whether valves either filters

internal diameter of the part

The weights of components vary significantly from 0
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filters are considered, in appliance with the production program,

of the part (Du) in millimeters composes 50mm. and max

The weights of components vary significantly from 0.5 kg. for wedge from the

kg. for the housing of the biggest valve Du300. 

good castings produced annually, is calculated base

number of the particular component, with respect to the weight of

component specified in the production plan. Annually, the total weight of all good castings 

(Table 2).   

saleable output of cast components in kg. (LS) 
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Pie chart of the SovLitMet production split in terms of cast alloy
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Following key step, regards the new foundry concept development, is dialing with parame-

ters, such as percentages of the scrap levels within production. Those ratios are estimat-

ed based on Gemco experience. The assumptions are done very gently, with respect to 

the major focus within concept study - to be on a save side with calculation. Due to this 

focus, the value of the scrap ratios presented in table 3, as well as, other production rati-

os, which will be introduced further, are very negative compare to average European 

(Netherlands, Germany) foundry practices. Such a focus within calculation is aimed to 

achieve the indexes of the designed facility capacity, even if the methodology of casting 

production is poor and foundrymen team has lack of experience and professional working 

skills. 

Table 3. Planed production average scrub rates and yield (LS) 

 

  Values of parameters in different colors. These colors mean the following: 

Black number are based on source 

Green number are estimated by Gemco 

Blue numbers are calculated  

Red numbers are linked or calculated 
 

Further, the operational calendar of the new foundry facility is another fundamental issue 

within new foundry concept creation and is presented in the table 4. The table aims to 

show the available working time of the main departments, as well as, the up-time of those 

departments. The up-time for each department is calculated based on the up-time of 

equipment within the corresponding department. On different departments up-time could 

be different, as well as, the working regime in terms of number of working shifts per day. 

To normally realize the initial production plan, it is recommended for SovLitMet to utilize 

the departments of the new foundry facilities as following: moulding and all other depart-

ments in two shifts 4.392 hours/year. The planed down-time for all foundry facility is 300 

hours/year*shift -production during 46.5 weeks/year. 
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Table 4. Operational calendar for the new foundry (LS) 

 

In the following sub-sections the paper aims to specify briefly the major features of two 

key departments within the foundry: 

-moulding department responsible for moulds production;  

-melting department - for liquid metal production. 

The ability to choose the optimal molding process for ferrous casting among the number 

of available processes, early in the design stage is paramount. Inaccurate process selec-

tion can lead to financial losses and market share erosion. From general theory and 

foundry practices, with respect to the introduced production plan the most appropriate 

technological process for molding department have been determined through the compar-

ative analyzes conducted by Gemco. The technological process selection is not included 

in the MT, however the moulding line capacity derivation is presented bellow (table 5 and 

table 6).  

Based on the maximum castings dimensions of the valves housing Du300, was assigned 

the mould size 1400x1400mm, so that one mould contains two housings Du300. Further, 

regards the assigned moulds sizing, was accomplished the calculation for all castings in-

corporated in the production plan to clarify how many parts of each type and sizing suite 

into one mould. For instance, contrary to the biggest part (valve`s housing Du 300), one 

mould can contain 56 pieces of the wedges for valve Du50. The total number of good 

moulds accordingly to the LS composes 23.385 psc/year. Further, this number has to be 
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increased regards the introduced scrap ratios for steel and iron castings specified in table 

3.  

Table 5. Calculation of the moulds amount required annually (LS) 

 

By using the figures from the operational calendar, regards the net-working hours, derived 

required moulds output per hour, as well as, required cycle time per mould half. The cycle 

time is responsible for moulding speed needed to satisfy the annual production plan intro-

duced by SovLitMet (Table 6).  

Table 6. Calculation of the moulding line speed (LS) 

 

The following table 7, details the main specifications and capabilities of the moulding sys-

tem selected for the fulfilling the SovLitMet production plan with consideration of the po-

tential increase in the facility output. 

Table 7. Summary of the selected moulding system (LS) 

 

The melting department is always called the “heart” of each particular foundry, because 

furnaces for melting metal are commonly the most expensive equipment in the whole facil-
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ity. Secondly, depends on the production type (single production or mass production) the 

shake out with sand reclamation system or molding department dominates in terms of re-

quired investments. 

The performance of the melting department has to be designed accordingly to the mould-

ing line performance.  Therefore, for the design purposes, the derived characteristics of 

the moulding systems are taken as a base for the melting plant sizing calculation. The 

melting system evaluation process is not covered by the MT, however, the outcomes are 

available. In the table 8 are presented the figures regard the annual liquid metal demand, 

which was calculated for the melting units specification. 

Table 8. Annual demand of liquid metal within the new foundry (LS) 

 

Within the following lines, the MT introduces the overview of the major features of the 

melting plant, within new foundry concept. Accordingly to Gemco recommendation, for 

satisfaction of the foundry facility demand in liquid metal, required for realization of the 

annual production plan, as well as, take into consideration the possible future production 

output increase, is necessary to equip the facility with two induction furnaces with two tons 

capacity per each unit. Furthermore, it was chosen single-track configuration regards the 

power supply system – one furnace one power pack. The advantage of two separate 

power-supply systems is in higher reliability of the melting plant – if one system fails, there 

is always possibility to melt metal on other one. The specification of the furnace character-

istics required is introduced within table 9. It have to be mentioned, that time loss per cy-

cle indexes assigned from “save calculation” point of view, thus in reality, on average Eu-

ropean foundry the time losses are significantly lower.  
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Table 9. Specification of the furnace requirements (LS) 

  

The major aim of this section is to provider reader with minimum of the essential infor-

mation regards the basic design, sizing and operation principles of all departments re-

quired to support the moulding and melting shops, specified in sub-sections above, in or-

der to be able to understand the principle of working and facilitate the perception of the 

facility`s layout and process flows, which are introduced in the following section of the 

chapter. The reader will follow through the description of all stages of the casting manu-

facturing process, accordingly to the process and materials flows: from the raw material 

delivery on the facility up to the dispatching of already done cast components. 

This area used originally for unloading trucks with scrap, for scrap storing and for loading 

the charging cars for delivering scrap to the furnaces. Area located at the left side of the 

building and runs the complete building width. This area planed to be without heating and 

additional insulation, although with cover and walls against the precipitation. The area is 

designed with respect of building constrains and raw materials demand. The layout of the 

area is presented on Figure 11 (rotated on 90° coun ter the clockwise compare to the facili-

ty layout).  

The bulk raw materials, such as steel scrap and pig iron will be delivered to the foundry by 

tracks and offloaded to the one of appropriate storage by means of a hydraulic tipping 

mechanism attached to the delivery trucks. 
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Figure 11.Top view on the scrap preparation area (Layout) 

If a truck is unable to tip, the raw material will be offloaded by means of magnet attached 

to the overhead travelling crane. For the incoming on site trucks four main storages with 

wooden walls are provided (Figure 12). Above the mentioned sections the eight bunkers 

for steel returns and additives are located. The casting returns are delivered to the bun-

kers in boxes by a forklift. 

 

Figure 12. Example of a scrap area with crane magnet for charging/discharging (Gemco)    

New charge is prepared by the charge crane, which is fitted with a strain gauge type 

weighing device, between the crane hook and the magnet, which loads one of two charg-

ing cars (Figure 13), standing in the loading position, with a proper mix of raw material.  

 

Figure 13. Charging car for loading the furnace (Gemco) 

The additive make up, releases the complete batch of additives, is added to the charging 

car by the operator manually and control by charge weighting system. Two electrical 

charge cars, whose rails run perpendicular to the scrap yard and enter the melting plant at 

a point directly behind each of two furnaces. The capacity of each charging cars is two 

tones. 
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The melting plant location and design provides with convenient operational performance 

for raw material input into the melting area and easy delivery of molten metal to the pour-

ing area of the foundry with minimal of interference of material flow paths. Figure 14 pre-

sents the top view of the melting plant, which is located behind the charging area in the 

bay No. 1 of the foundry building. The melting system consists of two induction furnaces 

(furnace specification - table 9). 

 

Figure 14. Top view on melting plant (Layout) 

The furnaces are situated next to each other so, that each discharge spout falls along the 

same axis of the railway of the charge car. One furnace is positioned on one side of the 

bay and the second on the other side.  Once the full charge car is in position in front of the 

furnace and a furnace is available for charging, the roof with dedusting hood system is 

lifted and swivelled to one side by means of a hydraulic unit. Further the charge chute of 

the charging car opens and the full steel charge is loaded onto the hearth (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15. Process of furnace charging (Gemco) 

After charging the transfer car are sent back to the scrap yard for refilling. The roof of the 

furnace is swivelled back in to place hydraulically. Each furnace is equipped with PLC fur-

nace control unit. The solid steel charge is melted to between 1500°C and 1650°C (de-

pending on alloy grade) by the use of an energy pre-selection device. 

When trimming is complete and power applied to achieve the predetermined tapping tem-

perature, the bath specification is confirmed through the use of spectrographic and 
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pyrometric analysis and is then ready for emptying into the transfer/pouring ladle. Furnace 

tapping into the transfer ladle is performed by hydraulically tilting the furnace body about 

an axis running through the discharge spout. Also important to mentioned that, foundry 

design assumes, that conventional cast linings for furnace bodies will be used and re-

paired with compatible, plastic ramming material.   

While the melting plant is working to produce the required amount of liquid metal, the oth-

er key department -moulding line is operating to produce the required number of good 

moulds and cores. Cores are responsible for shaping the internal geometry of the cast 

parts if that is needed as, for instance, in case of valves housing. For investments reduc-

tion was agreed with SovLitMet to eliminate from the facility the dedicated core-shop and 

to produce cores on the moulding line equipment. The space for dedicated core-shop in-

stallation is reserved within the foundry layout. 

Following abstracts are aimed to provide the description of the moulding department op-

eration. The complete moulding line is situated in bay No. 2 of the building. Moulds are 

manufactured by the horizontally parted, flaskless, fast loop moulding system with the no-

bake binding process. The moulding loop is a heart of the moulding system; it is located in 

the center and is responsible for moulds-halfs creation. The system is completed by auxil-

iary equipment for painting/coating, drying, corseting, closing, clamping and transferring of 

moulds.  The top view on the moulding line is shown at the Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Top view on the moulding line (Layout) 
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It have to mentioned in advance, that all molding boxes, mould-halfs and assembled 

moulds logistic in entire moulding line is conducted automatically, by means of transport-

ing belts units and three transfer cars (Figure 17)  

 

Figure 17. Transfer car and transporting belts on the moulding line (Gemco) 

The contentious two arm sand mixer (Figure 18) is the most important machine of the 

whole moulding section, because all of the following processes depend on its correct per-

formance. The sand mixer, chosen from the range of 15-25 tones per hour output, con-

sists of the primary arm for the transportation of a blend of new and reclaimed sand to an 

articulated mixing arm, where the two sands are blended with the furan resin binder and 

the acid catalyst.  

 

Figure 18. Continuous two arm sand mixer, top view (Gemco) 

The sands for the mixer are stored in the primary silos in the right part of the Bay No.2. 

The binder and catalyst are held in dedicated containers located at the side of the sand 

mixer.  

The continuously monitored mixed sand is discharged from the end of the mixing arm to 

fall vertically into the horizontally split flaskless moulding box (Figure 19), situated on the 

driven roller conveyor of the “fast loop” moulding system. When the moulding box is full, 

the mixed sand is compacted by vibrating the moulding box and its contents. Compaction 

is obtained by the lifting of the vibrating frame through the spaces between the roller con-

veyors, into contact with the bolster plate of the moulding box.  
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Figure 19. Example  of the flaskless moulding box with installed pattern inside (Gemco) 

Vibrating tables increase the rate of compaction within the mould mass and therefore an 

increase in the mechanical strength of the cured mould slice, compared to the results ob-

tained through manual compaction of the sand mass. This increase in mechanical 

strength can lead to a reduction in the binder requirement, reduced tooling wear and im-

proved sand reclamation. 

Once the mould is compacted, the vibration table retracts to it normal position, enabling 

the automatic strike off arm to activate, removing any excess sand from the top of the 

moulding box. The completed mould-half is indexed through several stations to enable 

curing of the binder prior to stripping the mould half from the moulding box. The curing 

stations can accommodate up to seven mould halves. The end of the mould forming cycle 

(moulding loop) is the stripping (Figure 20) – separation the moulding box with pattern and 

mould-half by the specific consequence of movements based on rotation of the machine 

on 180° and back through the horizontal axis lies i n the direction of the transporting belt.  

 

Figure 20. Striper for separation of mouldhalf and moulding box with pattern inside 

(Gemco) 

From the rollover machine, the mould halves are transferred from the indexing fast loop 

system onto a conveyor that takes them through a painting chamber (Figure 21) prior to 

the drying (burnout) chamber. The refractory paint is applied to the area of the mould face, 

which will later be in contact with the liquid metal, while casting and cooling. Important to 

mention that for steel and iron castings different paint is applied.   
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Figure 21. Mouldhalf painting/coating station (Gemco) 

 

Figure 22. Mould-half inside the mould drying tunnel (Gemco) 

After the application of the mould paint, the mould -half proceeds through the mould dry-

ing oven (Figure 22) to burn-out the coating. 

Stations for core setting are located between the mould drying tunnel and the mould clos-

ing station. Cores are held in the core storage area, which is located in front of the core 

setting station on the moulding line. Cores are manually set in the cope half of the mould 

(Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23. Setting the cores in the mould-halfs before closing (Gemco) 

By means of with a portal crane, operator and auxiliary devises (Figure 24) the mould 

closing operation is accomplished semi-automatically. The reason is to eliminate the ex-

pensive automatic mould closing machine from the facility and reduce the required in-

vestments. 
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Figure 24. Moulds closing station with clamped mould-half (Gemco) 

The final outcome of the one entire cycle of the moulding line is two clamped and ready 

for pouring moulds, positioned on one poring plate as shown on figure 25. 

 

Figure 25. Molds with clamping on the pouring plate, ready for pouring (Gemco) 

In general, transfer system consists of overhead traveling crane and set of lip pouring la-

dles (Figure 26). All of the moulds produces are have to be poured by means of conven-

tional unheated ladles. 

 

Figure 26. Transfer ladle lip type (Gemco) 

Metal is tapped from the appropriate furnace body into the pre-heated transfer ladle. This 

unit is suspended from a single, overhead crane system, which provides transport be-
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Figure 28. Ladle pre-heating station 

Pouring and in-mould cooling facilities are located predominantly 

No.1 of the facility building

ment are two pouring/cooling loops with 64 mould

for each loop from the left side

top view of the pouring/cooling line

the melting furnaces and the deslagging and pouring station(s) and, via the same 

route, back to the filling position. Under normal circumstances only one ladle is in ope

at any one time to transport and pour metal on the pouring area and therefore only 

one crane is needed over this area. 

 

Taping the liquid metal from the furnace to the pre-

As well as furnace ladle has special lining. Prior to use in transporting molten metal, new 

to undergone the drying and initial frit operations. 

to operating temperature (approx. 700-800°C) by a vertically oriented ladle pre

action ducting (Figure 28). The ladle is located within the pre
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heating station (Gemco) 

mould cooling facilities are located predominantly in the left part of the Bay 

building, directly after the melting plant. The main unites of this depar

ment are two pouring/cooling loops with 64 mould-places capacity,  separate transfer car 

left side  and one transfer car for both loops from the right

/cooling lines is shown at the Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Top view on pouring/cooling line (Gemco) 

From the mould closing station the pouring plate with two moulds on the top are trans-

ported by a hydraulic gear motor driven transfer car to the one of two similar pouring 

loops.  Each of this loops consist of two parallel lanes of 16 moulds or 8 pouring plates 

each. On the right end each moulding loop has a separate transfer car to close the circle.  

Between the pouring loops the pouring platform for operators is located. 

The pouring process is controlled by a pouring operative (Figure 30), who also instructs 

the crane driver to hoist, lower and position the ladle as required over the mould to be 

cast. For the lip cast material, the ladle itself is tilted by means of a handwheel connected 

to a gearbox on the side of the unit. A number of moulds are cast in sequence until the 

ladle is empty.  

 

Figure 30. Pouring platform and operator (Gemco) 

As new moulds enter the pouring loops, cast moulds exit the other end. They are dis-

charged from the lane on to the same transfer car, which put them on the loop. The ac-

cepted plate and moulds are transported to the shakeout unit, which is located in the 

same Bay No. 1, however in the right side. The transfer cars at both ends of the line are 

synchronized so that, as one mould is pushed on the loop another exits the same loop on 

the opposite side.  
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Figure 31. Hydraulic ram pushing the moulds into the shake-out (Gemco) 

When the pouring plate with two full moulds on it is on the roller conveyer prior to the 

shakeout unite, the clamping devices have to be de-attached. At the shakeout unit, the 

mould is pushed from the pouring plate, by a hydraulic ram (Figure 31), onto the shakeout 

deck contained within a sound and dust-proofed cabin.  

This sub-section is aimed to present the overview of systems, which are focused on pro-

cesses related to the silica sand within the foundry, namely sand supply on the mixer, re-

claimed and new sand processing and storing. Predominantly the systems are located in 

the Bay No.1 and Bay No.2 Those equipment allows providing the following activities re-

gard sand processing: mould shakeout; sand tubers crushing; sand dedusting; sand cool-

ing/preheating; sand supplying to the users (pneumatic conveying); sand storing; new 

sand discharging.  

Firstly, the paper aims to present the shakeout (Figure 32) – the unit which aimed to de-

stroy the sand moulds and to take away the cast components together with gating system 

after the operation is accomplished.  The unit located directly after the pouring/in-mould 

cooling department on the right side of the Bay No.1, between columns 12 and 14.  

  

Figure 32. Shakeout housing and sand mould inside on the grid (Gemco) 
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Shakeout is the first unit in the process flow of the sand reclamation chain. Accordingly to 

the loading study by Gemco the recommended throughput capacity of the shakeout com-

poses 24tons/hour. The shakeout is connected to the sand reclamation system by means 

of pneumatic conveyor lines that transfer partially broken down sand back to the sand rec-

lamation system. The units of the sand reclamation plant are located in different areas in-

side of the foundry building. The main system blocks are: shake out and pneumatic con-

veying; pneumatic transport for sand tubers; tubers screening (separation), pre-cooling 

and pneumatic conveying; classification preparation of reclaimed sand; classification and 

preparation of a new sand; new sand delivery unit; PLC and electrics.   

The recommended capacity of the sand reclamation system composes 7tons/hour. The 

overall amount of the moulding sand per year is approximately 26.600 tons, where 2.600 

tons is new silica sand and 24.000 tons is reclaimed sand. For those consumptions is 

proposed the silos capacity: 65 tons for new sand to have new sand supply for one pro-

duction week; 85 tons for reclaimed sand to satisfy the one day of production.  

The new sand is delivered to the foundry by trucks in a “big bags”. The overhead traveling 

crane or forklift could be used for truck unloading. Further the bags are transported to the 

unloader (Figure 33), which is located close to the scrap yard area. 

  

 

Figure 33. Unloader for the new silica sand in “big bags” (Gemco) 

The “big bags” is hugged above the unloader and then opened by the blade which is set in 

the bottom part of the unloader. The sand from the bag goes down to the funnel and fur-

ther by pneumatic transport to the new sand storing bunker.  

All castings, which are discharged from the shakeout, have to go through the number of 

production steps to finalize cast parts manufacturing. That circumstance implies following 

operations and stages: 

-Casting cooling on air after shake-out; 



 

 

-Casting shot-blasting; 

-Runner and riser (gating system)

-Casting finishing.  

 

Figure 34. Top view on clean

chamber (Gemco) 
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When the temperature of the castings decreases to approx. 20-40° C, while cooling on air,

all castings undergo the cleaning procedure on a shot-blasting machine 

monorail transportation device from which the casting hangers are suspended.

Loading of each hanger batch is carried out by slewing crane or manually i

parts are small and not heavy.  

blast unit is fitted with four individual blast wheels (turbines)

at the loaded hanger within the cabinet. The speed and acceleration of abrasive t

wards the burden can be adjusted by inverter control to obtain the necessary degree of 

cleaning. The machine also has the facility to rotate the hanger within the cabin during the

blasting cycle in order to present all sides of the components to the direct effect of 

The cleaned components are unloaded by a slewing crane and placed in pallet

individually manned booths where the gating system is going to be 

separated from the casting. The manipulator then picks up all the returns and p

in a bin which, when full, is transported back to the scrap yard.   
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The reason why runners and risers undergo the shotblasting operation is that in case if 

the moulding sand remains on the surface of the gating systems which goes further to the 

returns storage and to re-melting. If metal returns will be covered with sand, that circum-

stance is the cause of excessive furnace slag and increases the amount of electric energy 

expended for melting metal. 

The foundry design implies ten booths for the caring out the gate system removing – 2 

booth and finishing operations – 10 booth (Figure 34). Each booth is serviced by an over-

head KBK-type crane for handling castings over 15 kg in weight. 

The main tasks performed in these booths are: rough grinding (by pendulum grinder or 

hand tools); weld repair (by electric arc); final grinding (by hand tools). To perform these 

tasks each booth is equipped with: Pendulum or Pedestal Grinder (depending on casting 

size to be processed); Pneumatic disc grinders (3 diameters); Pneumatic chisel; Hand 

(deburring) tools; Welding set (electric arc). 

After the finishing operation is accomplished as well as required quality control proce-

dures, the castings are dispatched to the Bay No.3. 

Component quality is maintained by the regular monitoring and control of those process 

and component parameters critical for the consistent manufacture of parts conforming to 

customer specifications. Control is to be most stringently applied in the following areas: 

•Sand and mould preparation (mechanical and physical properties); 

•Liquid Metal Specification (temperature, chemical analysis and treatment effectiveness); 

•Microstructural integrity (component material); 

•Mechanical capabilities (component material); 

•Dimensional accuracy (tooling and components). 

Sand to binder to catalyst ratios are automatically measured and recalibrated during the 

sand mixing cycle. Automatic testing is backed up by periodic checking of the sand mixers 

calibration. Periodic laboratory checking of sand grain size and distribution the loss on ig-

nition of the mechanically reclaimed and new sand. Acid demand levels are periodically 

checked on the reclaimed sand the new sand against the suppliers specification. Liquid 

metal is checked, prior to tapping, for chemical analysis and temperature conformance. 
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Temperature is confirmed by pyrometric means and chemical composition by spectro-

graphic means. Material structure is analyzed on relevant sections of metal taken from the 

components. Samples are ground and polished flat prior to visual inspection on a metal-

lurgical microscope. Mechanical properties are determined through destructive tensile 

testing of suitably machined bars previously taken from specified areas of the compo-

nents, or from cast on tensile samples. Dimensional accuracy of individual components 

relates to the drawing or customer specifications. Measurement of which will be checked 

by using jigs and the relevant measuring equipment. 

The selected equipment and machinery in the manufacturing facility comply with the Eu-

ropean regulations on environmental pollution control at the time of the new foundry con-

cept report compilation. The majority of the environmental control equipment for the new 

foundry consists of extraction ducting, ventilator fans and dry bag, dust collectors. These 

are situated along the Bay No. 1 Their location is set to minimize the ducting length to 

equipment whilst at the same time remaining easily accessible for maintenance and waste 

removal. Material collected in dry bag filtration units is removed to the waste collection ar-

ea of the new facility by forklift on a periodic basis. 

This section is aimed to introduce the arrangement of the foundry, in other words, to spec-

ify and illustrate the optimal location of each involved production department in the exist-

ing building – foundry layout. The optimal basic design of the layout of the new foundry is 

introduced in Appendix 2 and Appendix 2.1 

The layout design is responsible for organizing the process flows of the foundry in a pre-

determined path. Critically important is to understand the possible bottlenecks and to or-

ganize the foundry operation in efficient way. The overall logistics of the foundry depart-

ments is presented in Appendix 2.2. 

The equipment list for the facility is also one of the main targets of the foundry concept 

development. Equipment in key process areas such as molding, melting, pouring and fin-

ishing has been selected on the basis of “state of the art” technology, which satisfies the 

following conditions: 

-realization of the requirements of the manufacturing plan; 

-minimization of direct labor; 

-cost effective operation. 
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Furthermore, apart from hundreds of involved major and minor items of production unites 

which are required for the foundry facility realization; the equipment list specifies the cost 

price of each item. This document will not appear in the MT due to the confidentiality is-

sue; however the final outcome, namely, the summary of each department cost price is 

used as a foundation for the project performance calculation. 

After the concept development is accomplished, is very demanding to calculate the con-

sumption of all required production resources – starts from raw material and utilities need-

ed for units functioning, up to the quality control materials for the casting quality checking. 

Important circumstance, which is necessary to consider at this stage, is that the foundry 

resources consumption indicators, are based on the approximately 6000 tons annual 

saleable output, with respect to the SovLitMet production program and  production split 

72% - steel, 28% - iron, based on three shifts production regime. The full load of the 

foundry capacity is employed for testing the performance in following chapters. 

Further, the MT highlights the list of different types of production resources and materials 

with corresponding consumption rats for starting up and running the new foundry during 

the whole production year. 

The chapter is divided on five sections: 

I consumption of production materials annually; 

II production materials required for foundry start up;  

III utilities consumption annually; 

IV manpower; 

V investments. 

The foundry production materials consist of five main groups: direct raw materials; mould-

ing and core materials; finishing materials; ancillary materials; quality control materials De-

tails within each of gropes specified above are presented in the abstracts bellow: 
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Direct raw materials  

The direct raw materials in ferrous foundry industry are materials for the melting depart-

ment, which are stored in scab yard. In case of steel/iron production split the main items to 

consider are steel scrap and pig iron as well as additives:  

-recarburaiser to increase the carbon in iron production; 

-FeSi to increase plasticity of iron; 

-FeMn to decrease plasticity and increase strength for steel production; 

-inoculant to activate solidification of melt (specifically for iron);  

The overview of the direct raw materials consumption is presented in the Table 10. 

Table 10. Annual direct raw materials max consumption (6000t output) (LS) 

 

Moulding and core materials  

As it was already mentioned in the concept development chapter of the thesis, the moulds 

and cores are made on the same moulding equipment, that is why all required production 

materials for this department are considered together. 

The major material in the no-bake flaskless moulding process is silica sand and a chemi-

cal binder, which consist of two components – resin and activator. Downsprues is a 

methoding aid required for pouring of the mould. The table 11 highlights moulding and 

core material required for the foundry operation with 6000 tons of saleable castings out-

put.  

Table 11. Moulding and core materials annual consumption (6000t output) (LS) 
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Finishing material 

As it was specified in section 4.2, after the shake out, the already done castings with a 

gating system have to undergo the following production steps, namely: cleaning (shot-

blasting); runner and riser (gating system) removing; finishing. To accomplish the men-

tioned steps required the finishing materials – Table 12.  

Table 12. Finishing materials annual consumption (6000t output) (LS) 

 

Quality control materials 

To be confident in a proper quality of the already done valve`s cast parts the quality con-

trol tests have to be conducted. Such tests require preparing of samples with special sur-

face treatment made by polishing with application of QC materials, for tests conduction.  – 

Table 13. 

Table 13. Quality control materials (LS) 

 

Ancillary materials for melting department 

The Table 14 highlights the list of consumables, which are needed in liquid metal produc-

tion, namely for making the lining repairs for furnaces and ladles, deslagging, transport 

and checking the temperature of the melt. 

Table 14. Ancillary materials (LS) 
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In addition, it is needed to consider the materials required for the foundry start-up. For that 

purpose, it is necessary to take into account, that after installation and commissioning, the 

new foundry is out of any production materials and as a result SovLitMet has to purchase 

all required materials simultaneously to create a buffer of production materials – material 

stock. That type of materials is not directly related to the production materials required an-

nually and that is why is considered in separate section of the MT. In a Table 15 below 

presented the amount of startup materials to start the 6000t production with respect to the 

production split regards steel and iron mentioned in the production plan. 

Table 15. Buffer capacities recommended for the foundry start-up (6000t output) (LS) 

 

The list of items includes the specific number of sets of patters and coreboxes for moulds 

manufacturing, needed to satisfy the requirement of the SovLitMet production plan   re-

gards the variety in geometry and sizing of parts.  

This section introduces the raw energy services such as, electricity, compressed air, wa-

ter, gas, which are necessary to sustain the production. Table 16 at the end of the current 

section, aimed to summarize the annual demand of the foundry facility in all required 

types of energy resources. 

Electricity  

The maximum load is the value that is theoretically required from the service provider un-

der the most demanding production conditions. Under normal operating conditions the 

connected load is significantly higher than the operational load. The melting department is 

the biggest consumer of electric energy within whole foundry and moreover furnaces op-

erating require special electric power (20kV), however, normal industrial electricity supply 

(400V/230V) is needed practically everywhere within the foundry. 
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Compressed air 

Numbers of foundry departments need the compressed air in order to function correctly. In 

the building a ring piping system will be installed from the existing compressor house to 

and around the two bays of the foundry and charge preparation area into the foundry. 

Suitable branch off connection points will be provided from the main piping to the various 

foundry installations. The installed foundry equipment connected on the feeding points. 

The main consumers of compressed air: moulding department; dedusting and ventilation 

units; sand reclamation units; maintenance department. 

The proper function of the foundry installation demands the compressed air of a good 

quality, clean, dry, oil free and with a low dew point (approx. 2°C). The compressor instal-

lation should supply a constant air pressure at the individual units of 6 – 8 Bars. Further 

adjustment of the air pleasure to the specific machine requirements is done by means of 

pressure reducer equipped with oil/water filter and manometer.  

Water  

The foundry water system is used principally for cooling of the furnace casing and power 

packs, as well as, in cooling sand after mechanical reclamation. Open, sprinkler-type wa-

ter cooling towers will be employed to ensure adequate cooling during the summer 

months.  

Gas  

For the new foundry is needed a gas ring system, supplies individual pieces of equipment 

with gas, as well as, the piping connects the feeding points with the control station. The 

main consumers of gas are following: 

-pre-heating and drying of lining material of the melting shop, ladle preparation and pour-

ing furnace; 

-moulding line in drying chamber;  

Emergency power  

One diesel driven emergency generator set will be installed to provide power and light for 

safe, orderly shutdown and to enable restart of manufacturing units. The generator will 

supply the following, in case of a failure to the normal supply system: melting plant crane 

operation; furnace hydraulics; cooling water pumps; emergency lighting. The generator 

does not operate continuously and is considered as stand-by service. Controls are provid-

ed to automatically transfer the load to the emergency system upon failure of the normal 

supply. 



 

 

Table 16. Summary of annual u

Current section details the ma

partments within the new

an indicator, which would

ing lines presented 3-shifts production regime

full production load.  

Appendix 3 presents the detailed 

tives for three shifts production regime of the foundry facility

summarize the main features

Table 17. Manpower requirements (6000t output)

Figure 35. Summary of labor distribution for 6000t saleable output per

The following section presents an overview of the required investment for

of the entire foundry facilities. 

of annual utilities consumption (6000t output) (LS)

 

details the manpower level needed for effective operation of all

partments within the new foundry facility. In this regards, the number of production shifts is

would greatly adjusted annual saleable output of the foundry.

shifts production regime of the foundry facility, regards the focus on 

the detailed table of job functions with associated number of op

shifts production regime of the foundry facility. Tables 

features of the mentioned appendix. 

Manpower requirements (6000t output) (LS) 
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entire foundry facilities. By  this implied not only major investments in the 
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presents an overview of the required investment for the realization 

By  this implied not only major investments in the equip-
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ment, however also accompanying costs involved, such as total installation costs, unfore-

seen expenses, VAT in Russian  and total costs of site preparation for the facility erection. 

Equipment costs are derived from detailed equipment list based on the quotations from 

the suppliers of corresponding items. Moreover, within the equipment list is considered the 

costs split, as following, to reduce the overall investments: on the one hand all production 

units have to be imported from Europe; on the other hand, steel structures, such as silos, 

scrap bunkers and also miner items, for instance, hand-tools, are planned to be pur-

chased on Russian market, to exploit in full extent the local advantages with this respect. 

The overview of the investments in the equipment, regards the needed unites, corre-

sponding delivery costs and installation supervising is presented overleaf (Table 18) 

Table 18. Foundry equipment costs overview (LS) 

 
 

Costs for the complete installation of the foundry facility 

To conduct the erection of the foundry facility on site, required special brigade of workers, 

installation materials, utilities and equipment in addition to the supervising of the installa-

tion process Taking those additional circumstances into account, the total installation 

costs compose 891.375 euro (including the installation supervising) – 15% of cost for all 

equipment purchased. 
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Engineering costs for project realization 

For the project realization, the costs for accomplishing purchase orders, detailed project 

engineering and project management side team have to be considered. Commonly the 

engineering cost composes around 8% from total equipment costs, including delivery and 

installation - 567.345 euro. 

Further, the calculations takes into account the costs of required modernization of the ex-

isting building, to prepare for the foundry facilities installation, as well as, the civil works on 

territory around building. To come up with estimate value of the cost of the building and 

civil works, as a baseline, were taken the prices for such a works of constructors who op-

erate on the EU market. The area which is considered in the table 19 covers only required 

space for the foundry facilities – the bay #1 and #2 and outside shed. 

Table 19. Building and civil works costs for foundry (MT) 

 

Note: 
1. building modification works (assuming the building roof and walls are available but needs modifica-
tion/restoration. New equipment foundations, floors etc., some new roads, pavements etc.); 
2. electrical installations (lighting, 400/230V distribution inside the foundry); 
3. high voltage substation: excluded; 
4. compressors, HVAC (heating, ventilation, A/C), gas distribution inside the foundry. 

The goal of this chapter is to incorporate all major production costs aspects, which have to 

be considered by SovLitMet for accurate foundry performance calculation within the pro-

duction phase. Common approach within foundry industry, which is employed for such a 

calculations, is based on the cost price per kilogram of good castings. The paper aims to 

show how that index is derived. In addition, the derived figures of the casting cost price 

are compared against the corresponding figures collected from the local Russian competi-

tor of the new foundry – the needed data borrowed from Gemco benchmarked database.  

The values of the foundry production costs are derived from the conducted market re-

search in Russia, considering the local costs aspects, such as raw materials, utilities, la-

bor, organizational, associated costs and overhead costs. The calculation also considers 
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following inalienable components directly related to the total production cost, namely, the 

wages for the manpower and business administration costs.  

The start-up costs of the new facility production are not directly related neither to the pro-

duction costs nor to the investments, however, has to be considered for accurate calcula-

tion. At this point foundry production ramp up have to be taken into account, because this 

circumstance is responsible for the optimization of the startup costs required. 

Furthermore, the following costs such as facility maintenance and also specific costs, 

which cover the overuse of production resources during the first and second production 

years, are involved for higher accuracy of the calculated results, regards foundry perfor-

mance. 

Paramount assumption within the project performance calculation is that SovLitMet has 

stable and unlimited demand on the market where they operate. That is the reason why 

the foundry resource consumption is calculated based on 3-shifts production regime and 

6000 tons saleable output annually. Other relevant issue within these circumstances is 

that available foundry capacity has to be fully loaded; otherwise, there is no sense to in-

vest in such a capacity. 

In November – December 2014, the dedicated market analyses, in the region of the new 

foundry location, were conducted, with aim to find the suppliers and receive the prices on 

the range of items required for iron/steel production. The same procedure was accom-

plished with respect to the utilities suppliers in Russia. The Russian utilities providers were 

requested to introduce the cost prices of all utilities unites required for the foundry facility 

operation. The major utility for foundry is electricity, however, gas, water, fuel and waste 

disposal are considered as well. The results of the market research are incorporated in 

the column “Unit Price” in Appendix 4. 

The average wage rate for the workers in Russia is 35000 Rub per monthly, however ac-

cordingly to the Russian labor code the employer has to pay plus 30% of taxes for each 

worker, which leads to the 45500 Rub monthly. For 6000t annual saleable output the new 

facility requires 3 shifts production regime and 87 workers (Table 17). The table below 

highlights wages indexes derived (Table 20).   
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Table 20. Wages within foundry facility (MT) 

 

Furthermore, expenses on business administration have to be included in the cost price. 

For the project this item was set as a 10% of summarized costs price of casting produc-

tion and compose 5244 Rub per one tone of good castings.  

This section highlights the method employed for derivation of the paramount parameter for 

the further foundry performance evaluation – casting cost price per kilogram of good cast-

ings. It has to be stated in advance that cost price of steel castings and iron castings dif-

fers significantly. For the higher accuracy of the calculation were derived three different 

values of that parameter, due to the three different scenarios of the foundry operation fo-

cus: 

-based on the SovLitMet production split with respect to castings material (steel 72.5% 

iron 27.5%), Appendix 4.1;  

-case when, foundry produce 100% steel castings, Appendix 4.2;  

-case when, foundry produce 100% iron castings, Appendix 4.3.  

The reason of considering those scenarios is in following. The alloys which have to be 

casted predetermine the type and volumes of the direct raw materials, moulding, finishing 

and ancillary materials, as well as, amount of the utility required. Specific details with this 

respect are listed below.  

Firstly, for melting iron the energy consumption of furnace is lower because of lower liq-

uids temperature 1330°C versus 1530°C for steel. Th is difference is responsible for the 

reduction of electricity consumption of 12%.Secondly, furnace lining is cheaper for iron for 

20% due to the simpler chemical compound of the lining mix, the reason is that lining for 

steel is able to counteract for higher temperatures. Thirdly, the moulding coating for iron is 

cheaper for 15% due to the lower temperature as well. Fourthly, the amount of steel shot 

for castings cleaning is 10% less because of easier cleaning, again due to the lower tem-

perature. Finally, the iron is easier to cast, which leads to the reduction of defects and as 
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a consequence reduction of expenses on materials for casting repairmen, such as welding 

rod and welding gases. The expenses on welding material are 40% less. 

Further, the cost price calculation for each of three scenarios is accomplished through the 

multiplication of the predetermined consumption of the specific resource by the market 

price of this resource per one unit; with respect to annual saleable output 6000 tons of 

good castings. By summing together the derived costs per item within the corresponding 

production resource group, obtained the annual cost of groups of the resources. That al-

lows to derive the cost price per one ton of good casting. After that, the values of cost 

price per one ton of good castings for each group of materials are summarized in one ta-

ble together with values of utilities, wages for workers and business administration costs 

expressed in the same dimension. By summing up those values the total cost price of one 

ton of good casting is derived. By dividing that value on 1000 the cost price per one kilo-

gram of castings is received. 

One more important feature, which differs the first scenario from second and third, lies in 

the fact that, two last scenarios also consider the optimized sand metal ratio, parameter, 

which is responsible for silica sand consumption. The sand-metal ratio 6,5:1 originates 

from the sand reclamation system capacity calculation and also used for steel/iron produc-

tion calculation (Appendix 4.1). However, regards the details of SovLitMet production plan, 

namely parts geometry, the common European practices highlight that, foudrymen have to 

optimize this parameter and reduce the value to the 5:1 for steel and 4:1 for iron (Appen-

dixes 4.2-4.3). The ratios can be decreased even more in case if to reconsider the produc-

tion split in terms of valves sizing and increase the percentage of bigger valves output. 

Therefore, for more precise casting cost price derivation, the solely steel and solely iron 

production of the foundry is considered. 

Other circumstance that distinguish Appendix 4.1 from Appendix 4.2 and Appendix 4.3 is 

that in first one the costs prices are expressed in RuR – figures, which were given by 

Russian suppliers, in the second and third, the prices converted to Euro, due to the rea-

son that that all prior and further calculations within project are conducted in Euro. 

This abstract is aimed to provide with background of the used exchange ratio within the 

performance calculation. The political situation at the end of 2014 and three first quarts of 

2015 had influenced dramatically on the position of Russian ruble. Before the November 

2014 one euro was equal for about 50 – 52 rubles, after at the late end of the 2014 it was 
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a dramatic grows – almost up to 100 rubles per 1 euro, this day is called – “Russian black 

Tuesday 16.12.14” 

Official graph borrowed from the Central Bank of Russia webpage highlights the situation 

with currency during the time period from October 2014 till August 2015 (Figure 36) 

 

Figure 36. Official graph of the exchange rate dynamics in Russia within specified time 

period (Central Bank of Russian Federation) 

With respect to the presented data the exchange rate for accomplishing all of the calcula-

tions within Master Thesis set as: 

1 euro = 74.54* rubles 

* - exchange rate from Central Bank of Russian Federation on 14.08.2015 

(http://www.cbr.ru/eng/), increased on 3%; (increase due to the specifics of buying curren-

cy in Russia) 

Due to the fact that quotations on production equipment required for accomplishing cast-

ings machining, assembly raw materials machining and several tooling items (considered 

in following chapter), were introduced by corresponding equipment suppliers in USD, the 

MT consider the USD – EUR ratios as well. For that purpose was considered the data bor-

rowed from the webpage of Central Bank of Europe also on 14.08.2014 

(https://www.ecb.europa.eu/) (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37. USD vs EUR ratio employed within performance calculation (Central Bank of 

Europe) 

The USD – Euro ration within the project: 1USD = EUR 0.9002 on 14.08.2015. 

Currency ration fluctuation has a dramatic influence on the major investments within pro-

ject realization phase, however, if to purchase the required amount of Euros for project 

realization, simultaneously with the currency level mentioned above, the currency fluctua-

tion risk is completely eliminated, due to the fact that needed amount of rubles will be 

converted into Euros.  

Within the current section conducted the foundry performance comparative analyzes of 

the new state of the art facility for SovLitMet and local competitor. For that purpose em-

ployed the set of data regards the foundry competitor, which is already operating in the 

same geographical region in Russia. That data set is benchmarked from Gemco database 

and all corresponding figures are also shown in the Appendixes 4.1; 4.2; 4.3 (columns 

named “local competitor”). The additional data set is related to the SZVCM 

(http://www.szvcm.ru/). SZVCM is a part of UMMC Company (http://www.ugmk.com/ru/), 

which is very huge and rich company on a whole Russian market. Figure 38 summarizes 

the received values of the saleable castings cost price expressed in Euro/kg. 

 

Figure 38. Castings cost price expressed in Euro/kg (MT) 
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From the figure above is clear that, cost price of the new facility is almost on the same 

cost level as a competitor, however slightly higher – there is explanation in following lines. 

As it was mentioned above the SZVCM is a part of huge Russian holding UMMC. The 

UMMC purchase tremendous amount of raw materials simultaneously for all enterprises 

within holding – UMMC has the lowest available prices on all types of production materials 

in Russia, as well as on utilities. 

This section is responsible for highlighting the new foundry production settings, which are 

used for the entire project performance calculation. Within the further performance calcu-

lation are considered other production settings for the new foundry, compared to the set-

tings used within loading study by Gemco. Literally it is assumed that, state of the art 

foundry is operated by professional and experienced foundrymen team and, as a conse-

quence, the production ratios and also the equipment up-time are assigned accordingly to 

the average European (Netherlands, Germany) practices. Table 21 shows comparison of 

the foundry settings within the concept study and also the optimal foundry set-up for the 

further calculation of the valves manufacturing facility performance. 

Table 21. Foundry production ratios comparison (LS)  

 

Following abstracts are aimed to show the influence of the optimal production settings on 

the annual saleable output of the foundry facility within the same production regime as 

used for LS (Table 22). 

 

 



 

 

Table 22. Foundry parameters 
vs optimal settings) (MT)
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The table above is responsible for the adjusting and tracking the foundry performance in 

scope of the project performance calculation model, which will be introduced further in the 

MT. As a baseline settings are used the details of the SovLitMet production split regards 

valves dimensions, where 92% of the entire saleable volume produced is related to the 

small-size group of valves.  

The implementation of the optimal production values leads to the increase of output:  

+1.073 tons of saleable castings annually. Production split controller is aimed to switch the 

production split between small and middle size groups, namely to increase the percentage 

of middle size valves produced. The influence of the production split switch on the overall 

manufacturing facility performance is shown in the sensitivity test of the project. (Appendix 

13) 

One more important circumstance has to be mentioned with respect to baseline foundry 

settings, which are employed for further calculation. The foundry production split with re-

spect to the alloy produced is switched to 100% steel production, no iron castings will be 

produced regards the project performance calculation. The specific reason is the sales 

price on steel and iron valves in Russia. This issue is raised in section 8.1. 

The settings with optimal value are used as a baseline for the project performance calcu-

lation further in the MT. 

After the foundry facility is completely installed on site and commissioned successfully, the 

SovLitMet has to start the production. However, at this transition point from project realiza-

tion phase to the production phase, the foundry is out of any type of production materials 

required for the castings manufacturing, thus the management of the SovLitMet have to 

consider the costs of production start up. The foundry starts up costs are related neither to 

the production costs nor to investments and have to be considered separately. In parallel 

to start-up costs has to be considered other important circumstance, which is responsible 

for volume of production materials needed for the foundry start-up: production rump-up. 

Basically production rump-up is the smooth achieving of the designed capacity of the 

foundry. In other words, this implies that, after the complete facility commissioning and 

production start up, the foundry annual saleable output composes: 

-end of the first production year 50%; 

-end of second production year 80%; 



 

 

-end of third production year 100%

The reason is that, despite of optimized production ratios 

calculation (table 21), the

good castings fast, stable,

tricky to be confident, that

put. The production ramps up, together with consideratio

overuse (section 6.8) are 

formance calculation, by means 

production cost aspects 

The start-up costs (Table 2

foundry, and to optimized production ratios settin

annual saleable. The foundry ramp

account with this respect

Table 23. Foundry start-

In the MT is assumed that SovLitMet will purchase the ent

core-boxes (37 sets), required for moulding line

at the beginning of the project

up costs. Due to the foundry

production acceleration in the first three producti

(Table 24)  

Table 24. Foundry materials stock increase 

end of third production year 100% 

, despite of optimized production ratios used for the

), the SovLitMet production team has to develop the skills to make the 

, stable, and cost efficient. During first two production

that the inexperienced foundry team will be able to reach 100% ou

The production ramps up, together with consideration of the production resource 

overuse (section 6.8) are responsible for consolidation the reliability of 

formance calculation, by means of decreasing saleable foundry output and increasing 

during first production years. 

(Table 23) are calculated with respect to solely steel valves 

foundry, and to optimized production ratios settings, which correspond to 5.202 tons of 

annual saleable. The foundry ramp-up and required stock increase are also taking into

with this respect. 

-up costs summery (MT) 

is assumed that SovLitMet will purchase the entire set of patterns (67 sets) and 

, required for moulding line and core-shop operation, simultaneously

at the beginning of the project. That is why those costs are considered together w

oundry ramp up, the materials stock increasing in accordance

production acceleration in the first three production years has to be taken into account 

. Foundry materials stock increase (MT) 
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This section highlights the cost aspects concerning the foundry annual operation which 

are not taken into account before, however are needed to be considered within perfor-

mance calculation for higher accuracy of the results. For instance, costs of the facility 

maintenance, as well as, several other aspects involved, are not directly related to the 

production costs. Two other issues highlighted in this section are specific and only profes-

sional foundrymen are aware of the existence of such a costs aspects.  

Maintenance of the foundry facility 

One of these aspects is the annual cost of foundry facility maintenance, which constitutes 

6% of the corresponding costs on equipment imported from EU. The maintenance costs 

appear on the second production year, when the foundry facility is not new anymore and 

is needed the current repairs and maintenance each subsequent production year. The 

cost for maintenance compose 302.175 euro per production year. 

Patterns and core-boxes renewing 

The other aspect, which has to be considered after the end of the 2nd production year, is 

the costs of the patterns and core-boxes sets renewing. The background of this cost is 

average number of moulds, regards the production plan, made with application of the par-

ticular pattern per year on the one hand. On the other hand, is the average number of 

work cycles within the “pattern life”, and the average cost price on one set of patterns. 

Parameters mentioned in the lines above proved with possibility to figure out in which 

year, which sets of pattern is required to be renewed (Table 25).  

Table 25. Summary of costs on annual patterns/core-boxes renewing (MT) 
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Developing the required foundrymen pro-skills 

This subsection incorporates the costs, which are responsible for developing of the spe-

cial working skills and experience within the SovLitMet production team, during the first 

two years of production. This circumstance has to be considered in the project, because 

the working team inclined to overuse the production resources during the mentioned time. 

The overuse of production resources covers all corresponding items from Appendix 4.2 in 

case of steel production, however, with one exception. For scrap materials (direct raw ma-

terials) is taken the renewing rate of 15%, because even if quality of the castings is not 

appropriate, the bad-quality castings go back to the returns and then are molten again. 

Based on Gemco experience the overuse of production resources composes: 

25% - during the first production year; 

15% - during the second production year. 

The required foundrymen skills have to be developed during the first two production years, 

and are not considered in further years of the project life-cycle, assuming that, working 

team has archived professional level in the facility operating.  The Table 26 presents the 

overuse of the production resources in Euros per ton of good castings, as well as, the total 

value of the resources overuse. 

Table 26. Costs of the production resources overuse (MT) 

 

The previous chapters of the paper, regards the performance calculation, are solely dedi-

cated to the foundry facility, however that is only one production step, within the entire 

production chain, required for manufacturing the ready for selling gate valves. The main 

point - is that derived performance of the foundry facility is not enough to answer the ma-
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jor question of the thesis – to invest in valves manufacturing facility in present overall con-

ditions in Russia or not?  

Due to that point, it is critically important to take into account the entire production chain 

for valves manufacturing. Cast parts are uncompleted constituent elements of the final 

product and therefore have to be exposed to the further processing, namely: 

-castings machining treatment; 

-painting of machined parts; 

-final assembly of the valves.  

The sequence of the production steps is the issue to consider; for instance in Europe on 

valves manufacturing facilities, the production chain is following: castings production – 

castings painting – castings machining – valve`s final assembly (Gemco corporate 

source). 

The following section provides with general description of mentioned production steps. 

Further, in the chapter presented the approaches employed for each production step per-

formance calculation (section 7.2-7.4), derivation of the facility depreciation indexes (sec-

tion 7.5) and the entire facility layout and project realization plan (section 7.6).  

Castings machining the operation required for removing the allowance for machining on 

predetermined surfaces of the valves cast parts, such as flanges of valve housings, for 

instance. The mechanical treatment is needed to achieve the required geometrical pa-

rameters of the workpiece, as well as, roughness of the surfaces specified by drawings. 

Accordingly to the general practices of valves manufacturing, the optimal machining pro-

cess for processing the valves flanges and internal rings within valves housing is turning 

(Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39. Valve`s components machining (turning) (MT) 
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Second operation, with respect to the castings machining, is drilling of openings for bolting 

in the valves flanges (Figure 40).  

 

Figure 40. Valve`s components machining (drilling) (MT) 

Thirdly to produce the finished valve painting is needed. The good quality of valves com-

ponents painting is possible to achieve by applying powder painting process (Figure 41). 

 

 

Figure 41. Powder painted valve (MT) 

The obvious advantage of employing the high quality painting process has a marketing 

reasons – good looking product will attract more customers due to the better appearance 

and also will correspond to the high quality of the cast components produces by the state 

of the art foundry facility. 

Final assembly of the valves involves the range of assembly materials, such as set of nuts 

and studs, as well as set of gaskets for each valve. Moreover, it is necessary to consider 

the spindle couple within this final production step – the unit responsible for closing and 

opening the valve. Spindle couple consists of stem and stem nut (Figure 42). Stem is a 

rolled metal bar with machined external thread; stem nut is an iron plate with opening and 

internal tread produced by casting. 
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Figure 42. Spindle couple (1-stem, 2-stem nut) (MT) 

The aim of the following sections is to show the way how the performance calculation of 

the remaining production steps is conducted, considering all associated cost formation 

aspects within each production step. 

To realize this production step, two different scenarios within project are considered: 

I – outsource the castings machining; 

II – in-house facility for castings machining.  

Further the two mentioned opportunities are introduced in details. 

Due to the challenging economical and political situation in Russia, during the time of the 

thesis writing, originally for the project was chosen first scenario, valves machining out-

sourcing, because of two main reasons: 

-no capital investments needed;  

-availability of the companies, which have facilities for mechanical treatment in the region 

of project realization.  

Dedicated market research was conducted during several months in different geograph-

ical parts of Russia, such as Ural Federal District, Central Federal District, and North-West 

Federal District, with aim to find a proper partner for outsourcing the machining facility 

(Table 27). 

The machining suppliers were given the details of the production plan, namely the output 

of cast parts for steel valves Du50 and Du300 per shift and annually and also drawings of 

the mentioned valves, with aim to receive an offer for castings machining. In addition, it 
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was emphasized that SovLitMet is looking for partner for long-term relations within such 

collaboration. 

Table 27. Cost price of outsourcing of valves machining (MT) 

 

Despite of the big positive hopes and efforts concerning the searching of the machining 

facility outsourcing in Russia, the processed information of the market analyzes, which 

was collected, has a very negative influence on the project, due to the extremely high 

prices, which were proposed within the offers from such a service suppliers. Literally, in 

case of collaboration with those partners, the SovLitMet project will be doomed to fail. The 

results of the calculation concerning the machining facility outsourcing are summarized in 

Table 27.   

Due to the 9.7 mio Euros/year machining outsourcing cost price, it was taken the opera-

tive decision to focus on doing machining in-house. Following sub-section is dedicated to 

present the overall situation regards that alternative scenario. 

Actually, the initial plan of the SovLitMet owners implies the realization of the machining 

facility in the third bay of the existing building and moreover the SovLitMet managers were 

examining the possibility to purchase the required equipment on China market and pro-

vide with following data for the calculation purpose.  

Literally, Chinese supplier of the machining equipment, named HDMT 

(http://huadianhd.com/) has a dedicated NC machines for the valves manufacturing and 
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has introduced an offer, where was specified the set of equipment needed for Du50-300 

valves castings treatment. Within one set of the following equipment is included: 

-one unit dedicated three spindle turning NC center for valve`s cast components machin-

ing HD-X330B (Figure 43); (specification Appendix 5). 

 

Figure 43. HD-X330B, NC machine for valves (HDMT)  

-two units NC  drilling machines HD-Z for processing openings in flanges of the valve`s 

components, one for valves range Du50-150, second for valves range Du200-300 (Figure 

44) (Specification Appendix 5) 

 

Figure 44. HD-Z , NC drilling machine (HDMT)  

Regards the scope of equipment supply, the MT considers the light crane system KBK to 

be installed above the machines, to facilitate the heavy workpiece fixing in the machines 

clamping.   

In addition to the equipment specification HDMT provides SovLitMet with details regards 

the cost price of each machine and corresponding delivery cost per unit. Furthermore, the 

information regards the processing time for valves castings machining was also available 

for both types of machines. That fact gave an opportunity to calculate the total number of 

machines to satisfy the foundry output. 

However, that information was not enough to conduct reliable calculation of the in-house 

castings machining facility performance. Due to this fact HDMT was asked to clarify num-

ber of additional issues required. For that purpose the equipment supplier was given the 

information regards calculated foundry output and drawings of the valves. It was quite 
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easy to derive the information regards required manpower and up-time of the machines, 

from the Chinese supplier, as well as, to compare the calculated results of total number of 

units needed to satisfy the 100% of foundry output, with HDMT calculation. Based on the 

units specification was calculated the utilities cost. 

The difficulties came when the HDMT was asked to provide with details regards tooling 

issue, namely which types of tools are required, what is the tool life-time and cost price 

with this respect. The problem was that introduced information was incomplete and looked 

unreliable. The tooling issue is responsible for the major part of the machining facility pro-

duction costs, which is well known fact for engineers; therefore this issue was investigated 

in details. 

For calculating the tooling cost price was conducted dedicated market research in Russia. 

The tooling suppliers were given a task to provide with optimal solution with respect to all 

already derived information – complete specification of the workpieces to be machined, up 

to the castings allowances for the machining, specification of the machining equipment, 

workpiece output requirements, which have to be fulfilled, production regime and etc. In 

addition regards the tooling consumption suppliers attention was focused on providing 

with “save consumption ratios” – to have a reliable annual tooling cost price, which will not 

be exceeded in the reality. 

Seven tooling suppliers were asked to provide with needed information, however only two 

of them did what they were asked, namely, Energy progress from Yekaterinburg and 

Hoffmann-group Saint-Petersburg. The sales managers and technical specialists of these 

companies were examining the given situation and provide with almost the same solutions 

regards the optimal tools type, corresponding cost price and tools consumption ratios. 

It was derived that for accomplishing the castings machining are needed following tools 

type: 

-for flanges turning: external boring toolholder for plates CNMG 12; double side plates 

(type CNMG 12); 

-for internal rings turning: internal boring toolholder; plates; 

-for flanges drilling: drill with interchangeable plates. 

Table 28 incorporates all details regards the tooling issue and is aimed to present annual 

tooling cost price (incl. VAT), derived based on the received information from company 

Energy progress. It has to be mentioned that sales mangers easily propose 10% discount 
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on tooling sales price after the corresponding favor, however, for the calculation purpose 

the proposed discount is not considered. 

Table 28. Tooling for castings machine cost price calculation (MT) 

 

Calculation of the castings machining capacity, tooling consumption, utilities and man-

power has a dynamic connection to the foundry output indexes. In case of production set-

ting, accordingly to SovLitMet production plan, when 92% of total output is small-size 

valves, is need more unites for castings machining, due to the high intensively of the cast 

parts output (1mould – 2pcs. housings Du300 or 1 mould – 12pcs. housings Du50 accord-

ingly to LS by Gemco). When the foundry production split is switched and the percentage 

of middle-size valves group increased, the loading of the machining facility is lower. Cur-

rently all indexes of the castings machining facility are in accordance with the baseline 

settings of the foundry: 
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-HD-X330B: 4 units;  

-HD-Z150B: 3 units; 

-HD-Z300B: 1 unit.  

The manpower wages is calculated based on the corresponding information received from 

the HDMT: one worker is able to operate two HD-X330B unites simultaneously; one work-

er is able to operate two HD-Z unites simultaneously (Table 29). The wages index per 

worker is the same as within foundry. 

Table 29. Manpower wages for the castings machining facility (MT) 

 

The major utility for the machining equipment is electrical energy. The maximum load is 

the value that is theoretically required from the service provider under the most demand-

ing production conditions. Under normal operating conditions the connected load is signif-

icantly higher than the operational load. The utility calculation is presented in Table 30. 

Table 30. Utilities cost for the casting machining facility (MT) 

 

Moreover, with respect to the in-house machining facility performance calculation were 

considered the other important aspects involved, such as site preparation (based on Eu-

ropean cost price), equipment delivery on site, total installation, unforeseen expenses, 

TAX indexes for the realization and production phases and total annual depreciation of the 
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facility and building. Regards the depreciation used the same indexes as for foundry: 

equipment -10years; building 30years. The summery of the involved parameters and cal-

culated figures with respect to castings machining presented in the table 31. 

Table 31. Investments and production costs with respect to the in-house castings machin-

ing facility (MT) 

 

Due to the reason that, within the entire project performance calculation it is predeter-

mined, that in-house casting machining facility is purchased fully at the beginning of the 

project realization and on the other hand, due to the foundry production ramp-up, during 

the first and second production year 50% and 20% of the available machining facility ca-

pacity, correspondingly, is not used. 

Therefore, it is assumed that SovLitMet will use the free machining capacity for pro-

cessing the external orders for casting machining and earn money to support the project. 

For corresponding calculation was used the sales data already derived during the activi-

ties regards machining outsourcing searching. The sales price for the external orders pro-

cessing is set 15% lower than average prices on machining in Russia to perform well on 

the market among competitors. Table 32 shows the income figures regards the external 

orders machining. 
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Table 32. Derivation of the income from processing the external order on castings machin-

ing (in-house facility) (MT) 

 

Alternative option regards the in-house machining facility realization approach is to pur-

chase the equipment proportionally to the foundry production ramp-up to cut the invest-

ments at the beginning of the project realization.   

Painting is the only one production step within entire production chain of valves manufac-

turing, which is completely outsourced. The conducted market research leads to the find-

ing of proper partner to collaborate with. Based on the quotations, received from “Megee 

Grant” (http://xn--80afcdgmyozw.xn--p1ai/), was accomplished the calculation of the an-

nual cost price of the valves painting outsourcing, with respect to SovLitMet facility annual 

output. The results of the calculation are shown in the table 33. 

Table 33. Valves painting outsourcing calculation (MT) 

 

Due to the not favorable overall situation regards outsourcing in Russia, the in-house 

painting facility is an open issue to consider. Very probable that valves painting in-house 

will cut the total production costs within manufacturing facility.  
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The final major production step is valves assembling. The major aspects with respect to 

that step, which have to be considered for accurate project performance calculation, are: 

-manpower;  

-assembly materials; 

-utilities. 

To derive the manpower required to satisfy the output of the facility SovLitMet conducted 

tests aimed to track the time needed for assembly of one valve Du50 and also one valve 

Du300. The result of mentioned tests highlights the figures needed for manpower calcula-

tion: 

-for assembling one valve Du50 needed one worker and 10min of time; 

-for assembling one valve Du300 needed two workers and 15min of time. 

The figures mentioned above are paramount for deriving the required manpower for as-

sembly shop. The results of accomplished calculation are shown in table 34. 

With respect to the issue of assembling material were considered three different scenarios 

of that production step realization. In all cases assumed that sets of gaskets for valves, as 

well as, materials for bolted connections are purchased locally, with respect to the current 

market prices. The difference between scenarios lies in the organizational diversity of the 

spindle couple production process, namely: 

- I outsourcing of spindle couple manufacturing; 

- II outsourcing of spindle couple manufacturing, with respect to raw materials provided by 

SovLitMet; 

- III in-house machining facility for spindle couple production.  

With respect to the first opportunity, the suppliers of outsourcing provide with extremely 

high price figures for spindle couple, which makes no sense to collaborate with those 

companies. The situation was roughly the same as in case of the valves machining out-

sourcing. Scenario number one was excluded from further comparative analyzes due to 

the high cost price.  
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In terms of second case, during the negotiations with outsourcing supplier was derived the 

following circumstances. The potential partner provides the SovLitMet with two cost pric-

es: first one for the current situation within their equipment park, second one for situation 

when they will upgrade their facility, with aim to reduce production costs of spindle couple 

manufacturing. The price reduction proposed by supplier could be around 37% lower re-

gards the normal cost price. However, such a modernization of the supplier’s facility is on-

ly kind of favorable possibility, which may not occur in the reality, thus for calculation pur-

pose was used the actual prices from the supplier. 

Due to the fact that, second case implies purchasing of raw material by SovLitMet, the 

corresponding market research was accomplished to derive the good price for rolled metal 

bar required for stem manufacturing. The research resulted in finding the company named 

GP Stalmash from Yekaterinburg (http://yaruse.ru/subproducts/show/id/46) and the prices 

on proposed by them are used for the calculation.  

Table 34. Comparison of annual spindle couple cost price (MT) 

 

The results of the annual valves assembly costs calculation, which is based on proposed 

figures for spindle couple outsourcing cost price is presented in table 34 in a line named 

option 1. Under the line option 2 is presented the annual production costs in case when 

the needed volumes of spindle couple are produced on the dedicated in-house facility. 

The overview of that facility is presented in the following sub-section. 
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The collected experience regards the general situation with outsourcing of the production 

facilities in Russia, which was not positive at the time of thesis writing, pushes to investi-

gate the issue of realization the in-house facility for spindle couple production. For that 

purpose, for corresponding marketing research conduction, the SovLitMet has provided 

with detailed drawings of spindle couple where were specified all needed features of the 

parts which have to be manufactured in-house.  

The drawings specify the trapezoidal type of thread, which is commonly processed on 

thread-rolling machines. Thread rolling is positioned as a most effective external tread-

making process, moreover, due to the specific geometry of trapezoidal thread, suppliers 

who produce the equipment based on other technology - thread cutting, reject the request 

to introduce the quotation, because of the impossibility of such specific thread processing 

on their equipment.  

Despite of other regions, such as Europe and US, the main focus of the marketing re-

search was on Asian tread-rolling equipment suppliers. First result of the research was the 

success with finding a company Yieh Chen Machinery Co. Ltd, from Taiwan the managers 

of which respond positively, regards the request for needed equipment.  

After the discussions and negotiations with managers of Yieh Chen, regards the details of 

the workpieces geometry, alloys and production plan requirements was received the quo-

tation which specifies the optimal tread-rolling machine (Figure 45), as well as set of tools 

for manufacturing stems for valves Du50 and Du300. Based on the processing time re-

quired for thread rolling of one piece of Du50 stem and also one piece of Du300 stem was 

calculated that one YC-530 machine can normally satisfy 100% facility output (Specifica-

tion of YC-530 Appendix 6). 

 

Figure 45. YC-530; Hydraulic trough and in-feed thread rolling machine (Yieh Chen) 
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Due to the absence of the experience in the specifics of the thread rolling technology, the 

open sources were examined in parallel with further negotiations with manages of Yieh 

Chen, with aim to understand the issue of production costs of the technological process. 

The negotiations result in proper understanding of the manpower involved, as well as, the 

paramount issue of tooling consumption, based on the experience of Yieh Chen current 

clients. With help of the sales and technical specialists were received needed figures sup-

ported with clear and complete explanation regards the specific issues of thread rolling 

(Table 35). Based on specification of machine were calculated utilities cost (Table 36). 

Table 35. Tooling consumption (tread rolling machine) (MT)   

 

Table 36. Thread rolling machine utilities consumption (MT) 

 

During the negotiations with Yieh Chen stuff regards the technical details of thread rolling 

process, was derived the circumstance that, after the thread rolling the blank diameter of 

the workpiece is increased in some extant (Figure 46) due to the fact that thread rolling is 

performed by direct pressure rolling on the workpiece, instead of cut-away. Therefore to 
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prevent poor accuracy, the work piece diameter should be accurately calculated before 

machining.  

  

Figure 46. Physics of thread rolling process (Yieh Chen) 

The figures of the workpiece blank diameter reduction for stem Du50 and Du300 were al-

so received from Yieh Chen and considered in the calculation. This circumstance leads to 

the necessity of purchasing one more machining unit to prepare the workpiece before the 

thread rolling process – the lathe machine. 

Turning operations which are produced on lathe machines are commonly needed in the 

machining facilities, thus the SovLitMet managers were examining the possibility to pur-

chase that type of equipment and has provided the MT with corresponding information 

regards supplier, particular machine and investments. 

For calculation purpose was employed screw-cutting lathe model 1K62 (Figure 47), sup-

plied by company named, Russtankosbyt, Ryazan, Russia (Specification of 1K62 Appen-

dix 6). With respect to the mentioned lathe were conducted activities to figure out the 

productivity of the machine to understand the number of machines required to satisfy the 

production plan. 

 

Figure 47. Screw-cutting lathe model 1K62 (Russtankosbyt) 

From technological point of view, the castings turning process (sub-section 7.2.2) and 

turning operation conducted on lathe is almost the same process – cutting with geometri-

cally defined cutting edge with rotational primary movement. The difference is that on 

lathe the workpiece is rotating and tool is fixed, while during castings machining the 

workpiece is fixed and tool is rotating. Furthermore, the tools for both processes are the 

same – tool-holder and plates; the slight difference could be in the geometry of the tool-

holder, which has no significant influence on the cost price.  
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The calculation of the lathe productivity was conducted based on the total working time 

per one stem Du50 or Du300, which covers the cutting time and preparation time needed. 

With this respect, the stem drawings, specification of lathe and figures of the tools specifi-

cation introduced by suppliers, were used to calculate the cutting time. The calculation 

results with necessity to purchase one lathe unit to satisfy the SovLitMet production plan. 

Regards the tools cost price and consumption issues were used the same indexes as for 

the castings machining facility (Table 37). For utilities calculation was used also the same 

approach (Table 38). Further, within the in-house facility is assumed that SovLitMet will 

produce the stem nut on the foundry equipment. This workpiece is made from iron, thus 

the calculation considers the corresponding cost price of saleable iron castings, as well 

as, wages based on the total weight of all stem nuts required to satisfy the production 

plan. The summary regards in-house spindle couple manufacturing facility, which covers 

the needed investments, delivery installation costs, as well as, all figures regards the pro-

duction phase is incorporated in table 39. 

Table 37. Lathe tooling consumption (MT) 

   

Table 38. Lathe utilities consumption (MT) 

 

As well as, in case of the valves castings machining facility, the assembly materials ma-

chining facility has a dynamic connection to the foundry output. In other words, the pa-

rameters such assembly materials volumes for Du50 and Du300 valves are calculated 

based on actual number of valves regards the foundry production split. The same circum-

stance is related to the tooling consumption, in case of foundry production split shift – all 

indexes are automatically recalculated by the performance model. 
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Table 39. Summary of parameters and figures regards the spindle-couple in-house manu-

facturing (MT) 

 

Total depreciation of the equipment and building is calculated as annual index. According-

ly to the Russian norms, the foundry equipment, for instance, is related to the depreciation 

group # 5 (http://mvf.klerk.ru/spr/spr7405.htm ), which means that the useful life of the 

property from that group is up to 10 years including. By the annual equipment depreciation 

implied the sum of the total equipment costs, delivery and total installation divided on 

mentioned time period. For all machining equipment within valve`s manufacturing facility 
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depreciation employed the same approach. The common time period for building depreci-

ation is 30 years, thus with respect of the total costs of building modernization and re-

quired civil works on site was calculated the annual building depreciation. The total annual 

depreciation indexes incorporated in table 40. 

Table 40. Total annual depreciation index (MT) 

 

Figure 48 is aimed to present the entire layout of the in-house facility for gate valves man-

ufacturing, considered as a technical base within the project performance calculation. Ac-

cordingly to the building dimensions, SovLitMet has enough space available for the instal-

lation of all needed equipment for valve`s castings and assembly materials machining, 

regards the optimal foundry output used for project performance calculation.  

 

Figure 48. The layout of the entire in-house facility for valves manufacturing (Gemco and 

MT) 
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Secondly, current section is aimed to present the time period required for the project reali-

zation on site, as well as, specify all major activities, which have to be finalized within that 

time period in a predetermined consequence or, in some cases, in parallel order. The 

mentioned activities are listed within table 41, with respect to the corresponding time 

needed for finalizing and are correlated to the specific color. Further, those colures are 

employed for visualization of the those activities on the project realization graph (Figure 

49) 

Table 41. Activities which have to be accomplished during the realization phase of the 

project and corresponding time required (MT) 

 

 

 

Figure 49. Project realization plan (MT) 

The time bar on the figure 48 is expressed in year quarts, which are shown in dark blue 

and light grey colors.  Important to mention about black vertical arrows, which are refer-

ring to the critical time points on the time bar regards the project realization. From left to 

right: 

-first vertical arrow shows the start of the project realization phase; 

-second vertical arrow shows the start of the facilities installation and commissioning;  

-third vertical arrow shows the start of the production phase. 
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At this point, has to be considered the fact that, before proposing introduced timeframe, 

with respect to foundry facility realization phase, Gemco already has build hundreds of 

“turn-key” foundry projects and know the whole process in details. This fact gives a big 

advantage within the project realization, namely, initially anticipate possible problem dur-

ing the realization phase, as well as, fixed budget and delivery on time. It is assumed that 

the time period required for foundry erection is enough to realize the machining facilities in 

case of parallel works conduction. 

This chapter is focused on providing the reader with company`s external factors, regards 

conditions of the project realization in Russia. In general, in the sections bellow are pre-

sented three main issues: 

-current market prices on gate valves in Russia; 

-credit line for the project realization, regards the current conditions for bank loan in Rus-

sia; 

- local TAXs overview.  

As it was already mentioned, SovLitMet successfully operates on their market and conse-

quently, is well informed about the actual sales on valves in Russia. In addition, during 4th 

quart of 2014 and 1st -3rd quarts 2015 were conducted dedicated market analyses, with 

aim to derive the reliable sales data from valves supplier (approximately 40 suppliers) in 

several districts of Russia. Furthermore, the collected data was compared with sales pric-

es introduced by SovLitMet. Important to mention that, sales prices for steel and iron 

valves correspond to the average and even bellow average market prices. 

The focus of the market analyses was on two particular valves marks, accordingly to Rus-

sian specifications – one responsible for iron valves sales price (30 6 ; Py10), second 

one responsible for indication steel valve sales price (30 41 ; Py16). Moreover, due to 

the SovLitMet production split, between small and middle-size valves, were considered 

sales prices on Du50 and Du300 correspondingly, for derivation of more complete and 

reliable data. The Table 42 shows the sales prices on steel and iron valves in Russia em-

ployed for project performance calculation. 
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Table 42.Overview of the valves sales price derivation (sales data from 3rd quart 2015) 

(MT) 

 

The market analyses highlight that, the sales prices on iron valves are extremely low in 

Russia. There are number of reasons behind that result. In following lines introduced sev-

eral of those reasons; however for clear understanding and high reliability this issue has to 

be workout in details. 

-to cast iron components is easier then to cast steel; 

-big scale production of foundries, which were build in Soviet Union time; 

-prisoners are as manpower of foundries, no need to pay wages. 

Based on the input from conducted sales price analyses on the Russian valves market, for 

project performance calculation, the foundry production was switched to solely to steel 

castings manufacturing: iron – 0%; steel – 100%, due to the infeasibility of profitable iron 

valves manufacturing regards the current market price. 

The results derived within Chapters 5, 6 and 7 allows to provide with clear understanding 

of question how much money is needed for the project implementation in two different 

perspectives: 

I – money required for the project realization phase (total investments within the entire 

project realization); 

II – money required annually for the project production phase (total annual production and 

accompanying costs within the entire project). 
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Considering that two issues together, with respect to the valves sales data allows to re-

ceive the picture of the project`s performance within the current overall situation in Rus-

sian and globally, with respect to the time axes of the project. However, at this point 

comes one more paramount issue considered within project performance calculation. The 

main idea of that issue is that no private assets are used in the project. 

The general setting with this respect is, that project has to be realized on money borrowed 

from the bank only and consequently, during the production phase, SovLitMet has to be 

able to pay the bank loan and earn, as much money as possible on the established facility 

for valves manufacturing. With this respect, it is assumed in the MT, that SovLitMet has 

unlimited and stable demand on their products, during all time period considered within 

the project performance calculation. 

The general focus within bank loan issue is to figure out the optimal set-up of the credit 

line, which has to be employed for the project, with respect to Russian bank sector reality. 

Unfortunately, the reality in Russian bank sector is severe – average interest compose 

18% annually. That bank interest index was used within the project performance calcula-

tion. 

Further, subsections are dedicated to the explanation of the major features of the created 

credit line for the project, as well as, features of set-up with respect to collaboration with 

equipment suppliers and contractors within the project realization phase.  

That subsection is aimed to provide with general features of the business relations be-

tween SovLitMet and all equipment suppliers, as well as with respect to the contactors 

responsible for site preparation prior to the facility erection and contractors required for 

conduction of the installation and commissioning activities on site. 

Two different payment scenarios for parties involved in the project take place within the 

setup for the performance calculation: 

I – for all equipment suppliers and also for contractor responsible for the site preparation 

is used the 30% - 60% -10% payment schema. In other words, for instance, with respect 

to the equipment supplier it means that 30% is prepayment for the corresponding equip-

ment, 60% is paid when equipment is ready to be dispatched, and 10% of agreed sum 
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after the installation, commissioning and testing of the installed equipment. That is com-

mon scheme of working with suppliers within such projects. 

II – for contractors involved in facilities erection used other scheme, namely 30% of total 

costs prior to the conduction of activities regards installation and 70% after the successful 

commissioning and testing of the facilities. 

It have to be mentioned that, other required activities, which have to be paid by SovLitMet, 

such as costs for detailed engineering and project management within realization phase, 

as well as, costs for equipment delivery and returnable VAT (realization phase) are paid 

as a lump sum. 

It was already stated that, as a base for the credit line is used 18% banks interest rate. 

Other inputs for the credit line development are: the bank loan time periods, all required 

activities costs, specified by the project realization and production phases. 

Furthermore, the distinguishing feature of the established credit line is that, during the pro-

ject realization phase, SovLitMet will be charged only with bank interest. The same mode 

of the credit line is lasting till the end of the first production year, because saleable output 

of the foundry facility is limited significantly due to the production ramp-up and also due to 

the absence of professional skills within working team.   

Since the beginning of the second production year, when the SovLitMet foundry team has 

to develop needed foundrymen skills and the output of the facility will achieve 80% - it will 

be necessary to start paying not only bank interest, however also repayment with respect 

to the borrowed money. 

It is obvious that, with such high index of bank interest, the vital for the project success is 

to focus on borrowing minimal required amount of money, which fits precisely to the 

amount of money needed for conduction of the particular step, with respect to all incorpo-

rated within activities regards the predetermined time period. In addition, is required to 

consider money needed for paying the bank interest for that period specified by credit line, 

based on the project realization plan.  

Therefore, to cut the expenses on paying bank interest, within the project time bar were 

highlighted critical time points, which break up the time bar on specific time periods. The 

list of activities, which have to be finalized and paid within particular time period, is con-

nected to the mentioned time points. That approach makes feasible to understand when 
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and how much money is needed for the project realization and following production phas-

es. 

Regards the mentioned above, the two tranches credit line was established for the project 

realization with respect to baseline scenario which is described in the following chapter. 

The main features of the credit line are listed below: 

- 1st tranche compose 5.04 million Euros and has to be considered by SovLitMet owners 

at the time of project start; 

- 2nd tranche compose 11.47 million Euros and has to be considered at the end of 11th 

month from the project start. 

-following 16 month, after the receiving 2nd tranche from the bank, SovlitMet managers will 

be charge only with bank interest, accordingly to the settings of the developed credit line. 

-further, at the end of first production year, which correlates to the end of 28th month of the 

project time bar, it will be required to pay bank interest and repayment to the bank during 

the following 60 month. 

-total sum, which have to be borrowed from the bank, compose 16.51million Euros and 

total time of bank credit composes 7.3 years, where 2.3 years since the project start 

SovLitMet is obliged to pay only bank interest, and following 5 years bank interest and re-

payment. Table 43 highlights the calculated figures (Appendix 7 – credit line details base-

line scenario). 

Table 43. Major figures of the developed credit line for the entire project realization (MT) 

 

The local taxes have to be considered for the correct calculation of the project perfor-

mance. In the current subsection the local taxes and fees in Russia are divided on two 

groups:  

I taxes to pay before the production start up (realization phase); 
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II taxes to pay after the production start up (production phase). 

The MT highlights how the TAXs are calculated accordingly to Russian norms.  

TAXs to pay within realization phase of the project 

During the realization phase within the performance calculation considered the funds 

around 2.23 mio Euros to pay to the VAT from the equipment, site preparation and instal-

lation costs. The returnable VAT in Russia compose 18%, and is charged for the specific 

time period, namely, starts from the time point when imported equipment cross the Rus-

sian state border end ends after the installation and commissioning of the entire facility on 

site. In addition, the VAT from imported equipment costs is calculated as 18% from the 

total equipment cost plus the costs of delivery till the Russian state border 

However, when the manufacturing facility is installed and commissioned on site, the man-

agers of SovLitMet have to request the refund of the VAT from the government (Table 44). 

Here is impotent to mention that the purpose of the refund money is already predeter-

mined by the project performance simulation model for paying the needed activities at the 

time point of the VAT refunding. 

Table 44. TAXs to pay during project realization phase (MT) 

  

With respect to the TAXs within the realization phase important to mention that in the per-

formance model realized the dynamic connection between currency ratio fluctuations and 

investments in the equipment, which have to be purchased out of Russia. In case if ruble 

goes down compare to euro the investments are automatically recalculated regards the 

new currency ratio, the same recalculation happens with VAT figures.   
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Taxes to pay within production phase of the project 

Another, perspective regards tax, within the project, comes after the manufacturing facility 

starts to produce valves. The following lines aimed to highlight this specific issue.  

Annual property tax composes 2.2% in Russia, and is charged from the value of the total 

equipment costs including the delivery of the mentioned equipment on site and complete 

installation. Table 45 highlights the total annual property with respect to the entire valves 

manufacturing facility. 

Table 45. Taxes within production period – annual property TAX (MT) 

 

The VAT calculation during the production phase is conducted separately for each pro-

duction year depends from the indexes of total annual revenue (including VAT) and corre-

sponding annual costs (including VAT) and is equal to the 18% of difference between 

those figures. 

Income TAX in Russia composes 20% and is charged from index of profit before income 

tax. Profit before income tax is calculated as revenue (excluding VAT) minus all costs (ex-

cluding VAT), annual property tax and total depreciation of the manufacturing facility. 

The TAXs within production phase are calculated precisely based on the input parameters 

of revenue and costs indexes. In case of revenue decrease either costs increase the cor-

responding TAXs recalculation is immediately accomplished by performance model.  

The derived parameters within Chapters 4-8 create the foundation for the project perfor-

mance calculation. Due to the huge scales of the information array to be processed, for 

the calculation accomplishing and also results representation purpose, within the MT was 

designed the model in MS excel, which simulates the project`s life-cycle. Besides the in-

put data pool, the model incorporates tree major unites, which combine all input parame-

ters together, accordingly to the specific groups, with aim to conduct the entire valves 

manufacturing facility performance calculation. Those unite are: 

-model`s control center; responsible for input and influencing on the involved parameters; 
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- model`s interface; responsible for performance simulation conduction and also perfor-

mance representation; 

-graphical interface; responsible for facilitation of the performance analyzing.  

The paramount feature of the model is that through the specific design of the excel sheets 

was achieved the opportunity to “play with figures”, simply by entering the indexes of the 

initial parameters, such as currency ratio, sales price, bank interest rate etc, in the corre-

sponding cells of the excel sheet and the entire project`s performance is automatically re-

calculated regards the entered indexes. This opportunity is realized through the establish-

ing of the dynamic connections among three upper level unites of the model and also be-

tween those unites and model`s foundation described in the performance calculation part 

of the MT. 

To start with, the MT presents the control center of the performance model (CC). That is 

the excel sheet, which was developed to incorporate the overall setting parameters for the 

following project`s performance calculation. Entire project`s CC consists of two different 

panels. Both of the panels define the actual settings of the input parameters, involved in 

the project`s performance calculation.  

First control panel CP-I (Appendix 8) is focused on the facility production aspects and 

named “foundry production a setting” was already presented in the section 6.6 of the MT. 

Second control panel CP-II (Appendix 9) has major focus on the financial side of the pro-

ject and named “the control panel of the performance model”. Within CP-II incorporated 

seven groups of major input parameters: investments, start-up costs, production and ad-

ministration cost, auxiliary costs, TAXs overview, external factors and performance indica-

tors, which combine the outcomes of all steps of accomplished performance calculation. 

The CP-I and CP-II incorporate the feature, which is paramount for versatile project`s 

sensitivity test, which is extremely demanding from the investors point of view. This fea-

ture is the input parameters controllers. The particular controller is responsible for either 

increasing or decreasing the value of all particular parameters within the corresponding 

group on any percent and the entire model react on those changes. The effect of those 

changes could be observed within the figures received from performance model interface, 

as well as, on the related graphics. 
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The theoretical capacity of the performance model in terms of producing different scenari-

os is extremely huge; literally, the model has almost unlimited capacity with this respect - 

each of 7 different major items controllers could be easily changed from 0% as a default 

index to any value from -100% to +100% or even beyond 100% frame, for instance 

±120%, ±150% etc. Thus, can be tested the influence of the individual major parameters 

group`s fluctuation on the project performance, either any of combinations among 7 

groups with respect to specific controller index for each group. The sensitivity test bellow 

(sub-section 9.4) highlights the specific scenarios which may occur from the realistic point 

of view in near future. 

Further in the MT, the performance of the project is presented from two perspectives 

which are created by the particular settings combinations of both panels (CP-I Appendix 8 

and CP-II Appendix 9). First perspective is a baseline scenario which incorporates all the 

input parameters presented in the MT till now. Second perspectives is the optimized ver-

sion of the baseline scenario, which uses several leverages for positive shifts in the pro-

ject`s settings. The space for those positive shifts is considered within negative financial 

settings as well as specific production split by SovLitMet used as a default for baseline 

scenario. The optimized settings of the control center incorporate the following shifts com-

pare to the baseline settings: 

-foundry production split: 15.5% increase in terms of heavy valves production output (Ap-

pendix 8); 

-major investments: -5% the discount achieved by pressure on the equipment suppliers 

within the negotiations (Appendix 9);  

-costs of building and civil works on site: -30% decrease, due to the realization of the 

works by Russian contractor instead of contractor from Europe (Appendix 9); 

-production costs: -10% decrease due to the pressure on the raw materials, tooling, as-

sembly materials suppliers, based on high volumes of supply required (Appendix 9) 

-bank interest rate: -4% decrease due to the participation in the governmental program of 

the SMEs support  (Appendix 9) 

It have to be mentioned that baseline scenario is introduces in two versions, regards cur-

rency in Euros and in Russian rubles with respect to the currency settings (section 6.4), 

while optimized scenario is presented only in rubles. Currency shift has a dramatic influ-

ence only on the investments in the equipment purchased abroad – the rest of the pro-
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ject`s activities will be ruble based. By conversion project into rubles the currency fluctua-

tion is connected only to the imported equipment, to achieve the realistic results of the 

sensitivity test with this respect.  

For the project performance simulation was developed the specific approach, which is fo-

cused on the visualization of the simulation process. Such a focus resulted in creation of 

the performance model interface (PMI). Appendix 10 incorporates the output of the per-

formance simulation, regards the baseline and optimized scenarios settings within the CC 

described in the section above. For baseline scenario are available versions in Euros and 

in Russian rubles. Following abstracts aimed to describe the PMI in details.  

At the head of the PMI highlighted the indexes of major input parameters (figure 50, Ap-

pendix 10). On the light-blue background three major groups summarize the actual pa-

rameters used within the performance simulation (from left to right): 

-manufacturing facility information; 

-production information; 

-market and bank credit indicators.  

Under the head of the model, in the center is presented the time bar, which is divided on 

the year quarts shown in different colors. On the right side from the time bar are intro-

duced activities with corresponding cost price and color to track the progress regards 

each activity on the project`s realization bar chart. The right part of the PMI is named 

“MONEY OUT” due to the fact that mostly all figures here are related to the expenses, 

which means that money, “goes out” of SovLitMet wallet. The total costs to be paid for the 

specific time period are introduced bellow the list of activities within this period, as well as, 

required payments to the bank. The mentioned time periods are restricted by the time 

points. The time points during the realization phase are assigned accordingly to the facility 

realization plan, during the production phase the considered time period is one production 

year. In addition for each time period is conducted the taxes calculation (section 8.3).  

It has to be mentioned that within production phase, the VAT and income TAX are calcu-

lated with respect to the particular period. Vat is taken as 18% from the difference be-

tween the total annual revenue including vat and annual cost including vat. Accordingly to 

Russian norms wages are not considered within vat calculation.  Annual income tax in 

Russia composes 20% and is calculated from annual profit before income tax, which is 
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derived as difference between total annual revenue excluding vat and sum of all annual 

costs excluding vat, wages, annual deprecation, annual property tax, annual percentage 

of bank loan.   

The left-side of the PMI incorporates the figures listed in the lines bellow. At the beginning 

of the project from the left side are presented the tranches from the bank accordingly to 

the developed credit line (section 8.2). The progress of bank loan return could be tracked 

in the corresponding cell, as well as, graphically on the bar chart. Thus, this part is named 

“MONEY IN”, which means money that goes in the project for the realization needs. Be-

sides that, in the left-side are presented the indexes of SovLitMet wallet, which accumu-

lates net-profit from period to period – profit after paying all costs, wages, TAXs, bank loan 

etc. Also after the production start the facility revenue is presented from the left side. 

 

Figure 50. The performance model interface main features (MT) 

The graphical introduction of the projects performance is employed as a tool to support 

and facilitated the project`s performance evaluation. The following lines aimed to highlight 

the indexes of the project performance derived, as well as, explain the curves of the figure 
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51, which is responsible for the graphical representation of the project`s baseline scenario 

expressed in Euros.  

The horizontal axis of the graph is a time line expressed in years, which covers first 11,3 

years of the project life-cycle, considered for the performance calculation. The vertical axis 

is responsible for the money indexes presentation. The light-blue line is responsible for 

the project pay-back representation and literally, shows the indexes of the SovLitMet wal-

let regards the time points specified in PMI. To come up with pay-back period in the MT 

employed the following approach – the project pay back at the time point, when SovLitMet 

will have in their wallet all money, which they have borrowed from the bank. With this re-

spect, the graph shows that indexes are negative during first seven years before the blue 

curve crosses the time axis. The cross-point means that project payback and SovLitMet 

has accumulated in their wallet assets equal to the bank loan required.  

 

Figure 51. Projects performance graph (baseline scenario; euro version) 

From the graph is visible that at the time point 0 SovLitMet receives first tranche form the 

bank and project starts. After first 11month accordingly to the project realization plan and 

settings of the developed credit line the second tranche comes to the SovLitMet wallet to 
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finalize the valves manufacturing facility erection. At the time point 1.3 years SovLitMet 

launch the facility and start to earn money, after this point the blue curve constantly goes 

up till the end of the time period covered by the performance model. 

The red curve on the graph shows the bank loan return, accordingly to the features of the 

developed credit line (Appendix 7) and projects performance during the production phase 

(Appendix 9; Appendix 10; baseline scenario; Euro version). At the time point 0 the project 

realization is started and the red curve index shows the total amount of money, which has 

to be paid to the bank, regards the settings of the credit line (Table 43). Further, the total 

amount is decreased every time period specified by the performance model on corre-

sponding value. The red line ends at the point 7.3 years and money index 0€, which 

means that bank loan is completely repaid. 

The white curve on the small graph in the bottom right corner is responsible for tracking 

the profitability of the operating activity. The parameter is calculated only for the produc-

tion phase for each production year covered by the performance model. To come up with 

profitability values the profit before income TAX index is divided on the sum of all costs 

(incl. VAT), wages, auxiliary expenses and TAXs within the corresponding time period. 

Further the derived value is converted into percents and shown on the graph.  

The profitability equal to 21% in first production year is normal index in that industrial sec-

tor in Russia. During the first production years after the launching, the facility is in rump-up 

mode – the heaviest time for the project regards financial perspective, thus profitability 

index stuck at the mentioned level. Further, the curve is going constantly up, because the 

profit before income TAX index is increasing every following production year due to the 

corresponding reduction of the annual bank loan interested regards the conducted bank 

loan calculation. The profitability index is more than doubled after six production years and 

is equal to 43%. After the bank interest is completely paid the annual profitability index 

stabilize on the level 47-49%. Such a high index conditioned by the high efficiency of the 

manufacturing facility, which uses secondary raw materials to cost-efficiently produce high 

quality product at the end of the entire production cycle. 

The tracking of the SovLitMet earnings during first 11.3 years of project life as well as, 

costs aspects, taxes, bank details and all relevant issues involved in the project perfor-

mance calculation can be accomplished through the appendix 10 - PMI. At the beginning 

of the second quart of the year 12 from the project start, SovLitMet earned 1.109.237.350 

RUR in the baseline scenario and 2.373.439.449 RUR in optimized scenario. 
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The optimized scenario simulation shows that project pay back in 4.5 years and the bank 

loan time period can be reduced to 4.8 years. The profitability index stabilized on the level 

of 60% at the year 5 after the project start. Appendix 8, Appendix 9, and Appendix 10 

aimed to provide with summery of all aspects involved in the performance simulation of 

both, production (CP-I) and fanatical (CP-II) sides of the project, and also the correspond-

ing results simulated by PMI which can be observed graphically. 

In addition for both scenarios were derived two other financial indicators NPV and IRR: 

Net Present Value (NPV) - is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and 

the present value of cash outflows. NPV is used in capital budgeting to analyze the profit-

ability of an investment or project. 

Calculated as:       (1) 

NPV compares the value of a ruble today to the value of that same ruble in the future.  If 

the NPV of a prospective project is positive, it should be accepted. However, if NPV is 

negative, the project should probably be rejected.  

At 15.8% discount rate which is equal to the inflation`s index for august 2015 by Central 

Bank of Russia (http://www.cbr.ru/eng/), NPV on baseline scenario composes 382.4 mio 

rubles, while on optimized scenario 15.8% discount rate is responsible for NPV 702.1 mio 

rubles.   

 

Figure 52. NPV - rate of discount fluctuation (MT) 

Internal rate of return (IRR) is another metric commonly used as an NPV alternative. Gen-

erally speaking, the higher a project's internal rate of return, the more desirable it is to un-
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dertake the project. The discount rate of an investment when NPV is zero is the invest-

ment’s IRR. IRR can be thought of as the rate of growth a project is expected to generate. 

While the actual rate of return that a given project ends up generating will often differ from 

its estimated IRR rate, a project with a substantially higher IRR value than other available 

options would still provide a much better chance of strong growth. The IRR for baseline 

scenario composes 28.6%, which is good index regards such a project in Russia; within 

optimized scenario IRR is 41.6%. 

The derived KPIs show that project is viable for realization, however, to obtain higher de-

gree of confidence, regards project`s sustainability within unstable conditions for doing 

business in Russia, the full-scale sensitivity test is accomplished for both scenarios de-

scribed above baseline and optimized.  

Due to the almost unlimited capacity of the performance model in terms of various scenar-

ios creation, for the sensitivity test was chosen the specific approach of such tests con-

duction, which is highlighted in the abstracts bellow. 

The sensitivity test within the MT is focused on the realistic scenarios, which are most 

probable to occur during the project`s life and the major goal is to evaluate and take into 

account the consequences of the impacts from both individual and specific combinations 

of the parameters fluctuations. With this respect it was paramount to have a clear under-

standing regards following issues within each of seven parameters groups, which can be 

shifted by means of controllers in the CC (CP-I Appendix 8; CP-II Appendix 9) 

-which parameters more likely tend to shift? 

-is positive or negative shift more probable to occur? 

-what are the scales of the shift? Is it 5-10% or is it 10-20%?   

The idea of such a focus is to eliminate the scenarios, which have no-sense for investor 

and contrary conduct highly-informative sensitivity test of the project. To achieve the goal 

each of the major parameters groups was examined carefully to uncover the tendencies of 

the positive/negative shifts and degree of those shifts. The results of analyzed open and 

statistical sources regards valves manufacturing in Russia, and also versatile examining 

and tracking the market tendencies, entire politico-economical situation, investigating the 
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consequences of previous economical circuses of 1998 and 2008, as well as, collecting 

the opinion of Russian businessmen, finally, allow to create the directions of the realistic 

sensitivity tests.  

The test directions, first of all, differs by the content, literally, the influence of one major 

group of parameters can be tested individually, as well as, in groups combinations. Sec-

ondly, each of the directions, incorporates several tests, which differ by the degree of the 

parameters fluctuation, employed to evaluate the project`s resistance to the growing pres-

sure regards the particular test`s direction.  All of the directions and incorporated within 

tests, are presented in the table 46. 

Table 46. Content of the sensitivity test (MT) 

 

From the table above is clear that sensitivity test is focused on the negative shifts of the 

major parameters groups, because those scenarios have a higher probability to occur ra-

ther than, positive changes, with respect to the overall situation in Russia and globally in 

present time. For instance, why to include the currency decrease in the test`s scope, if 

such a situation is not likely to happened and those tests will be totally useless from the 

realistic view point? Conversely, the currency increase is an important aspect to examine 

and evaluate sustainability of the project against the influence of the currency rise on 

+10%; +20%; +30% +40%. Those tests will have the real value for the investor due to the 

fact that, negative shifts are responsible for clarification the degree of risks and highlight-

ing the border of project resistance to the particular impacts. 

The same approach was employed to test other directions of the sensitivity tests, for ex-

ample two of the major risks within such projects: investments increase due to some un-

expected reasons, or drop of the demand on produced valves. Moreover, were developed 

several combinations of the obviously interdependent major parameters groups - produc-

tion costs and sales price, which are normally fluctuating in pair.  
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For each of sensitivity test is available the complete set of related information, namely the 

settings of the projects control center CP-I and CP-II and graphical introduction of the pro-

jects performance under the test`s conditions, specified by the control center settings. 

Each graph has the identification number and the corresponding column from the control 

center settings can be easily found to support the figures from the graph. 

Moreover, with aim to exploit the advantages of the developed model in full extant, was 

designed the particular scenario, which is named “Autumn 2015”. The idea was to under-

stand the project`s sustainability and resistance against the heavy external pressures of 

the coming crises period, which has a high chances to happened during the autumn and 

winter months in Russia 2015 accordingly to the believes of local businessmen. Under this 

direction were accomplished two tests, for baseline and optimized scenarios, to examine 

the impact of the designed conditions, namely: currency +50%; demand -10%; sales price 

-5%. Appendix 20-22 demonstrates the settings of foundry facility (Appendix 20), major 

project`s parameters groups (Appendix 21) and graphical results of the test (Appendix 22 

graph 1 and 2). 

Project`s performance graphs shows that baseline scenario of the projects settings is able 

to sustain only slight shifts of the major parameters fluctuation, without any counter 

measures. In limits of slightly higher than +5% regards currency or investments increase 

nothing tends to happen with project performance, compare to the significant fluctuations, 

as for instance +40% currency rises (Figure 53), where is necessary to compensate the 

money deficit within the project, which take place in this situation. 

The feature of the designed graphical interface is that, if the blue curve crosses the red 

curve the money deficit occurs. The value of money deficit can be derived for each time 

point and is equal to the vertical distance between curves. Despite of, the negative conse-

quences of the 40% currency increase, the project in baseline settings is able to normally 

sustained this impact is case if to shift the foundry production on 31.5% in terms of heavi-

er valves output. CP-I Appendix 11 shows the details of this shift within foundry, which 

correlates to the annual saleable output of almost 7000 tons of saleable castings; CP-II 

Appendix 12 presents the figures regards performance model settings which are simulat-

ed; Graph 8 Appendix 13 shows the outcome of the simulation with respect to the applied 

counter measures. 
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Figure 53. Currency fluctuation +40% baseline scenario (Appendix 13; Graph 7)  

By adjusting the foundry production split the baseline scenario can sustained the negative 

impacts regards all directions of the sensitivity test, even the heaviest scenario Autumn 

2015, however in this case the production settings have to be cardinally changed, literally 

65% of total output have to be heavy valves compare to 8% in initial production plan by 

SovLitMet. Also, with respect to the baseline scenario and crises a condition additionally 

was used the other leverage of counter measures: production costs decrease 5% (Ap-

pendix 22 graph 3).  

The general result of testing the optimized project settings shows that in this case the sus-

tainability of the project is much higher. For instance the currency fluctuation +30% can be 

sustained without any countermeasures, +40% increases can be worked out by slight 

production shift about 3% in terms of heavier valves output, with respect to the optimized 

scenario production settings (Cp-I Appendix 11, CP-II Appendix 12, and Graph 9, Graph 

10 Appendix 13). The same situation is observed within all other directions of the sensitivi-

ty test regards optimized scenario – even significant negative impacts are not turning the 

project into loss. 
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Contrary to the overall picture of the project`s performance within baseline scenario in 

“Autumn 2015” conditions, which can be described as critical - approximately 800 mio. 

rubles deficit on the first half of 7th year from the project start (Appendix 22; Graph 1), the 

optimized scenario regards those conditions highlights deficit of approx. 350 mio. rubles 

(Appendix 22; Graph 2). Moreover with respect to optimized scenario has to be highlight-

ed much higher flexibility regards the opportunities to withstand the crises period. Regards 

the optimized project`s settings three different ways to counterforce crises impact are in-

troduced: 

-production shift 65% (more heavy valves output) (Appendix 22 graph 5); 

-increase of bank loan period from 4.8 years to 7.3 years (appendix 22 graph 4); 

-complex of measures: production shift 30%, production costs -5%, bank loan period 5.8 

years (Appendix 22 graph 6). 

With this respect, the money deficit could be neutralized not only by shifting the production 

split, however also by increasing bank loan period in the realistic frames and combining 

the shifts of the mentioned leverages to achieve the optimal solution to secure the project 

during crises period.  

That chapter is dedicated for the discussion regards the space for the positive changes 

within the baseline scenario considered within the project. Several of leverages presented 

bellow, were already used in the optimized project settings and were tested under the dif-

ferent conditions of the sensitivity test, which revile the strong positive effect on the pro-

ject`s performance and sustainability consolidation. 

The two different perspectives of the recommendations for SovLitMet owners are present-

ed within the current chapter, and both of them are focused on either specific issues or 

input parameters for project performance calculation, which were considered from nega-

tive point of view. Namely those perspectives are: financial and production.  
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-drop the bank interest rate to 14-15%; conditions are created 

SovLitMet have to consider and use opportunities to reduce the banks interest down to 

14-15% through the dedicated programs of governmental support for SMEs in Russia. 

The key rate of The Central bank of Russia composes 11% from 03.08.2015 (Figure 53). 

 

Figure 54. Key rate of CBR (Central bank of Russia) 

-strive to join the governmental programs of industry support in Russia 

no-tax policy for the first several years or special tax conditions in SEZ, subsidies possible   

(required packet of documents to apply such a program for small business support in RF) 

SEZ – Special Economic Zone, such as “Titanium Valley” (http://www.titanium-

valley.com/).  

“The main object of the SEZ is manufacturing of value-added products and correspond-

ence components of different industries. Thus, customs duties and VAT for imported 

equipments and components for further processing are zero. Property tax, land tax, 

transport tax are zero. Profit tax is 15.5% instead of 20% common used in Russia. All ap-

provals are to be taken during 3 months instead of 2 years common used in Russia.” 

By doing so, SovLitMet will utilize all possible benefits and governmental support, while 

realizing new foundry in Russia. 

-optimize the credit line more, to not to pay extra bank interest  

Each time period specified within the performance model has to be “zoomed in” and con-

sidered precisely from following angel. Till now, it is assumed that all activities are paid 

simultaneously at the beginning of the specified time periods, however, in the reality, 

those payments could be scattered within time period or occurred in the middle of the time 

period, either even closer to the end of the time period.  
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Considering first two specified time periods responsible for facilities erection, at the end 

have the longest arm of the bank loan – it is critically important to zoom in and clarify the 

exact time points within corresponding period when the costs of particular activity has to 

be paid and only afterwards take precise amount of money from the bank to conduct the 

corresponding activity.. 

-purchase the machining facility proportionally to the rump-up of the foundry pro-

duction  

That scenario is not considered in the MT; however this is the space for decreasing the 

major investments at the beginning of the project. Due to the required foundry production 

rump-up the full scale machining facility which is aimed to be able to process 100% of cast 

parts output will be needed only at the 2nd quart of 4th year from project start.  

The reduced major investments at the beginning of the project will positively influence on 

the repayment of the bank loan. 

-or machine the external orders on the facility and earn money 

That scenario is used within project and machining facility, which was purchased and in-

stalled in the full scale to fit the foundry 100% output, is working out the external orders 

based on 15% below average market sales price for such a machining service, while 

foundry facility rumps-up. 

However, within that case of external orders processing, SovLitMet owners have to con-

sider the flexibility of their machining facility in terms of degree of geometry complexity as 

well as dimensions of parts which could be processed. Universal machining equipment for 

processing all type of cast parts cost more money. On the other hand for mass production 

of valves the best option is dedicated machining facility considered within performance 

calculation, because in this case output per shift is major parameter. 

-drop the European prices on civil and building works on 20-40% 

The cost prices for the civil works used in the calculation are provided by European con-

tractors. To specify briefly, for turn-key civil and building works inside the SovLitMet build-

ing, accordingly to the European tariffs 1 m2 of area cost approximately 1000 €. There-

fore, it is strongly recommended to investigate the issue of civil/building works with local 

contractors in Russia and reduce the total cost regards the entire building and surrounding 

territory turn-key preparation. 
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-hire Gemco for the project turn-key realization to cut the costs and time, before the 

start-up of the foundry facility production 

Regards the foundry facility, the performance model use the average market cost prices 

for detailed engineering and project management, as well as, for total installation and 

commissioning of the facility. In case of negotiations with Gemco, the total cost price will 

be optimized and very likely reduced. 

-confirm the conditions for machining facility purchasing with suppliers more de-

tailed 

Firstly with respect to the machining facility, is recommended to decide which general 

course of machining facility corresponds to the SovLitMet owner’s vision of the future facil-

ity -flexible or dedicated machining facility. That will clarify the major investments regards 

purchasing delivery and installation of the machining facility with respect to chosen oppor-

tunity. 

Secondly, it is recommended to examine all cost aspects with help of the professional en-

gineering company, which specializes on machining facilities, regards the chosen focus of 

the machining shop. 

Thirdly, at this point, have to be considered the issues of origination of machining equip-

ment suppliers. It is clear that German machines have much better quality which leads to 

the higher accuracy of parts treatment, higher durability and longer working resource of 

the machines. The negative side is that investments in case of machining facility based on 

German equipment will cost more money compare to equipment from Asia used for pro-

ject performance calculation. 

-credit line through the foreign bank  

One more possibility for the SovLitMet is to borrow required money through the credit in 

foreign banks. The banks interest rates in Europe for instance much lower than in Russia, 

however, in this case, the client has to look for guarantor from Europe. In this case the 

credit could be taken under the equipment imported from Europe – as a loan securing. On 

the other hand, SovLitMet have to consider that they will not be able to sell the equipment 

until full repayment of the loan 
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-to export the valves 

This point has to be considered due to the several reasons listed below. Firstly the new 

facility has to produce high quality valve. In this case it is possible to certificate the product 

accordingly to international standards and penetrate other markets. Secondly, the cost 

price has to be lower due to the exploitation of the local advantages such as labor, raw 

material etc. With this respect, the weak ruble position increases the interest of the poten-

tial customers from other countries. That issue has to be taken into account in case of lo-

cal demand drop to load the facility capacity. In addition higher margin could be consid-

ered in case of valves exporting. 

- make pressure on suppliers to reduce costs 

It is recommended for SovLitMet to focus on breaking-price police within negotiations with 

suppliers of all levels started from foundry equipment and end on suppliers of assembly 

materials such as nuts and bolts. For instance when the Russian tooling supplier for ma-

chining equipment was told that the annual tooling costs with respect to 100% foundry 

output will compose approximately 30 million rubles, the discount of 10% was proposed 

easily. The point is that due to the huge volumes and contentious need in supply the mar-

ket price has to be lowered by suppliers on 15%. 

-switch the foundry production to the heavier valves DU200 DU300 at least on 9%-

16% 

The first effective measure to earn more money on designed facility is to consider the ad-

justment of the initial production plan given by SovLitMet at the beginning of the project. 

The foundry production split between small and middle-size valves is 92.4% vs 7.6%.  

It is strongly recommended to consider the possibility to switch the current production split 

towards heavier parts. That will result immediately in the significant increase of foundry 

saleable output in terms of tons per year, which on the other hand, raises the revenue and 

net profit from valves sales. This leverage was extensively tested in the sensitivity test of 

the project. 
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-heavier parts decrease required capacity of the in-house machining facility and in-

vestments on it 

Other positive input from switching the initial production plan towards heavier parts, is de-

crease in terms of required capacity of the machining facility. The reduced output in terms 

of number of castings per shift, significantly lowers the intensively of works within the ma-

chining facility. Therefore the required capacity for machining will be decreased and as a 

consequence corresponding investments will be lower.  

-down the outsourcing to minimum, produce more in-house 

The conducted market researches regards the outsourcing of industrial facilities in Russia 

uncover the unfavorable situation on that market in general. Suppliers offer groundlessly 

high prices on their services and to find a proper reliable partner to collaborate with is ex-

tremely challenging issue at present time (regards the time of thesis writing 2014-2015) 

Therefore, it is recommended to focus on in-house production with respect to all produc-

tion steps within entire production chain for valves manufacturing. Outsourcing of industri-

al facilities is not working well in Russia in current time.  

-strive to achieve optimal production ratios as on European (Netherlands, Germany) 

foundries 

The state of the art facility is the base of the project has to be driven by professional 

foundrymen team to achieve the efficiency level of European foundries. High production 

output requires more atomization within the facility departments to reduce man-hour per 

ton production index which compose 25.3 man-hour/ton for baseline scenario and 21.7 

man-hour/ton for optimized scenario. In European middle-league foundries the value is 

15-17 man-hour/ton. 

-centralize utilities systems for foundry and machining facilities  

That point is referring to organization of site preparation prier to facilities installation. The 

idea is to develop the one general utilities supply system, with respect to specified re-

quirements for foundry and for machining facility, instead of two separate utilities supply 

systems within the production chain. 

-focus on continuous improvement on each level of the manufacturing facility 
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This section aimed to highlight the issue of reliability and validity of the research process. 

The facts that figures used in the calculations has a reasonable background and are 

based on the corresponding market researches, leads to the derivation of the trustful pic-

ture of the overall project`s performance. Other feature is that each of the involved as-

pects, firstly, was considered separately and only then, after clarifying the details, the pro-

cessed outcomes of the aspect, were included into the performance model. The determin-

ing figures were considered together with safe buffer to raise the reliability of the results.  

Separately have to be mentioned the corporate sources, which provide the paper with val-

id data regards the foundry aspects, then regards all issues related to the valves features 

and market figures with this respect. The availability of the support from financial experts 

who are working in Russia tens of years result into creation of the credit line for the pro-

ject, as well as, precise calculation of the TAXs regards the local norms and performance 

indicators. 

The intensive negotiation with equipment and tooling suppliers, regards machining facili-

ties leads to receiving the reliable information to accomplish the needed calculations and 

come up with credible results of required technical and commercial issues. 

Furthermore, the design of the created performance model provides with opportunity to 

track the derivation of all parameter, which are involved in the calculation at any time peri-

od of the project`s life covered by the model (Appendix 10). Moreover, it is possible to fol-

low all the path of the final figures calculation in reverse, through all levels of the model 

and reach any of bottom aspects and examine them, because the model is one intercon-

nected entity. 

The analyzes of the simulated results, namely the examining of derived KPI`s, such as 

NPV, IRR, net earnings, payback period together with versatile sensitivity tests aimed to 

demonstrate the sustainability, have proved the viability of the project`s realization regards 

the current overall conditions for project realization in  Russia. With this respect, the ac-

complished research highlights the critical importance of focusing on recommended finan-

cial and production perspectives, responsible for positive input within project`s perfor-

mance, to significantly consolidate the sustainability against the internal and external neg-

ative impacts; increase amount of earned money, decrease the pay-back time period and 

provide with additional flexibility regards the opportunities of managing the tough situa-

tions, which may occur during the project life-cycle. 
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Specific performance model`s design, incorporates the huge potential for further topic`s 

development. The essence is that, each model`s unit, or in other words, production shop, 

can be separately upgraded accordingly to the new requirements, suggestions or vision 

regards both technical and commercial issues incorporated within and then, all following 

project`s performance will be automatically recalculated with respect to new data input, by 

means of established dynamic connections between unites of the model. Moreover, the 

model can be used as a strategy-shaping tool, namely, for operative simulating the long-

term consequences of the present time parameters fluctuations and facilitate the devel-

opment of the optimal strategy to counter-force the negative external and internal impacts, 

as well as, for immediate conduction of the new strategy tests under different conditions.  

There are several issues which have to be considered as limitations of the research: 

-First and the most critical is the assumption of the unlimited and stable demand on pro-

duced valves. With this respect the sensitivity test incorporate the demand drop on 30% 

and the results are introduced in the corresponding appendixes 18 and 19. However, by 

SovLitMet managers have to be considered the real need in the facility, which can normal-

ly produce more than 5.000 tons of valves annually, regards the specifics of their produc-

tion plan. The point is that if there is no demand to load the designed facility’s capacity 

there is no-sense to invest in such a capacity and focus on smaller and as a consequence 

less expensive facility. 

-Secondly, the comparative analyses of painting outsourcing versus in-house painting fa-

cility are not covered by the research. With this respect, all prior market analyzes regards 

machining facilities outsourcing result in negative influence on the project performance. 

Thus very probable that in-house painting facility will have a positive input on project per-

formance.   

-Thirdly, the assumption that SovLitMet will normally find the customers to load the free 

capacity of the machining facilities with external orders during the foundry rump-up period 

on the first and second production years to support the projects have to be examined 

carefully.  

The Master Thesis is dedicated to the highly ambitious goal – “go” or “no-go” decision re-

gards the capital investments project in the overall current conditions for doing business in 

Russia. Literally, it was attempted to consider, derive, process and evaluate all technical 
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and financial aspects, which are directly involved in the erection and production phases of 

the full-scale industrial plant. The major priority of the research, from the early beginning, 

was the reliability and validity of the results, which is achieved through the confidence in 

the each of the related input figures regarding all project`s aspects. The research resulted 

with “go” decision for the project, however the simulations of the life-cycle uncover the 

number of specific production and commercial aspects, which have to be carefully consid-

ered by the investor to consolidate and increase the performance level.   

During the literature review was developed the theoretical framework of the thesis based 

on the critical issues raised in the present researches and embedded into the topic of cap-

ital investments decision making. Besides the “complexity” - the general feature, which 

merge almost all studies on the topic, were highlighted number of theoretical perspectives, 

which firstly, consolidate the reasons of the project realization, secondly emphasize and 

describe the incorporated risks and thirdly, present the major alternatives of shaping the 

project`s production and organization focus. Further, during the practical applying of the 

theoretical findings, was derived the contradicting fact – despite of all benefits of the out-

sourcing and networking described in the literature, the approach is not working well in 

Russia currently, due to the very high cost price proposed by the services providers, thus, 

the project, in greater extant, is focused on the in-house production. 

Under the project implied the full-scale industrial facility for gate valves manufacturing, 

which uses the secondary raw material and by means of varied equipment and technolog-

ical process, with help of 142 employees, auxiliary materials, tooling and utilities, produc-

es more than 5000 tons of final products annually. With this respect, the thesis covers all 

technical, production, investment, cooperation, market, cost, wages, banking, currency, 

depreciation, local taxes and time aspects required for the reliable performance calcula-

tion. To conduct the calculation was created the unique performance model. 

The foundry is the heart of the project, both in terms of technological sophistication and 

investments required. The entire process of the foundry concept development, perfor-

mance calculation and following conduction of the comparative analyses against local 

competitor are presented in thesis. The comparison proves that new foundry is competi-

tive on the Russian market even against very strong local players. The derived outcomes 

of the foundry`s production and commercial sides are incorporated in the performance 

model foundation, however, the finished valves manufacturing implies following production 

steps. Thus, based on the foundry workpiece output indexes and the requirements of the 

clients production plan, within the thesis were accomplished the engineering development 
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of the other production departments, within the valves manufacturing facility: workpiece 

machining, painting and final products assembly. To fulfill the performance model with re-

quired data, within the thesis were conducted ten dedicated market researches focused 

on derivation of all needed technical parameters and cost aspects involved in the each 

particular production shop. The performance calculation is accomplished through the 

merging of the corresponding technical and commercial aspects within each production 

department individually, with further combining of the derived results under the major pa-

rameters groups within the model`s control center. Besides, those internal aspects within 

the project, model`s control center is responsible for highlighting the projects external fac-

tors: currency ratios, sales prices, bank loan figures, market demand, etc. Regards the 

sales prices issue, was uncovered that it is economically unfeasible to produce iron valves 

on the new facility in Russia due to the very low sales price highlighted by the conducted 

market analyses, thus the production is switched to the steel only. 

Important feature is that project is realized only on the money borrowed from the bank 

with respect to the realities in the Russian banking sector, and therefore was designed 

two tranches credit line, which automatically calculates the total bank loan index and an-

nual payments, specifies bank interest rate and repayment time period.  

The project`s performance is calculated based on the full facility`s capacity load, through 

the full-scale simulation of all involved activities, which are connected to the particular time 

periods, during the first eleven years since the point of project`s realization start. The sim-

ulation is accomplished by means of exclusively developed performance model interface, 

aimed to visualize the calculation process. With help of the graphical interface the derived 

performance indicators, such as pay-back time, amount of earned money, project`s profit-

ability index are summarized to facilitate the results perception and the results evaluation 

process.  

Other unique feature of the model is the dynamic connections between individual calcula-

tions within each of the production shops, the control center and the performance model 

interfaces. This feature allows to “play” with input parameters indexes by means of shifting 

the major group`s parameters controllers in the control center. Thus were created two 

scenarios of the projects performance: baseline and optimized (section 9.2); which in par-

allel undergo trough the versatile sensitivity tests to check the sustainability of the project.  

The extraordinary capacity of the performance model allows conducting almost unlimited 

number of different tests. The major idea, with this respect, was to evaluate the project 

performance and sustainability against number of negative impacts, which may occur in 
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the reality and to eliminate the uninformative tests. For instance, was simulated the partic-

ular scenario named “Autumn 2015”, which creates the probable conditions of the eco-

nomical crises tending to happen in Russia at the end of 2015. Therefore, the model could 

be potentially used as a project`s strategy-shaping tool to operatively simulate and evalu-

ate the different present impacts on the performance in long-run. Moreover, the model`s 

design implies the possible upgrades, reorganization or new data inputs regards the pro-

duction settings, as well as within commercial aspects. 

With respect to the overall conditions of the baseline and optimized scenarios simulation, 

scope of the sensitivity tests accomplished and derived KPIs can be reliably assert that, in 

both cases the project is paying back and earns money, thus, the major question of the 

research can be answered positively, however: 

-in case of baseline scenario the sustainability of the project against the turbulences of the 

current politico-economical situation in Russia is low, project is able to stably sustain the 

negative impact of 5-7% regards the currency, demand, sales price and production costs 

fluctuation, which means rather high risks regards the project realization. The pay back 

index comprises 7.3 years, the accumulated earnings after 11.3 years are 1.1 billion ru-

bles, and the operational profitability index stabilizes at the level of 47-49% after the 7th 

year from the project start. The NPV, with respect to 15.8% discount rate, composes 

382.4 mio rubles and the IRR index is 28.6%. The unpleasant consequences of the differ-

ent negative impacts on the project performance can be eliminated by the refocusing of 

the initial production program on the heavier products, to produce more yields. This lever-

age has a very strong positive effect, which significantly raises the project`s sustainability 

and performance indicators, even within the extremely negative external conditions, such 

as economical crises. However, significant shifting the production plan implies the neces-

sity of the corresponding market demand clarification.  

-in case of optimized scenario, the sustainability of the project is significantly higher, as 

well as, payback time period is reduced on 35%, NPV and IRR is higher on 45% and 13% 

correspondingly, and the accumulated money index, at the end of the time period covered 

by the simulation model, is more them doubled (2.4 billion rubles). Moreover, within the 

project emerges the additional flexibility, regards the ways of counteracting the negative 

impacts. 

It has to be emphasized that, the significant difference of the project`s KPIs between 

baseline and optimized scenarios is conditioned by the overall focus of the baseline sce-

nario on safety of the calculated results and therefore, the input parameters are assigned 
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negatively. The positive changes within the optimized scenario are based on the specified 

list of the recommendations, which are considered, however not used in the baseline sce-

nario, namely: the production split is shifted on 15.5% in terms of heavier valves manufac-

turing and are lowered the indexes of the investments on 5%, production costs on 10%, 

building and civil works on 30%, and bank interest rate on 4%.The optimized scenario 

employs only several of the specified measures, aimed to increase the project`s sustaina-

bility and performance levels, which means that the predetermined space for the positive 

changes within the project, highlighted in the chapter 10, is not utilized in full extent and 

performance has a room to grow. The more utilized the specified room for positive chang-

es - the higher is the project`s performance and sustainability levels and the lower are in-

corporated risks.  
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Length Width Height

Housing 50 Steel 25 L 180 165 195 7,5 15.000 112.500

Housing 80 Steel 25 L 210 195 225 12,0 12.000 144.000

Housing 100 Steel 25 L 230 215 260 16,0 12.000 192.000

Housing 125 Steel 25 L 255 250 305 25,0 250 6.250

Housing 150 Steel 25 L 280 280 315 30,0 6.000 180.000

Housing 200 Steel 25 L 330 335 400 50,0 2.000 100.000

Housing 250 Steel 25 L 450 400 495 80,0 1.000 80.000

Housing 300 Steel 25 L 500 455 560 117,0 700 81.900

896.650

Length Width Height

Cap 50 Steel 25 L 110 140 150 2,0 15.000 30.000

Cap 80 Steel 25 L 135 170 180 4,0 12.000 48.000

Cap 100 Steel 25 L 140 200 200 5,0 12.000 60.000

Cap 125 Steel 25 L 165 220 220 8,5 250 2.125

Cap 150 Steel 25 L 160 260 290 12,0 6.000 72.000

Cap 200 Steel 25 L 180 310 365 20,0 2.000 40.000

Cap 250 Steel 25 L 365 365 440 32,5 1.000 32.500

Cap 300 Steel 25 L 400 400 515 47,0 700 32.900

317.525

Length Width Height

Wedge 50 Steel 25 L 35 65 85 0,5 15.000 7.500

Wedge 80 Steel 25 L 40 105 105 1,1 12.000 13.200

Wedge 100 Steel 25 L 45 130 130 1,6 12.000 19.200

Wedge 125 Steel 25 L 50 140 140 2,2 250 550

Wedge 150 Steel 25 L 55 155 180 3,4 6.000 20.400

Wedge 200 Steel 25 L 60 210 225 3,8 2.000 7.600

Wedge 250 Steel 25 L 75 240 285 6 1.000 6.000

Wedge 300 Steel 25 L 85 320 350 8,8 700 6.160

80.610

50 Steel 25 L 1,1 15.000 16.500

80 Steel 25 L 1,3 12.000 15.600

100 Steel 25 L 2,3 12.000 27.600

125 Steel 25 L 2,7 250 675

150 Steel 25 L 3,4 6.000 20.400

200 Steel 25 L 3,8 2.000 7.600

250 Steel 25 L 4 1.000 4.000

300 Steel 25 L 5,6 700 3.920

96.295

1.391.080

48.950

Length Width Height

Housing 50 Iron 150 165 190 7 2.800 18.816

Housing 80 Iron 180 200 235 11 1.600 17.136

Housing 100 Iron 190 220 270 14 2.900 40.600

Housing 150 Iron 210 285 360 23 1.100 25.410

Housing 200 Iron 230 340 430 35 600 21.000

Housing 250 Iron 250 395 520 55 200 10.920

Housing 300 Iron 270 440 565 86 250 21.525

155.407

Length Width Height

Cap 50 Iron 90 125 65 2 2.800 5.645

Cap 80 Iron 115 155 90 3 1.600 5.141

Cap 100 Iron 130 180 100 4 2.900 12.180

Cap 150 Iron 180 250 150 7 1.100 7.623

Cap200 Iron 185 295 190 11 600 6.300

Cap 250 Iron 190 355 195 16 200 3.276

Cap 300 Iron 210 400 200 26 250 6.458

46.622

50 Iron 1 2.800 2.800

80 Iron 1,5 1.600 2.400

100 Iron 2 2.900 5.800

150 Iron 3 1.100 3.300

200 Iron 3,5 600 2.100

250 Iron 4 200 800

300 Iron 4,5 250 1.125

18.325

220.000

9.450

Length Width Height

Housing 50 Iron 230 165 180 6,0 7.400 44.400

Housing  65 Iron 290 185 220 8,8 1.600 14.080

Housing  80 Iron 310 200 275 19,5 4.700 91.650

Housing  100 Iron 350 220 325 24,0 3.300 79.200

Housing  125 Iron 400 240 360 22,3 300 6.690

Housing  150 Iron 450 285 410 31,0 700 21.700

Housing 200 Iron 600 340 510 55,0 400 22.000

279.720

Cap 50 Iron 1,0 7.400 7.400

Cap 65 Iron 1,2 1.600 1.920

Cap 80 Iron 1,5 4.700 7.050

Cap 100 Iron 2,0 3.300 6.600

Cap 125 Iron 2,2 300 660

Cap 150 Iron 3,5 700 2.450

Cap 200 Iron 5,0 400 2.000

28.080

307.800

18.400

225

260

Total:

Number of filters per year:

90

115

120

130

170

Dimensions of the cap -2
Weight(kg.)

Diametr D

Dimensions, weight, material and annual programe for the filter`s casting components production

PSF, PMF DU, 

Ру 16
Material

Dimensions of the housing -1
Weight(kg.)

Output per 

year(pcs).

Total 

weight(kg

300

350

Total Iron:

Number of valves per year:

180

200

200

250

280

Dimensions of the flywheel-3

Diametr D

Dimensions of the cap -2

Number of valves per year:

Dimensions, weight, material and annual programe for the valve`s casting components production

DU Material
Dimensions of the housing -1

Weight(kg.)
Output per 

year(pcs).

Total 

weight(kg)

305

400

400

Total Steel 25L:

175

215

230

235

270

Dimensions of the flywheel -4

Diametr D

Dimensions of the wedge -3

Dimensions of the cap -2

 Dimensions, weight, material and annual programe for the valve`s casting components production

DU Material 
Dimensions of the housing -1

Weight(kg.)
Output per 

year(pcs).

Total 

weight(kg)
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Manning schedule for foundry (output 6000t per year)

Manning Level 

1 2 3 Total 

Charging

Charge make-up /crane operator 1 1 1 3

Melting

   Crane operator melting / pouring 1 1 1

Furnace operator 1 1 1 3

Pouring / ladle operator

Pouring operator 1 1 1 3

Moulding / Coreshop

Patten handling / maintenance 1 1 1 3

Patten plate preparation 1 1 1 3

Patten plate filling in / shaking 1 1 1 3

Mold painter / inspector 1 1 1 3

Core handling for coresetter / Mould closing 1 1 1 3

Mould clamping 1 1 1 3

Casting separation 

Shake out operator 1 1 1 3

Degating operator 1 1 1 3

Blasting

Shot blaster operator 1 1 1 3

Finishing

Operator 6 6 6 18

Intern Transport

Forklift Driver 2 2 2 6

Total direct foundry staff 20 20 20 60

Maintenance

Electrician/controls 1 1

Mechanic 1 1

Welder / fabricator 1 1

Refractory / maintenance 1 1

Quality Control

Spectrometer 1 1 1 3

Sand + Met. Technician 1 1 2

Pattern Shop

Patternmaker / Pattern and corebox Cleaner / Storing 1 1

Warehouse

Storeman 1 1

Systems Engineering

Production and Quality engineer 1 1 1 3

Facilitair

Gate guard 1 1 1 3

Canteen personnel 1 1 1 3

Total indirect foundry staff 11 4 5 20

Administration

Secretarial / reception / administration 1 1

Management

General 1 1

 Production / Metallurgist 1 1

Financial / purchase 1 1

Supervisor / Inspector 1 1 1 3

Total Management staff 5 1 1 7

GRAND TOTAL 36 25 26 87

Department / Operator
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Casting cost price calculation for 6000t output (steel 72%; iron 28%)

Direct raw materials costs new foundry

Description Max Consumption Units Units

Steel Scrap 6.514,3 tones 10.000RUB                              per tone

Pig Iron 1.285,8 tones 17.582RUB                              per tone

Recarburiser 5,0 tones 23.000RUB                              per tone

FeSi (75) 32,1 tones 69.000RUB                              per tone

FeMn (75) 2,6 tones 57.000RUB                              per tone

Inoculant 3,0 tones 120.000RUB                            per tone

Moulding and core materials costs new foundry

Description Consumption Units Units

New Sand (ratio 6,5 : 1) 7.243,00 tones 2.800RUB                                per tone

Furan Resin 651,90 tones 105.020RUB                            per tone

Activator 217,30 tones 94.582RUB                              per tone

Mould Coating 15,34 tones 107.380RUB                            per tone

Methoding aids - downsprues 75.000 pieces 270RUB                                   per pc

Finishing materials costs new foundry

Description Consumption Units Units

Steel Shot 20,0 tones 41.500RUB                              per tone

Grinding Wheels Ø250 500 pieces 138RUB                                   per piece

Grinding Wheels Ø100 1.000 pieces 67RUB                                     per piece

Grinding Wheels Ø63 1.000 pieces 44RUB                                     per piece

Welding Rods 4.000 kg 100RUB                                   per kg

Acetylene 400 bottles 1.750RUB                                per bottle

Oxygen 500 bottles 180RUB                                   per bottle

QC materials costs new foundry

Description Consumption Units Units

Fluoflux (auxiliary materials) 100 pcs 3.390RUB                                per pc.

Argon Gas (spectrometer) 16 bottles 1.700RUB                                per bottle

Ancillary costs new foundry

Requirement (yearly)
value units

Furnace Lining 50,0 tones 45.990RUB                              per tone

Furnace Patching 10,0 tones 223.380RUB                            per tone

Ladle Linings 20,0 tones 124.830RUB                            per tone

Slag Coagulant 45,0 tones 24.000RUB                              per tone

Pyrometer Sleeves 6.000 units 60RUB                                     per pc.

Thermal Analysis Cups 6.000 units 60RUB                                     per pc.

Utility costs new foundry

Consumption Energy 
(per year) Units

Electricity 10.865 Mwh 2.910RUB                                per Mwh

Gas 592.900 Nm3 4RUB                                       per Nm3

Waste Water Disposal 173 m3 97RUB                                     per m3

Fuel (internal transport) 6.175 liters 35RUB                                     per liter

Waste Disposal (sand/fines) 9.526 tones 97RUB                                     per tone

Waste Disposal (refractories) 578 tones 97RUB                                     per tone

Waste Disposal (metallics) 100,9 tones 97RUB                                     per tone

Energy Costs per unit (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Description Unit Price (Rub.) Units

UnitsEnergy Type
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Casting cost price calculation for 6000t output (steel 72%; iron 28%)

Direct raw materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Max Consumption Units Units Total Cost (Rub.) Total Cost (Rub.)

Steel Scrap 6.514,3 tones 10.000RUB             11.500RUB                 per tone 65.143.000,00 68.104.045,45

Pig Iron 1.285,8 tones 17.582RUB             12.045RUB                 per tone 22.606.935,60 15.487.461,00

Recarburiser 5,0 tones 23.000RUB             37.000RUB                 per tone 115.000,00 185.000,00

FeSi (75) 32,1 tones 69.000RUB             61.000RUB                 per tone 2.217.867,00 1.960.723,00

FeMn (75) 2,6 tones 57.000RUB             79.238RUB                 per tone 148.200,00 206.018,80

Inoculant 3,0 tones 120.000RUB           127.700RUB               per tone 360.000,00 383.100,00

Grand Total (direct materials) 90.591.002,60 86.326.348,25

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Direct Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 15.098,50 14.387,72

Moulding and core materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (Rub.) Total Cost (Rub.)

New Sand (ratio 6,5 : 1) 7.243,00 tones 2.800RUB               2.400RUB                   per tone 20.280.400 34.766.400

Furan Resin 651,90 tones 105.020RUB           51.000RUB                 per tone 68.462.538 46.545.660

Activator 217,30 tones 94.582RUB             81.000RUB                 per tone 20.552.669 24.641.820

Mould Coating 15,34 tones 107.380RUB           127.800RUB               per tone 1.647.209 1.960.452

Methoding aids - downsprues 75.000 pieces 270RUB                  269RUB                      per pc 20.250.000 20.175.000

Grand Total (mould and core making materials) 131.192.816 128.089.332

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Mould and Core Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 21.865,47 21.348,22

Finishing materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (Rub.) Total Cost (Rub.)

Steel Shot 20,0 tones 41.500RUB             26.000RUB                 per tone 830.000 520.000

Grinding Wheels Ø250 500 pieces 138RUB                  129RUB                      per piece 69.000 64.500

Grinding Wheels Ø100 1.000 pieces 67RUB                    48RUB                        per piece 67.000 48.000

Grinding Wheels Ø63 1.000 pieces 44RUB                    45RUB                        per piece 44.000 45.000

Welding Rods 4.000 kg 100RUB                  59RUB                        per kg 400.000 236.000

Acetylene 400 bottles 1.750RUB               1.440RUB                   per bottle 700.000 576.000

Oxygen 500 bottles 180RUB                  161RUB                      per bottle 90.000 80.500

Grand Total (finishing materials) 2.200.000 1.570.000

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Finishing Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 366,67 261,67

QC materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (Rub.) Total Cost (Rub.)

Fluoflux (auxiliary materials) 100 pcs 3.390RUB               3.150RUB                   per pc. 339.000 315.000

Argon Gas (spectrometer) 16 bottles 1.700RUB               1.525RUB                   per bottle 27.200 24.400

Grand Total (quality materials) 366.200 339.400

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

QC Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 61,03 56,57

Ancillary costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Requirement (yearly)

value units

Furnace Lining 50,0 tones 45.990RUB             50.000RUB                 per tone 2.299.500 2.500.000

Furnace Patching 10,0 tones 223.380RUB           50.000RUB                 per tone 2.233.800 500.000

Ladle Linings 20,0 tones 124.830RUB           50.000RUB                 per tone 2.496.600 1.000.000

Slag Coagulant 45,0 tones 24.000RUB             32.000RUB                 per tone  1.440.000

Pyrometer Sleeves 6.000 units 60RUB                    150RUB                      per pc. 360.000 900.000

Thermal Analysis Cups 6.000 units 60RUB                    51RUB                        per pc. 360.000 306.000

Grand Total 7.749.900 6.646.000

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 1.291,65 1.107,67

Utility costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Consumption Energy 

(per year) Units

Electricity 10.865 Mwh 2.910RUB               2.572RUB                   per Mwh 31.617.150 27.944.780

Gas 592.900 Nm3 4RUB                      4RUB                          per Nm3 2.175.943 2.223.375

Waste Water Disposal 173 m3 97RUB                    15RUB                        per m3 16.762 2.538

Fuel (internal transport) 6.175 liters 35RUB                    30RUB                        per liter 216.132 185.256

Waste Disposal (sand/fines) 9.526 tones 97RUB                    97RUB                        per tone 923.983 923.983

Waste Disposal (refractories) 578 tones 97RUB                    97RUB                        per tone 56.105 56.105

Waste Disposal (metallics) 100,9 tones 97RUB                    97RUB                        per tone 9.785 9.785

Totals 35.015.860 31.345.823

Saleable Output (t/year) 6000 6000

Utility Cost (per tone of good castings) 5.835,98 5.224,30

Costs summery (per tone of good castings) new foundry local competitor

Considering the following: new foundry local competitor

Utility costs 5.836RUB                             5.224RUB                             

Ancillary costs (operational) 1.292RUB                             1.108RUB                             

QC materials costs 61RUB                                  57RUB                                  

Finishing materials costs 367RUB                                262RUB                                

Moulding and core materials costs 21.865RUB                           21.348RUB                           

Direct raw materials costs 15.099RUB                           14.388RUB                           

Wages for production one ton of good castings (30% TAX) 7.917RUB                             7.917RUB                             

Business administration 5.244RUB                             5.030RUB                             

GRANDE TOTAL COST PRICE (per tone of good castings) 57.680RUB                  55.333RUB                  

Per 1 kg of good casting (steel & iron) 57,68RUB                    55,33RUB                    

Energy Costs per unit (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Unit Price (Rub.)

Energy Costs per year 

(Rub.)

Energy Costs per year 

(Rub.)

Description Unit Price (Rub.) Units Total Cost (Rub.) Total Cost (Rub.)

UnitsEnergy Type
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STEEL casting cost price calculation

Direct raw materials costs (steel prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Max Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Steel Scrap 8.400,0 tones 134,16€               154,29€               per tone 1.126.972,96 1.178.199,00

Pig Iron 0,0 tones 235,89€               161,60€               per tone 0,00 0,00

Recarburiser 5,0 tones 308,58€               496,40€               per tone 1.542,88 2.482,02

FeSi (75) 30,0 tones 925,73€               818,40€               per tone 27.771,83 24.551,91

FeMn (75) 16,1 tones 764,73€               1.063,08€            per tone 12.312,18 17.115,66

Inoculant 3,0 tones 1.609,96€            1.713,27€            per tone 4.829,88 5.139,80

Grand Total (direct materials) 1.173.429,73 1.227.488,39

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Direct Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 195,57 204,58

Moulding and core materials costs (steel prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

New Sand (ratio 5 : 1) 6.000,00 tones 37,57€                 32,20€                 per tone 225.395 386.391

Furan Resin 540,00 tones 1.408,98€            684,23€               per tone 760.852 517.281

Activator 180,00 tones 1.268,94€            1.086,72€            per tone 228.410 273.854

Mould Coating 15,34 tones 1.440,65€            1.714,61€            per tone 22.100 26.302

Methoding aids - downsprues 75.000 pieces 3,62€                   3,61€                   per pc 271.681 270.675

Grand Total (mould and core making materials) 1.508.437 1.474.503

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Mould and Core Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 251,41 245,75

Finishing materials costs (steel prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Steel Shot 20,0 tones 556,78€               348,82€               per tone 11.136 6.976

Grinding Wheels Ø250 500 pieces 1,85€                   1,73€                   per piece 926 865

Grinding Wheels Ø100 1.000 pieces 0,90€                   0,64€                   per piece 899 644

Grinding Wheels Ø63 1.000 pieces 0,59€                   0,60€                   per piece 590 604

Welding Rods 4.000 kg 1,34€                   0,79€                   per kg 5.367 3.166

Acetylene 400 bottles 23,48€                 19,32€                 per bottle 9.391 7.728

Oxygen 500 bottles 2,41€                   2,16€                   per bottle 1.207 1.080

Grand Total (finishing materials) 29.516 21.064

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Finishing Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 4,92 3,51

QC materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Fluoflux (auxiliary materials) 100 pcs 45,48€                 42,26€                 per pc. 4.548 4.226

Argon Gas (spectrometer) 16 bottles 22,81€                 20,46€                 per bottle 365 327

Grand Total (quality materials) 4.913 4.554

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

QC Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 0,82 0,76

Ancillary costs (operational) (steel prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Requirement (yearly)

value units

Furnace Lining 50,0 tones 617,02€               670,82€               per tone 30.851 33.541

Furnace Patching 10,0 tones 2.996,94€            670,82€               per tone 29.969 6.708

Ladle Linings 20,0 tones 1.674,76€            670,82€               per tone 33.495 13.416

Slag Coagulant 45,0 tones 321,99€               429,32€               per tone  19.320

Pyrometer Sleeves 6.000 units 0,80€                   2,01€                   per pc. 4.830 12.075

Thermal Analysis Cups 6.000 units 0,80€                   0,68€                   per pc. 4.830 4.105

Grand Total 103.975 89.165

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 17,33 14,86

Utility costs (steel prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Consumption Energy 

(per year) Units

Electricity 11.700 Mwh 39,04€                 34,51€                 per Mwh 456.786 403.730

Gas 592.900 Nm3 0,05€                   0,05€                   per Nm3 29.193 29.830

Waste Water Disposal 173 m3 1,30€                   0,20€                   per m3 225 34

Fuel (internal transport) 6.175 liters 0,47€                   0,40€                   per liter 2.900 2.485

Waste Disposal (sand/fines) 9.526 tones 1,30€                   1,30€                   per tone 12.396 12.396

Waste Disposal (refractories) 578 tones 1,30€                   1,30€                   per tone 753 753

Waste Disposal (metallics) 100,9 tones 1,30€                   1,30€                   per tone 131 131

Totals 502.385 449.360

Saleable Output (t/year) 6000 6000

Utility Cost (per tone of good castings) 83,73 74,89

Costs summery (per tone of good STEEL castings) new foundry local competitor

Considering the following:

Utility costs 83,73€                         74,89€                          

Ancillary costs (operational) 17,33€                         14,86€                          

QC materials costs 0,82€                           0,76€                            

Finishing materials costs 4,92€                           3,51€                            

Moulding and core materials costs 251,41€                       245,75€                        

Direct raw materials costs 195,57€                       204,58€                        

Wages for production one ton of good castings (30% TAX) 116,84€                       116,84€                        

Business administration 70,35€                         67,49€                          

GRANDE TOTAL COST PRICE (per tone of good STEEL castings) 740,97€               728,68€                

Per 1 kg of good steel casting 0,74€            0,73€             

Energy Type Energy Costs per unit (euro) Units

Total Cost (euro)

Energy Costs per 

year (euro)

Energy Costs per 

year (euro)

Total Cost (euro)Description Unit Price (euro) Units

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)
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IRON casting cost price calculation

Direct raw materials costs (iron prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Max Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Steel Scrap 800,0 tones 134,16€             154,29€              per tone 107.330,76 112.209,43

Pig Iron 4.800,0 tones 235,89€             161,60€              per tone 1.132.253,63 775.679,39

Recarburiser 5,0 tones 308,58€             496,40€              per tone 1.542,88 2.482,02

FeSi (75) 80,0 tones 925,73€             818,40€              per tone 74.058,22 65.471,76

FeMn (75) tones 764,73€             1.063,08€           per tone 0,00 0,00

Inoculant 3,0 tones 1.609,96€          1.713,27€           per tone 4.829,88 5.139,80

Grand Total (direct materials) 1.320.015,38 960.982,40

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Direct Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 220,00 160,16

Moulding and core materials costs (iron prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

New Sand (ratio 4 : 1) 3.200,00 tones 37,57€               32,20€                per tone 120.210 206.075

Furan Resin 288,00 tones 1.408,98€          684,23€              per tone 405.788 275.883

Activator 96,00 tones 1.268,94€          1.086,72€           per tone 121.819 146.056

Mould Coating 13,34 tones 1.440,65€          1.714,61€           per tone 19.217 22.871

Methoding aids - downsprues 75.000 pieces 3,62€                 3,61€                  per pc 271.681 270.675

Grand Total (mould and core making materials) 938.715 921.560

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Mould and Core Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 156,45 153,59

Finishing materials costs (iron prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Steel Shot 18,2 tones 556,78€             348,82€              per tone 10.123 6.342

Grinding Wheels Ø250 500 pieces 1,85€                 1,73€                  per piece 926 865

Grinding Wheels Ø100 1.000 pieces 0,90€                 0,64€                  per piece 899 644

Grinding Wheels Ø63 1.000 pieces 0,59€                 0,60€                  per piece 590 604

Welding Rods 2.857 kg 1,34€                 0,79€                  per kg 3.833 2.262

Acetylene 286 bottles 23,48€               19,32€                per bottle 6.708 5.520

Oxygen 357 bottles 2,41€                 2,16€                  per bottle 862 771

Grand Total (finishing materials) 23.942 17.008

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Finishing Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 3,99 2,83

QC materials costs new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Description Consumption Units Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Fluoflux (auxiliary materials) 100 pcs 45,48€               42,26€                per pc. 4.548 4.226

Argon Gas (spectrometer) 16 bottles 22,81€               20,46€                per bottle 365 327

Grand Total (quality materials) 4.913 4.554

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

QC Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 0,82 0,76

Ancillary costs (operational) (iron prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Requirement (yearly)

value units

Furnace Lining 41,7 tones 617,02€             670,82€              per tone 25.709 27.951

Furnace Patching 10,0 tones 2.996,94€          670,82€              per tone 29.969 6.708

Ladle Linings 20,0 tones 1.674,76€          670,82€              per tone 33.495 13.416

Slag Coagulant 45,0 tones 321,99€             429,32€              per tone  19.320

Pyrometer Sleeves 6.000 units 0,80€                 2,01€                  per pc. 4.830 12.075

Thermal Analysis Cups 6.000 units 0,80€                 0,68€                  per pc. 4.830 4.105

Grand Total 98.834 83.575

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Material Cost (per tone of good castings) 16,47 13,93

Utility costs (iron prod. only) new foundry local competitor new foundry local competitor

Consumption Energy 

(per year) Units

Electricity 7.800 Mwh 39,04€               34,51€                per Mwh 304.524 269.153

Gas 592.900 Nm3 0,05€                 0,05€                  per Nm3 29.193 29.830

Waste Water Disposal 173 m3 1,30€                 0,20€                  per m3 225 34

Fuel (internal transport) 6.175 liters 0,47€                 0,40€                  per liter 2.900 2.485

Waste Disposal (sand/fines) 9.526 tones 1,30€                 1,30€                  per tone 12.396 12.396

Waste Disposal (refractories) 578 tones 1,30€                 1,30€                  per tone 753 753

Waste Disposal (metallics) 100,9 tones 1,30€                 1,30€                  per tone 131 131

Totals 350.122 314.783

Saleable Output (t/year) 6.000 6.000

Utility Cost (per tone of good castings) 58,35 52,46

Costs summery (per tone of good IRON castings) new foundry local competitor

Considering the following:

Utility costs 58,35€                         52,46€                         

Ancillary costs (operational) 16,47€                         13,93€                         

QC materials costs 0,82€                          0,76€                           

Finishing materials costs 3,99€                          2,83€                           

Moulding and core materials costs 156,45€                       153,59€                       

Direct raw materials costs 220,00€                       160,16€                       

Wages for production one ton of good castings (30% TAX) 96,56€                         96,56€                         

Business administration 70,35€                         67,49€                         

GRANDE TOTAL COST PRICE (per tone of good IRON castings) 623,00€                 547,79€                 

Per 1 kg of good iron casting 0,62€             0,55€              

Units Total Cost (euro) Total Cost (euro)

Energy Type Energy Costs per unit (euro) Units
Energy Costs per year 

(euro)

Energy Costs per year 

(euro)

Description Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)

Unit Price (euro)
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Appendix 7. Details regard the settings of credit line (Baseline 

scenario) 

Figures within time periods when paying only bank interest (2.3 years): 

 

 

Figures within time period when paying bank interest and repayment (5 years): 

 



BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO

Description Unit Optimal Value* Optimal Value*

working hours in one operational shift hours/shift 8 8

number of shifts per day # of shifts 3 3

number of working days per week days/week 6 6

Gross working hours (3 shifts) hours/year 6.588                             6.588                             

moulding up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 5.600                             5.600                             

max speed of the moulding line moulds/shift 128 128

pcs/hour 16 16

max capacity of the moulding line available moulds/year 89.597                           89.597                           

max number of good moulds available moulds/year 82.429                           82.429                           

max output of moulding line in terms of psc (only steel):

if produce only valves Du50 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 633 633

if produce only valves Du300 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 85 85

max saleable output only valves Du50 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 586 586

sets/hour 73,3 73,3

max saleable output only valvesDu300 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 79 79

sets/hour 9,9 9,9

melting up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 6.259                             6.259                             

calculated pouring rate (two furnaces) tons/hour 2,6 2,6

max capacity in terms of liquid metal annually tons/year 16.062                           16.062                           

saleable output annually tons/year 5.202                             6.067                             

liquid metal required annually tons/year 10.323                          12.039                          

actual pouring rate to fulfill moulding output tons/hour 1,65 1,92

split in terms of valve`s material

steel production % 100 100

iron production % 0 0

split in terms of number of valves produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 92 77

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 8 23

split in terms of tons produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 85 61

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 15 39

actual output of cast sets for valves regards current production split

Du 50 sets/shift 542 451

Du 300 sets/shift 6 18

production split controller (number of valves produced) ± % 0,00 15,50

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of # of valves produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 # of sets/year 379.181                         315.602                         

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 # of sets/year 4.180                             12.751                           

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of tons produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 tons/year 4.419                             3.678                             

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 tons/year 783                                2.389                             

Total saleable output of cast parts annually tons/year 5.202                             6.067                             

melting parameters

FOUNDRY PRODUCTION SETTINGS

production regime

production split and production output  (steel only) 

moulding parameters
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BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMIZED SCENARIO

Description Unit Value EURO Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 5.036.240€                   375.380.933 RUR       356.611.886 RUR           

Equipment cost (local) euro 906.254€                      67.548.503 RUR         64.171.078 RUR              

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 259.040€                      19.307.792 RUR         18.342.552 RUR              

Complete installation cost euro 891.375€                      66.439.482 RUR         59.961.544 RUR              

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 567.435€                      42.294.307 RUR         38.170.382 RUR              

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 3.718.350€                   277.150.750 RUR       197.469.909 RUR           

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 201.395€                      15.011.168 RUR         13.601.730 RUR              

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 260.605€                      19.424.475 RUR         13.919.425 RUR              

Delivery cost euro 75.336€                        5.615.227 RUR            4.029.127 RUR                

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 30.003€                        2.236.270 RUR            1.602.917 RUR                

Complete installation cost euro 39.091€                        2.913.671 RUR            2.087.914 RUR                

Civil and building works cost euro 1.378.700€                   102.762.714 RUR       73.218.434 RUR              

Unforeseen expenses euro 11.251€                        838.601 RUR               601.094 RUR                   

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 26.556€                        1.979.369 RUR            1.880.401 RUR                

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 5.311€                          395.874 RUR               376.080 RUR                   

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 16.100€                        1.200.000 RUR            1.140.000 RUR                

Delivery cost (turning) euro 805€                              60.000 RUR                 57.000 RUR                     

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 4.414€                          328.972 RUR               312.523 RUR                   

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 6.398€                          476.905 RUR               453.060 RUR                   

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 1.655€                          123.364 RUR               117.196 RUR                   

investments fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% -5,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 709.291€                      52.867.671 RUR         49.908.706 RUR              

building (in 30 years) euro/year 123.945€                      9.238.358 RUR            6.582.330 RUR                

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 37.503€                        2.795.337 RUR            2.109.102 RUR                

building (in 30 years) euro/year 45.957€                        3.425.424 RUR            3.425.424 RUR                

equipment (10 years) euro/year 5.517€                          411.215 RUR               390.654 RUR                   

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 922.213€                     68.738.005 RUR         62.416.216 RUR              

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 5.202                            5.202                            6.067                                

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 468.625€                      34.929.410 RUR         31.436.282 RUR              

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 33.310€                        2.482.792 RUR            2.234.513 RUR                

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 14.885€                        1.109.468 RUR            998.521 RUR                   

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 244.901€                     18.253.894 RUR         18.103.057 RUR              

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 607.833€                     45.305.400 RUR         47.551.024 RUR              

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 0,55€                             41,28 RUR                   37,15 RUR                        

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 2.880.917€                   214.731.860 RUR       225.375.338 RUR           

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 87.904€                        6.552.000 RUR            3.316.950 RUR                

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 330.913€                      24.664.944 RUR         17.121.157 RUR              

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 15.780€                        1.176.155 RUR            793.905 RUR                   

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 269.987€                      20.123.711 RUR         16.795.924 RUR              

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 13.013€                        969.923 RUR               1.017.999 RUR                

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 178.053€                      13.271.319 RUR         9.941.457 RUR                

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 40.723€                        3.035.359 RUR            8.333.723 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 67.849€                        5.057.184 RUR            3.788.303 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 6.825€                          508.671 RUR               1.396.579 RUR                

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

MAJOR INVESTMENTS IN PROJECT

DEPRICIATION OF EQUIPMENT AND BUILDING

FOUNDRY PRODUCTION START UP COST AND STOCK INCREASE 

PRODUCTION AND ADMINISTARTION COSTS INDICATORS 

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)

THE CONTROL PANEL OF THE PERFORMACE MODEL 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 3.663€                          273.000 RUR               245.700 RUR                   

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 183.811€                      13.700.564 RUR         10.460.387 RUR              

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.321€                          172.964 RUR               155.668 RUR                   

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 13.107€                        976.915 RUR               879.224 RUR                   

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 1.702€                          126.840 RUR               114.156 RUR                   

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 7.522€                          560.648 RUR               509.527 RUR                   

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 0,46€                             34,00 RUR                   30,60 RUR                        

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 35.528€                        2.648.126 RUR            2.406.666 RUR                

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 467.210€                      34.823.940 RUR         26.086.383 RUR              

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 37.247€                        2.776.243 RUR            7.622.307 RUR                

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 163€                              12.124 RUR                 12.725 RUR                     

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% -10,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 302.175€                      22.522.901 RUR         21.396.662 RUR              

valves machining facility euro/year 15.636€                        1.165.469 RUR            879.122 RUR                   

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing) euro/year 2.559€                          190.762 RUR               190.762 RUR                   

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 320.371€                      23.879.131 RUR         22.466.546 RUR              

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 178.042€                      13.270.546 RUR         11.943.492 RUR              

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 256.295€                      19.103.191 RUR         20.049.910 RUR              

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 246.040€                      18.338.825 RUR         19.247.940 RUR              

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 69.339€                        5.168.220 RUR            3.583.012 RUR                

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 40.188€                        2.995.457 RUR            2.321.887 RUR                

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 1.920.383€                   143.137.571 RUR       143.137.571 RUR           

Total valves machining euro 308.890€                      23.033.613 RUR         23.033.613 RUR              

Total assembly materials machining euro 9.310€                          704.580 RUR               704.580 RUR                   

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 2.238.583€                   166.875.764 RUR       166.875.764 RUR           

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 165.510€                      12.336.329 RUR         11.506.661 RUR              

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 72,37 72,37 RUR                   72,37 RUR                        

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 74,54 74,54 RUR                   74,54 RUR                        

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 18,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 5 2,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 32,40€                          2.415 RUR                   2.415 RUR                        

Du300 euro/valve 385,59€                        28.740 RUR                 28.740 RUR                     

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 10.074.215€                750.891.209 RUR       624.986.252 RUR           

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 1.321.580€                   98.505.224 RUR         300.500.836 RUR           

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 11.395.795€                849.396.434 RUR       925.487.088 RUR           

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 1,47€                             109,4 RUR                   109,4 RUR                        

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 3.484.154€                   259.694.718 RUR       287.816.476 RUR           

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 1.393.662€                   103.877.887 RUR       115.126.591 RUR           

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 100% 100% 100%

demand decrease controller  -% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

PROJECT`S EXTERNAL FACTORS

DEMAND DECREASE CONTROLLER 

TAXs INDICATORS OVERVIEW

AUXILIARY COST ANNUALLY

PROJECT`S PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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production regime total casting production cost (euro/kg) steel iron (market data from 4th quart 2014  till 3rd quart 2015) production regime total casting production cost (RUR/kg) steel iron (market data from 4th quart 2014  till 3rd quart 2015) production regime total casting production cost (RUR/kg) steel iron (market data from 4th quart 2014  till 3rd quart 2015)
production regime (# of shifts): 3 (excl. VAT; equip-t and building depreciation.): 0,55 0,46 avg. exchange rata (1euro=rub): 74,54 production regime (# of shifts): 3 (excl. VAT; equip-t and building depreciation.): 41,28 34,00 avg. exchange rata (1euro=rur): 74,54 production regime (# of shifts): 3 (excl. VAT; equip-t and building depreciation.): 37,15 30,60 avg. exchange rata (1euro=rur): 74,54
operating time (days/week): 6 avg. sales price of valve steel iron operating time (days/week): 6 avg. sales price of valve steel iron operating time (days/week): 6 avg. sales price of valve steel iron
foundry facility foundry production split  (%) steel iron in Russia (euro/kg): 1,89 0,78 foundry facility foundry production split  (%) steel iron in Russia (RUR/kg): 141,6 58,3 foundry facility foundry production split  (%) steel iron in Russia (RUR/kg): 141,6 58,3
annual saleable castings output  (t): 5.202                             in type of valves materials: 100% 0% annual saleable castings output  (t): 5.202                             in type of valves materials: 100% 0% annual saleable castings output  (t): 6.067                               in type of valves materials: 100% 0%
area (in/outside) approx. (m2): 4.309                             bank interest rate: 18% area (in/outside) approx. (m2): 4.309                             bank interest rate: 18% area (in/outside) approx. (m2): 4.309                               bank interest rate: 14%
number of workers (only foundry): 87 production split (size of valves) small middle bank credit (mio euro): 16,5 number of workers (only foundry): 87 production split (size of valves) small middle bank credit (mio RUR): 1.231,2      number of workers (only foundry): 87 production split (size of valves) small middle bank credit (mio RUR): 1.035,5      
valves machining facility % of output in # of pcs: 92,4 7,6 tranche 1 (mio euro): 5,0 valves machining facility % of output in # of pcs: 92,4 7,6 tranche 1 (mio RUR): 375,7          valves machining facility % of output in # of pcs: 76,9 23,1 tranche 1 (mio RUR): 306,0          
number of workers (machining only): 12                                   % of output in tons : 84,9 15,1 tranche 2 (mio euro): 11,5 number of workers (machining only): 12                                   % of output in tons : 84,9 15,1 tranche 2 (mio RUR): 855,5          number of workers (machining only): 9                                        % of output in tons : 60,6 39,4 tranche 2 (mio RUR): 729,5          
area (inside) approx. (m2): 1.622                             area (inside) approx. (m2): 1.622                             area (inside) approx. (m2): 1.622                               
annual output of machined castings (t): 4.955                             steel iron total time for bank credit (years): 7,3 annual output of machined castings (t): 4.955                             steel iron total time for bank credit (years): 7,3 annual output of machined castings (t): 5.778                               steel iron total time for bank credit (years): 4,8
valves assembly facility total for valves powder painting (euro/kg): 0,10  --- valves assembly facility total for valves powder painting (RUR/kg): 7,23  --- valves assembly facility total for valves powder painting (RUR/kg): 5,56  ---
number of workers for valves assembly total for casting machining  (euro/kg): 0,09  --- paying only interest (years): 2,3 number of workers for valves assembly total for casting machining  (RUR/kg): 6,54  --- paying only interest (years): 2,3 number of workers for valves assembly total for casting machining  (RUR/kg): 3,67  --- paying only interest (years): 2,3
and assembly materials machining: 43 total for final valves assembling (euro/kg): 0,14  --- paying interest and repayment (years): 5 and assembly materials machining: 43 total for final valves assembling (RUR/kg): 10,74  --- paying interest and repayment (years): 5 and assembly materials machining: 40 total for final valves assembling (RUR/kg): 8,71  --- paying interest and repayment (years): 2,5
annual output of assembled valves (t): 5.682                             annual output of assembled valves (t): 5.682                             annual output of assembled valves (t): 6.398                               

MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY

time point 1 time point 1 time point 1

Value Value Value

Frozen layout, budget, planning, project tasks  (Genera l  Contractor equipment and bui lding selected) Frozen layout, budget, planning, project tasks  (Genera l  Contractor equipment and bui lding selected) Frozen layout, budget, planning, project tasks  (Genera l  Contractor equipment and bui lding selected)
100% tota l  cost of project management and engineering (foundry and machining) 601.851€                       100% tota l  cost of project management and engineering (foundry and machining) 44.859.549 RUR           100% tota l  cost of project management and engineering (foundry and machining) 40.085.822 RUR           

30% of foundry equipment costs  1.782.750€                    30% of foundry equipment costs  132.878.830 RUR         30% of foundry equipment costs  126.234.890 RUR         

Value 30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 1.115.505€                    Value 30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 83.145.225 RUR           Value 30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 59.240.973 RUR           

Overa l l  money to pay for project 30.304.325€                    30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 413.610€                       Overa l l  money to pay for project 2.258.801.610 RUR        30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 30.828.814 RUR           Overa l l  money to pay for project 1.481.762.265 RUR          30% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 21.965.530 RUR           
The money comes  from the bank (tranche 1) 5.040.435€                      30% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 90.978€                         The money comes  from the bank (tranche 1) 375.693.370 RUR           30% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 6.781.153 RUR             The money comes  from the bank (tranche 1) 305.980.925 RUR             30% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 5.081.948 RUR             

privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T1 -€                                 Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of civi l  and bui lding works  of s i te privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T1 - RUR                              Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of civi l  and bui lding works  of s i te privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T1 - RUR                                Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of civi l  and bui lding works  of s i te

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 4.218.995€                      0 month Start Point 0th YEAR 0 month tota l  unforeseen expenses  foundry 201.395€                       ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 314.466.705€                  0 month Start Point 0th YEAR 0 month tota l  unforeseen expenses  foundry 15.011.168 RUR           ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 266.929.185€                    0 month Start Point 0th YEAR 0 month tota l  unforeseen expenses  foundry 13.601.730 RUR           
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 5.040.435€                      1s t quarter 1st YEAR tota l  unforeseen expenses  machining (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 12.906€                         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 375.693.370€                  1s t quarter 1st YEAR tota l  unforeseen expenses  machining (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 961.966 RUR                ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 305.980.925€                    1s t quarter 1st YEAR tota l  unforeseen expenses  machining (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 718.290 RUR                

Tota l  costs  to pay (0-11 month) 4.218.995€                    Tota l  costs  to pay (0-11 month) 314.466.705 RUR         Tota l  costs  to pay (0-11 month) 266.929.185 RUR         

Bank interest only to pay   ( for 11 month: tranche 1) 821.440€                       Bank interest only to pay   ( for 11 month: tranche 1) 61.226.665 RUR           Bank interest only to pay   ( for 11 month: tranche 1) 39.051.740 RUR           

time point 2 time point 2 time point 2
2nd quarter 2nd quarter 2nd quarter

Project management (foundry and machining faci l i ties ) Project management (foundry and machining faci l i ties ) Project management (foundry and machining faci l i ties )

Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of the foundry and machining faci l i ties  Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of the foundry and machining faci l i ties  Commiss ioning and fina l  acceptance of the foundry and machining faci l i ties  
60% of foundry equipment costs  3.565.495€                    60% of foundry equipment costs  265.757.660 RUR         60% of foundry equipment costs  252.469.780 RUR         

60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 2.231.010€                    60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 166.290.450 RUR         60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 118.481.945 RUR         

6 month 30% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 267.415€                       6 month 30% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 19.931.845 RUR           6 month 30% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 17.988.465 RUR           

3rd quarter Foundry equipment del ivery on s i te 259.040€                       3rd quarter Foundry equipment del ivery on s i te 19.307.792 RUR           3rd quarter Foundry equipment del ivery on s i te 18.342.552 RUR           
60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 827.220€                       60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 61.657.629 RUR           60% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 43.931.060 RUR           

60% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 181.957€                       60% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 13.562.307 RUR           60% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 10.163.896 RUR           

30% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 13.647€                         30% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 1.017.173 RUR             30% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 762.292 RUR                
Bank loan return index 29.482.885€                    Machining equipment del ivery on s i te (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 81.452€                         Bank loan return index 2.197.574.945 RUR        Machining equipment del ivery on s i te (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 6.071.100 RUR             Bank loan return index 1.442.710.525 RUR          Machining equipment del ivery on s i te (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 4.462.208 RUR             

Foundry s tart up costs  (only s teel , 50% output) 468.625€                       Foundry s tart up costs  (only s teel , 50% output) 34.929.410 RUR           Foundry s tart up costs  (only s teel , 50% output) 31.436.282 RUR           
The money comes  from the bank (tranche 2) 11.477.420€                    4th quarter Tota l  VAT to pay (foundry) 1.920.383€                    The money comes  from the bank (tranche 2) 855.502.995 RUR           4th quarter Tota l  VAT to pay (foundry) 143.137.571 RUR         The money comes  from the bank (tranche 2) 729.478.775 RUR             4th quarter Tota l  VAT to pay (foundry) 143.137.571 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -€                                 Tota l  VAT to pay (machining) 318.200€                       SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -  RUR                          Tota l  VAT to pay (machining) 23.738.193 RUR           SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -  RUR                            Tota l  VAT to pay (machining) 23.738.193 RUR           

privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T2 -€                                 privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T2 - RUR                              privat assets  input indicator 0,00% from T2 - RUR                                
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 14.353.440€                    0-11 month 11 month Total  costs  to pay (12-16month) 10.134.445€                  ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.069.867.835€               0-11 month 11 month Total  costs  to pay (12-16month) 755.401.130 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 931.843.430€                    0-11 month 11 month Total  costs  to pay (12-16month) 664.914.245 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 16.517.855€                    Installation Start Bank interest only to pay   (for 5month; tranche 1 and 2) 1.342.975€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.231.196.365€               Installation Start Bank interest only to pay   (for 5month; tranche 1 and 2) 100.101.865 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.035.459.700€                 Installation Start Bank interest only to pay   (for 5month; tranche 1 and 2) 64.564.530 RUR           

12 month 12 month 12 month

1st quarter 2nd YEAR time  point 3 1st quarter 2nd YEAR time  point 3 1st quarter 2nd YEAR time  point 3
Activi ties  to be paid after the success ful  enti re faci l i ty tests  and commiss ioning Activi ties  to be paid after the success ful  enti re faci l i ty tests  and commiss ioning Activi ties  to be paid after the success ful  enti re faci l i ty tests  and commiss ioning

Bank loan return index 28.139.910€                    10% of foundry equipment costs  594.250€                       Bank loan return index 2.097.473.080 RUR        10% of foundry equipment costs  44.292.945 RUR           Bank loan return index 1.378.145.995 RUR          10% of foundry equipment costs  42.078.295 RUR           

10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 371.835€                       10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 27.715.075 RUR           10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for foundry (overa l l , excl . high voltage substation) 19.746.991 RUR           

Return of the VAT from the government 2.238.583€                      70% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 623.965€                       Return of the VAT from the government 166.875.764 RUR           70% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 46.507.640 RUR           Return of the VAT from the government 166.875.764 RUR             70% of tota l  insta l lation costs  foundry 41.973.080 RUR           
SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -€                                 10% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 30.326€                         SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -  RUR                          10% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 2.260.384 RUR             SovLi tMet wal let  no production phase -  RUR                            10% of machining equipment costs  (va lves  machin. and assembly materia ls  machining) 1.693.983 RUR             

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 12.114.857€                    2nd quarter 10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 137.870€                       ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 902.992.071 RUR           2nd quarter 10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 10.276.271 RUR           ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 764.967.666 RUR             2nd quarter 10% of costs  for civi l  and bui lding works  for machining faci l i ty 7.321.843 RUR             

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 14.279.272€                    16 month 70% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 31.842€                         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.064.320.601€               16 month 70% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 2.373.404 RUR             ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 868.583.936€                    16 month 70% of tota l  insta l lation cost for va lves  and assembly materia ls  machining equipment 1.778.682 RUR             

va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (50% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (50% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (50% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           
50% of production costs  foundry 1.699.741€                    1.440.458€                   50% of production costs  foundry 126.691.797 RUR         107.365.930 RUR        50% of production costs  foundry 132.971.450 RUR         112.687.669 RUR        

3rd quarter 50% wages  foundry wit hterspect to 25% overuse of manpower 455.875€                       3rd quarter 50% wages  foundry wit hterspect to 25% overuse of manpower 33.979.050 RUR           3rd quarter 50% wages  foundry wit hterspect to 25% overuse of manpower 35.663.268 RUR           

25% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 302.428€                       256.295€                      25% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 22.541.766 RUR           19.103.191 RUR          25% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 23.658.893 RUR           20.049.910 RUR          
100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             
50% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 320.329€                       266.130€                      50% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 23.876.040 RUR           19.836.264 RUR          50% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 22.711.555 RUR           18.829.701 RUR          

50% wages  va lves  assembly 140.586€                       50% wages  va lves  assembly 10.478.679 RUR           50% wages  va lves  assembly 8.775.575 RUR             

4th quarter 20% overuse of production resources  within machining faci l i ties  129.242€                       109.527€                      4th quarter 20% overuse of production resources  within machining faci l i ties  9.633.138 RUR             8.163.677 RUR            4th quarter 20% overuse of production resources  within machining faci l i ties  6.967.781 RUR             5.904.899 RUR            
22 month 50% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 297.726€                       252.310€                      22 month 50% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 22.191.261 RUR           18.806.154 RUR          22 month 50% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 19.895.635 RUR           16.860.707 RUR          

VAT 1.214.376€                    VAT 90.514.656 RUR           VAT 103.352.778 RUR         
Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

Bank loan return index 25.166.696€                    Income TAX (regards  50% sa leable output) 244.542€                       Bank loan return index 1.875.857.734 RUR        Income TAX (regards  50% sa leable output) 18.226.411 RUR           Bank loan return index 1.233.181.637 RUR          Income TAX (regards  50% sa leable output) 50.734.070 RUR           
1s t quarter 3rd YEAR 1st quarter 3rd YEAR 1st quarter 3rd YEAR

Total  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

50% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 6.723.520€                      Profi t before income TAX 1.222.711€                    50% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 501.143.895 RUR           Profi t before income TAX 91.132.055 RUR           50% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 546.037.380 RUR             Profi t before income TAX 253.670.351 RUR         

50% of revenue from machining external  orders 4.111.302€                      50% of revenue from machining external  orders 306.439.767 RUR           50% of revenue from machining external  orders 339.623.442 RUR             
Tota l  costs  to pay (17-28month) 7.515.420€                    Tota l  costs  to pay (17-28month) 560.167.805 RUR         Tota l  costs  to pay (17-28month) 574.066.815 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 1 2.584.771€                      Bank interest only to pay   (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 2.973.214€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 1 192.676.275 RUR           Bank interest only to pay   (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 221.615.346 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 1 333.505.413 RUR             Bank interest only to pay   (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 144.964.358 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 8.795.455€                      2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 655.576.215 RUR           2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 453.373.659 RUR             2nd quarter
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 13.933.084€                    12-28 month 28 month time point 4 ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.038.520.090€               12-28 month 28 month time point 4 ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 701.954.287€                    12-28 month 28 month time point 4

` beginning of the production year 2 ` beginning of the production year 2 ` beginning of the production year 2

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (80% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (80% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (80% output due to the ramp up) excl . vat

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           
80% of production costs  foundry 2.719.585€                    2.304.733€                   80% of production costs  foundry 202.706.876 RUR         171.785.488 RUR        80% of production costs  foundry 212.754.319 RUR         180.300.271 RUR        

3rd quarter 80% wages  foundry with respect to 15% overuse of manpower 577.441€                       3rd quarter 80% wages  foundry with respect to 15% overuse of manpower 43.040.130 RUR           3rd quarter 80% wages  foundry with respect to 15% overuse of manpower 45.173.473 RUR           

15% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 290.327€                       246.040€                      15% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 21.639.814 RUR           18.338.825 RUR          15% overuse of foundry production resources  (developing the foundryman ski l l s ) 22.712.569 RUR           19.247.940 RUR          
100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             
80% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 512.527€                       425.808€                      80% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 38.201.665 RUR           31.738.023 RUR          80% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 36.338.488 RUR           30.127.521 RUR          

80% wages  va lves  assembly 224.937€                       80% wages  va lves  assembly 16.765.887 RUR           80% wages  va lves  assembly 14.040.921 RUR           

4th quarter 80% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 476.361€                       403.696€                      4th quarter 80% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 35.506.018 RUR           30.089.846 RUR          4th quarter 80% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 31.833.016 RUR           26.977.132 RUR          

34 month Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 50% to 80% output 39.306€                         33.310€                        34 month Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 50% to 80% output 2.929.695 RUR             2.482.792 RUR            34 month Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 50% to 80% output 2.636.726 RUR             2.234.513 RUR            
      50% of tota l  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 189.019€                       160.185€                            50% of tota l  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 14.088.688 RUR           11.939.566 RUR                50% of tota l  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 13.255.262 RUR           11.233.273 RUR          

VAT 1.182.639€                    VAT 88.149.100 RUR           VAT 101.923.099 RUR         
Bank loan return index 20.133.357€                    Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Bank loan return index 1.500.686.188 RUR        Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Bank loan return index 739.908.982 RUR             Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

1s t quarter 4th YEAR Income tax (regards  80% sa leable output) 314.493€                       1s t quarter 4th YEAR Income tax (regards  80% sa leable output) 23.440.302 RUR           1s t quarter 4th YEAR Income tax (regards  80% sa leable output) 58.240.220 RUR           

80% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 10.757.631€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       80% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 801.830.233 RUR           Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           80% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 873.659.811 RUR             Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

20% of revenue from machining external  orders 1.644.521€                      Profi t before income TAX 1.572.465€                    20% of revenue from machining external  orders 122.575.907 RUR           Profi t before income TAX 117.201.510 RUR         20% of revenue from machining external  orders 135.849.377 RUR             Profi t before income TAX 291.201.100 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 2 2.506.460€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (29-40month) 7.447.122€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 2 186.833.410 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (29-40month) 555.077.460 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 2 256.090.915 RUR             Tota l  costs  to pay (29-40month) 593.651.029 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 3.840.426€                      2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 5.033.339€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 286.247.535 RUR           2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 375.171.547 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 37.515.500 RUR               2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 493.272.655 RUR         
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 14.011.394€                    40 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.044.362.957€               40 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 779.368.783€                    40 month

beginning of the production year 3 beginning of the production year 3 beginning of the production year 3
valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) excl . vat va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) excl . vat

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        
3rd quarter 100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       3rd quarter 100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           3rd quarter 100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           

100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          
4th quarter Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 80% to 100% output 17.564€                         14.885€                        4th quarter Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 80% to 100% output 1.309.172 RUR             1.109.468 RUR            4th quarter Increase in s tock of raw materia ls  (foundry) from 80% to 100% output 1.178.255 RUR             998.521 RUR               

46 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      46 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          46 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

2weeks Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 178.735€                       151.470€                      2weeks Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 13.322.153 RUR           11.289.960 RUR          2weeks Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 11.989.938 RUR           10.160.964 RUR          

VAT 1.192.109€                    VAT 88.854.991 RUR           VAT 103.640.720 RUR         
Bank loan return index 15.100.017€                    Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Bank loan return index 1.125.514.641 RUR        Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Bank loan return index 246.636.327 RUR             Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

1s t quarter 5th YEAR Income TAX 395.710€                       1s t quarter 5th YEAR Income TAX 29.494.039 RUR           1s t quarter 5th YEAR Income TAX 70.102.143 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

Profi t before income TAX 1.978.552€                    Profi t before income TAX 147.470.195 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 350.510.713 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 3 2.312.921€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (41-52month) 8.607.239€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 3 172.401.682 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (41-52month) 641.547.973 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 3 170.469.054 RUR             Tota l  costs  to pay (41-52month) 684.423.970 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -999.374€                        2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 5.033.339€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 74.492.284 RUR-             2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 375.171.547 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 370.135.294 RUR-             2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 493.272.655 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 14.204.933€                    52 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.058.794.685€               52 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 864.990.644€                    52 month

beginning of the production year 4 beginning of the production year 4 beginning of the production year 4

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)
100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        

100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           
100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             
100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          
58 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      58 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          58 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 178.735€                       151.470€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 13.322.153 RUR           11.289.960 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 11.989.938 RUR           10.160.964 RUR          

VAT 1.194.788€                    VAT 89.054.695 RUR           VAT 103.820.454 RUR         

Bank loan return index 10.066.678€                    Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Bank loan return index 750.343.095 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Bank loan return index 1 RUR-                               Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           
1s t quarter 6th YEAR Income TAX 503.415€                       1s t quarter 6th YEAR Income TAX 37.522.062 RUR           1s t quarter 6th YEAR Income TAX 81.595.520 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

Profi t before income TAX 2.517.076€                    Profi t before income TAX 187.610.310 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 407.977.600 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 4 2.026.561€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (53-64month) 8.700.058€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 4 151.051.399 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (53-64month) 648.466.529 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 4 320.988.664 RUR             Tota l  costs  to pay (53-64month) 694.918.826 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -5.746.355€                     2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 5.033.339€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 428.313.547 RUR-           2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 375.171.547 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 767.291.232 RUR-             2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 246.636.328 RUR         
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 14.491.293€                    64 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.080.144.968€               64 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 714.471.034€                    64 month

beginning of the production year 5 beginning of the production year 5 beginning of the production year 5

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           
3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        

100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           

100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          

70 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      70 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          70 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 216.359€                       183.355€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 16.126.516 RUR           13.666.539 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 14.513.865 RUR           12.299.885 RUR          

VAT 1.189.049€                    VAT 88.626.911 RUR           VAT 103.435.448 RUR         

Bank loan return index 5.033.338€                      Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Bank loan return index 375.171.548 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Bank loan return index 1 RUR-                               Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           
1s t quarter 7th YEAR Income TAX 622.253€                       1s t quarter 7th YEAR Income TAX 46.379.896 RUR           1s t quarter 7th YEAR Income TAX 83.120.876 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

Profi t before income TAX 3.111.264€                    Profi t before income TAX 231.899.482 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 415.604.380 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 5 1.589.479€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (65-76month) 8.850.781€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 5 118.466.702 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (65-76month) 659.700.942 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 5 714.480.325 RUR             Tota l  costs  to pay (65-76month) 698.583.103 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -10.342.612€                   2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 5.033.339€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 770.900.397 RUR-           2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 375.171.547 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.160.782.893 RUR-          2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) -  RUR                        
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 14.928.374€                    76 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.112.729.665€               76 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 320.979.373€                    76 month

beginning of the production year 6 beginning of the production year 6 beginning of the production year 6

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        

100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           
100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             
100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          
82 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      82 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          82 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 206.954€                       175.385€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 15.425.535 RUR           13.072.488 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 13.882.982 RUR           11.765.239 RUR          

VAT 1.190.484€                    VAT 88.733.840 RUR           VAT 103.531.685 RUR         

Bank loan return index -1€                                   Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Bank loan return index 2 RUR                             Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Bank loan return index 1 RUR-                               Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           
1s t quarter 8th YEAR Income TAX 773.555€                       1s t quarter 8th YEAR Income TAX 57.657.591 RUR           1s t quarter 8th YEAR Income TAX 83.227.805 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           
Profi t before income TAX 3.867.777€                    Profi t before income TAX 288.287.953 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 416.139.027 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 6 1.009.065€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (77-88month) 8.994.114€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 6 75.198.363 RUR             Tota l  costs  to pay (77-88month) 670.384.585 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 6 1.108.399.703 RUR          Tota l  costs  to pay (77-88month) 698.155.386 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -14.795.537€                   2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 5.033.339€                    ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.102.803.605 RUR-        2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) 375.171.547 RUR         ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.554.702.271 RUR-          2nd quarter Bank repayment and interest to pay (for 12 month; tranche 1 and 2) -  RUR                        

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 15.508.789€                    29-88 month 88 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 1.155.998.004€               29-88 month 88 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -72.940.005€                     29-88 month 88 month

beginning of the production year 7 beginning of the production year 7 beginning of the production year 7

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           
3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        

100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           
100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          

94 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      94 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          94 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          
Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 291.613€                       247.130€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 21.735.682 RUR           18.420.069 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 19.562.114 RUR           16.578.062 RUR          

VAT 1.177.570€                    VAT 87.771.276 RUR           VAT 102.665.377 RUR         

Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

1s t quarter 9th YEAR Income TAX 850.855€                       1s t quarter 9th YEAR Income TAX 63.419.290 RUR           1s t quarter 9th YEAR Income TAX 82.265.241 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

Profi t before income TAX 4.254.274€                    Profi t before income TAX 317.096.451 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 411.326.203 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 7 4.135.376€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (89-100month) 9.143.158€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 7 308.221.013 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (89-100month) 681.493.866 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 7 1.395.803.446 RUR          Tota l  costs  to pay (89-100month) 702.005.645 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -19.099.418€                   2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.423.597.530 RUR-        2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.944.771.390 RUR-          2nd quarter
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 12.382.478€                    100 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 922.975.353€                  100 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -360.343.748€                   100 month

beginning of the production year 8 beginning of the production year 8 beginning of the production year 8

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        
100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           

100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           
4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          

106 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      106 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          106 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 112.885€                       95.665€                        Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 8.413.968 RUR             7.130.482 RUR            Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 7.572.572 RUR             6.417.433 RUR            

VAT 1.204.833€                    VAT 89.803.401 RUR           VAT 104.494.290 RUR         

Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           
1s t quarter 10th YEAR Income TAX 881.148€                       1s t quarter 10th YEAR Income TAX 65.677.208 RUR           1s t quarter 10th YEAR Income TAX 84.297.366 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           
Profi t before income TAX 4.405.739€                    Profi t before income TAX 328.386.039 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 421.486.832 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 8 7.355.595€                      Tota l  costs  to pay (101-112 month) 9.021.986€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 8 548.243.208 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (101-112 month) 672.462.196 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 8 1.689.506.778 RUR          Tota l  costs  to pay (101-112 month) 693.877.142 RUR         

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -23.524.470€                   2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 1.753.423.126 RUR-        2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 2.342.969.012 RUR-          2nd quarter

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 7.957.425€                      112 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 593.149.757€                  112 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -758.541.370€                   112 month

beginning of the production year 9 beginning of the production year 9 beginning of the production year 9

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)
100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        

100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           

100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           

4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          

118 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      118 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          118 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          
Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 253.989€                       215.245€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 18.931.319 RUR           16.043.491 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 17.038.187 RUR           14.439.142 RUR          

VAT 1.183.309€                    VAT 88.199.060 RUR           VAT 103.050.382 RUR         

Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

1s t quarter 11th YEAR Income TAX 857.232€                       1s t quarter 11th YEAR Income TAX 63.894.606 RUR           1s t quarter 11th YEAR Income TAX 82.693.025 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           

Profi t before income TAX 4.286.159€                    Profi t before income TAX 319.473.030 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 413.465.124 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 9 10.501.675€                    Tota l  costs  to pay (113-124 month) 9.117.650€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 9 782.739.337 RUR           Tota l  costs  to pay (113-124 month) 679.592.603 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 9 1.978.236.651 RUR          Tota l  costs  to pay (113-124 month) 700.294.508 RUR         
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -27.853.859€                   2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 2.076.118.315 RUR-        2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 2.734.749.268 RUR-          2nd quarter

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 3.628.037€                      124 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) 270.454.569€                  124 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -1.150.321.626€                124 month

beginning of the production year 10 beginning of the production year 10 beginning of the production year 10

valves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output) va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty operation (100% output)

100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 244.901€                       100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.253.894 RUR           100% cost of bus iness  adminis tration within enti re project 18.103.057 RUR           

3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 3.399.482€                    2.880.917€                   3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 253.383.595 RUR         214.731.860 RUR        3rd quarter 100% of production costs  foundry 265.942.899 RUR         225.375.338 RUR        
100% wages  foundry 607.833€                       100% wages  foundry 45.305.400 RUR           100% wages  foundry 47.551.024 RUR           

100% of production costs  va lves  machining 422.173€                       346.693€                      100% of production costs  va lves  machining 31.467.063 RUR           25.841.099 RUR          100% of production costs  va lves  machining 21.816.268 RUR           17.915.062 RUR          
100% wages  va lves  machining 87.904€                         100% wages  va lves  machining 6.552.000 RUR             100% wages  va lves  machining 3.316.950 RUR             

100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 640.658€                       532.260€                      100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 47.752.081 RUR           39.672.528 RUR          100% of costs  for va lves  assembl ing 45.423.110 RUR           37.659.402 RUR          

100% wages  va lves  assembly 281.171€                       100% wages  va lves  assembly 20.957.359 RUR           100% wages  va lves  assembly 17.551.151 RUR           
4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 595.451€                       504.620€                      4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 44.382.523 RUR           37.612.307 RUR          4th quarter 100% of costs  for va lves  powder pa inting outsourcing 39.791.270 RUR           33.721.415 RUR          

130 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 378.037€                       320.371€                      130 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 28.177.375 RUR           23.879.131 RUR          130 month Total  maintenance of enti re faci l i ty (foundry, machining and assembly) 26.510.525 RUR           22.466.546 RUR          

Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 178.735€                       151.470€                      Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 13.322.153 RUR           11.289.960 RUR          Renew patterns  and coreboxes  (foundry) 11.989.938 RUR           10.160.964 RUR          

VAT 1.194.788€                    VAT 89.054.695 RUR           VAT 103.820.454 RUR         
Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 165.510€                       Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 12.336.329 RUR           159,48 Annual  property TAX for enti re faci l i ty (foundry and machining) 11.506.661 RUR           

1s t quarter 12th YEAR Income TAX 869.987€                       1s t quarter 12th YEAR Income TAX 64.845.312 RUR           1s t quarter 12th YEAR Income TAX 83.548.660 RUR           

100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 13.447.039€                    Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 922.213€                       100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.002.287.792 RUR        Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 68.738.005 RUR           100% of rated output / a l l  va lves  /  annual  revenue: 1.092.074.764 RUR          Tota l  annual  depreciation (enti re va lves  manufacturing faci l i ty) 62.416.216 RUR           
Profi t before income TAX 4.349.934€                    Profi t before income TAX 324.226.560 RUR         Profi t before income TAX 417.743.301 RUR         

SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 10 14.882.084€                    `` Tota l  costs  to pay (125-136 month) 9.066.630€                    SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 10 1.109.237.350 RUR        `` Tota l  costs  to pay (125-136 month) 675.789.779 RUR         SovLi tMet wal let at the end of production year 10 2.373.439.449 RUR          `` Tota l  costs  to pay (125-136 month) 696.871.966 RUR         
ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) -32.234.268€                   2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 2.402.616.329 RUR-        2nd quarter ROI based on the actual  cashflow (private assets ) 3.129.952.065 RUR-          2nd quarter

ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -752.372€                        136 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -56.043.445€                   136 month ROI based on the actual  cashflow (with bank loan) -1.545.524.423€                136 month

beginning of the production year 11 beginning of the production year 11 beginning of the production year 11
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Appendix 10. Performance Model Interface 



Description Unit BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO

working hours in one operational shift hours/shift 8 8 8 8

number of shifts per day # of shifts 3 3 3 3

number of working days per week days/week 6 6 6 6

Gross working hours (3 shifts) hours/year 6.588                                  6.588                                  6.588                                  6.588                                  

moulding up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 5.600                                  5.600                                  5.600                                  5.600                                  

max speed of the moulding line moulds/shift 128 128 128 128

pcs/hour 16 16 16 16

max capacity of the moulding line available moulds/year 89.597                               89.597                               89.597                               89.597                               

max number of good moulds available moulds/year 82.429                               82.429                               82.429                               82.429                               

max output of moulding line in terms of psc (only steel):

if produce only valves Du50 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 633 633 633 633

if produce only valves Du300 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 85 85 85 85

max saleable output only valves Du50 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 586 586 586 586

sets/hour 73,3 73,3 73,3 73,3

max saleable output only valvesDu300 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 79 79 79 79

sets/hour 9,9 9,9 9,9 9,9

melting up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 6.259                                  6.259                                  6.259                                  6.259                                  

calculated pouring rate (two furnaces) tons/hour 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6

max capacity in terms of liquid metal annually tons/year 16.062                               16.062                               16.062                               16.062                               

saleable output annually tons/year 5.425                                  6.011                                  6.346                                  6.959                                  

liquid metal required annually tons/year 10.766                               11.928                               12.592                               13.810                               

actual pouring rate to fulfill moulding output tons/hour 1,72 1,91 2,01 2,21

split in terms of valve`s material

steel production % 100 100 100 100

iron production % 0 0 0 0

split in terms of number of valves produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 88 78 72 61

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 12 22 28 39

split in terms of tons produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 78 62 54 42

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 22 38 46 58

actual output of cast sets for valves regards current production split

Du 50 sets/shift 518 457 422 357

Du 300 sets/shift 9 17 22 31

production split controller (number of valves produced) ± % 4,00 14,50 20,50 31,50

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of # of valves produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 # of sets/year 362.773                             319.704                             295.093                             249.972                             

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 # of sets/year 6.392                                  12.198                               15.516                               21.599                               

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of tons produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 tons/year 4.228                                 3.726                                 3.439                                 2.913                                 

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 tons/year 1.197                                 2.285                                 2.906                                 4.046                                 

Total saleable output of cast parts annually tons/year 5.425                                 6.011                                 6.346                                 6.959                                 

melting parameters

FOUNDRY PRODUCTION SETTINGS

FOUNDRY SETTINGS REGARDS CURRENCY FLUCTUATION TEST

production regime

production split and production output  (steel only) 

moulding parameters

User
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Appendix 11. Sensitivity test: CURRENCY - CP-I



GRAPH 1 GRAPH 2 GRAPH 3 GRAPH 4 GRAPH 5 GRAPH 6 GRAPH 9 GRAPH 7 GRAPH 8 GRAPH 10

BASELINE SCENARIO  & counter measures BASELINE SCENARIO  & counter measures BASELINE SCENARIO  & counter measures OPTIMAL SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO  & counter measures OPTIMAL SCENARIO

currency +10% SHIFT 4% currency +20% SHIFT 14,5% currency +30% SHIFT 20,5% currency +30% currency +40% SHIFT 31,5% currency +40%

Description Unit Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 412.919.026 RUR            412.919.026 RUR            450.457.119 RUR            450.457.119 RUR            487.995.213 RUR            487.995.213 RUR            463.595.452 RUR            525.533.306 RUR            525.533.306 RUR            499.256.641 RUR            

Equipment cost (local) euro 67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              64.171.078 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              64.171.078 RUR              

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 21.238.572 RUR              21.238.572 RUR              23.169.351 RUR              23.169.351 RUR              25.100.130 RUR              25.100.130 RUR              23.845.318 RUR              27.030.909 RUR              27.030.909 RUR              25.679.573 RUR              

Complete installation cost euro 73.083.431 RUR              73.083.431 RUR              79.727.379 RUR              79.727.379 RUR              86.371.327 RUR              86.371.327 RUR              77.950.008 RUR              93.015.275 RUR              93.015.275 RUR              83.946.162 RUR              

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 46.523.737 RUR              46.523.737 RUR              50.753.168 RUR              50.753.168 RUR              54.982.599 RUR              54.982.599 RUR              49.621.496 RUR              59.212.030 RUR              59.212.030 RUR              53.438.534 RUR              

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            197.469.909 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            197.469.909 RUR            

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 16.512.284 RUR              16.512.284 RUR              18.013.401 RUR              18.013.401 RUR              19.514.518 RUR              19.514.518 RUR              17.682.249 RUR              21.015.635 RUR              21.015.635 RUR              19.042.422 RUR              

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 21.366.923 RUR              21.366.923 RUR              23.309.370 RUR              21.369.871 RUR              25.251.818 RUR              19.047.635 RUR              18.095.253 RUR              27.194.265 RUR              20.512.837 RUR              19.487.196 RUR              

Delivery cost euro 6.176.749 RUR                6.176.749 RUR                6.738.272 RUR                6.165.332 RUR                7.299.795 RUR                5.513.543 RUR                5.237.866 RUR                7.861.317 RUR                5.937.662 RUR                5.640.778 RUR                

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 2.459.897 RUR                2.459.897 RUR                2.683.524 RUR                2.459.255 RUR                2.907.151 RUR                2.193.466 RUR                2.083.793 RUR                3.130.778 RUR                2.362.194 RUR                2.244.084 RUR                

Complete installation cost euro 3.205.038 RUR                3.205.038 RUR                3.496.406 RUR                3.205.481 RUR                3.787.773 RUR                2.857.145 RUR                2.714.288 RUR                4.079.140 RUR                3.076.926 RUR                2.923.079 RUR                

Civil and building works cost euro 102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            73.218.434 RUR              102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            73.218.434 RUR              

Unforeseen expenses euro 922.461 RUR                   922.461 RUR                   1.006.321 RUR                922.220 RUR                   1.090.182 RUR                822.550 RUR                   781.422 RUR                   1.174.042 RUR                885.823 RUR                   841.532 RUR                   

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 2.177.306 RUR                2.177.306 RUR                2.375.243 RUR                2.375.243 RUR                2.573.180 RUR                2.573.180 RUR                2.444.521 RUR                2.771.117 RUR                2.771.117 RUR                2.632.561 RUR                

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 435.461 RUR                   435.461 RUR                   475.049 RUR                   475.049 RUR                   514.636 RUR                   514.636 RUR                   488.904 RUR                   554.223 RUR                   554.223 RUR                   526.512 RUR                   

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.140.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.140.000 RUR                

Delivery cost (turning) euro 60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      57.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      60.000 RUR                      57.000 RUR                      

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 361.869 RUR                   361.869 RUR                   394.766 RUR                   394.766 RUR                   427.663 RUR                   427.663 RUR                   406.280 RUR                   460.561 RUR                   460.561 RUR                   437.533 RUR                   

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 524.596 RUR                   524.596 RUR                   572.286 RUR                   572.286 RUR                   619.977 RUR                   619.977 RUR                   588.978 RUR                   667.668 RUR                   667.668 RUR                   634.284 RUR                   

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 135.701 RUR                   135.701 RUR                   148.037 RUR                   148.037 RUR                   160.374 RUR                   160.374 RUR                   152.355 RUR                   172.710 RUR                   172.710 RUR                   164.075 RUR                   

investments fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% -5,00% 0,00% 0,00% -5,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 57.478.953 RUR              57.478.953 RUR              62.090.235 RUR              62.090.235 RUR              66.701.517 RUR              66.701.517 RUR              62.956.185 RUR              71.312.799 RUR              71.312.799 RUR              67.305.345 RUR              

building (in 30 years) euro/year 9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                6.582.330 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                6.582.330 RUR                

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 3.074.871 RUR                3.074.871 RUR                3.354.405 RUR                3.074.068 RUR                3.633.939 RUR                2.741.832 RUR                2.741.832 RUR                3.913.472 RUR                2.952.742 RUR                2.952.742 RUR                

building (in 30 years) euro/year 3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                

equipment (10 years) euro/year 439.736 RUR                   439.736 RUR                   468.258 RUR                   468.258 RUR                   496.779 RUR                   496.779 RUR                   471.940 RUR                   525.301 RUR                   525.301 RUR                   499.036 RUR                   

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 73.657.343 RUR              73.657.343 RUR              78.576.680 RUR              78.296.343 RUR              83.496.017 RUR              82.603.911 RUR              76.177.712 RUR              88.415.355 RUR              87.454.625 RUR              80.764.878 RUR              

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 5.202                                5.425                                5.202                                6.011                                5.202                                6.346                                6.067                                5.202                                6.959                                6.067                                

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              31.436.282 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              34.929.410 RUR              31.436.282 RUR              

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.234.513 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.482.792 RUR                2.234.513 RUR                

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                998.521 RUR                   1.109.468 RUR                1.109.468 RUR                998.521 RUR                   

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 18.322.397 RUR              18.893.129 RUR              18.390.900 RUR              20.443.882 RUR              18.459.402 RUR              20.994.677 RUR              18.259.963 RUR              18.527.905 RUR              22.594.004 RUR              18.312.265 RUR              

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 45.305.400 RUR              47.248.386 RUR              45.305.400 RUR              52.348.725 RUR              45.305.400 RUR              55.263.204 RUR              47.551.024 RUR              45.305.400 RUR              60.606.416 RUR              47.551.024 RUR              

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        37,15 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        37,15 RUR                        

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 214.731.860 RUR            223.940.939 RUR            214.731.860 RUR            248.114.773 RUR            214.731.860 RUR            261.928.392 RUR            225.375.338 RUR            214.731.860 RUR            287.253.360 RUR            225.375.338 RUR            

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 6.552.000 RUR                6.552.000 RUR                6.552.000 RUR                5.016.375 RUR                6.552.000 RUR                3.685.500 RUR                3.316.950 RUR                6.552.000 RUR                3.685.500 RUR                3.316.950 RUR                

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 24.664.944 RUR              24.664.944 RUR              24.664.944 RUR              24.586.224 RUR              24.664.944 RUR              19.023.508 RUR              17.121.157 RUR              24.664.944 RUR              19.023.508 RUR              17.121.157 RUR              

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 1.176.155 RUR                1.176.155 RUR                1.176.155 RUR                1.072.377 RUR                1.176.155 RUR                882.116 RUR                   793.905 RUR                   1.176.155 RUR                882.116 RUR                   793.905 RUR                   

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 20.123.711 RUR              19.323.821 RUR              20.123.711 RUR              18.862.110 RUR              20.123.711 RUR              17.662.275 RUR              16.795.924 RUR              20.123.711 RUR              15.462.577 RUR              16.795.924 RUR              

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 969.923 RUR                   1.011.520 RUR                969.923 RUR                   1.120.711 RUR                969.923 RUR                   1.183.105 RUR                1.017.999 RUR                969.923 RUR                   1.297.496 RUR                1.017.999 RUR                

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 13.271.319 RUR              12.697.059 RUR              13.271.319 RUR              11.189.628 RUR              13.271.319 RUR              10.328.239 RUR              9.941.457 RUR                13.271.319 RUR              8.749.025 RUR                9.941.457 RUR                

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 3.035.359 RUR                4.641.639 RUR                3.035.359 RUR                8.858.122 RUR                3.035.359 RUR                11.267.541 RUR              8.333.723 RUR                3.035.359 RUR                15.684.809 RUR              8.333.723 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 5.057.184 RUR                4.838.356 RUR                5.057.184 RUR                4.263.932 RUR                5.057.184 RUR                3.935.690 RUR                3.788.303 RUR                5.057.184 RUR                3.333.913 RUR                3.788.303 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 508.671 RUR                   777.854 RUR                   508.671 RUR                   1.484.459 RUR                508.671 RUR                   1.888.233 RUR                1.396.579 RUR                508.671 RUR                   2.628.487 RUR                1.396.579 RUR                

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   245.700 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   273.000 RUR                   245.700 RUR                   

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 15.070.621 RUR              14.497.095 RUR              16.440.677 RUR              14.123.326 RUR              17.810.734 RUR              14.240.823 RUR              13.598.503 RUR              19.180.790 RUR              13.259.886 RUR              14.644.542 RUR              

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   155.668 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   172.964 RUR                   155.668 RUR                   

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   879.224 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   976.915 RUR                   879.224 RUR                   

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   114.156 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   126.840 RUR                   114.156 RUR                   

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 560.648 RUR                   562.065 RUR                   560.648 RUR                   565.787 RUR                   560.648 RUR                   567.913 RUR                   509.527 RUR                   560.648 RUR                   571.812 RUR                   509.527 RUR                   

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        30,60 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        30,60 RUR                        

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.648.126 RUR                2.654.822 RUR                2.648.126 RUR                2.672.399 RUR                2.648.126 RUR                2.682.444 RUR                2.406.666 RUR                2.648.126 RUR                2.700.858 RUR                2.406.666 RUR                

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 34.823.940 RUR              33.317.083 RUR              34.823.940 RUR              29.361.584 RUR              34.823.940 RUR              27.101.299 RUR              26.086.383 RUR              34.823.940 RUR              22.957.442 RUR              26.086.383 RUR              

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.776.243 RUR                4.245.401 RUR                2.776.243 RUR                8.101.941 RUR                2.776.243 RUR                10.305.678 RUR              7.622.307 RUR                2.776.243 RUR                14.345.862 RUR              7.622.307 RUR                

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 12.124 RUR                      12.644 RUR                      12.124 RUR                      14.009 RUR                      12.124 RUR                      14.789 RUR                      12.725 RUR                      12.124 RUR                      16.219 RUR                      12.725 RUR                      

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% -10,00% 0,00% 0,00% -10,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 24.775.191 RUR              24.775.191 RUR              27.027.481 RUR              27.027.481 RUR              29.279.771 RUR              29.279.771 RUR              27.815.661 RUR              31.532.061 RUR              31.532.061 RUR              29.955.327 RUR              

valves machining facility euro/year 1.282.015 RUR                1.282.015 RUR                1.398.562 RUR                1.282.192 RUR                1.515.109 RUR                1.142.858 RUR                1.142.858 RUR                1.631.656 RUR                1.230.770 RUR                1.230.770 RUR                

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)euro/year 209.838 RUR                   209.838 RUR                   228.915 RUR                   228.915 RUR                   247.991 RUR                   247.991 RUR                   247.991 RUR                   267.067 RUR                   267.067 RUR                   267.067 RUR                   

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 26.267.044 RUR              26.267.044 RUR              28.654.958 RUR              28.538.588 RUR              31.042.871 RUR              30.670.620 RUR              29.206.510 RUR              33.430.784 RUR              33.029.898 RUR              31.453.165 RUR              

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              11.943.492 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              13.270.546 RUR              11.943.492 RUR              

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 19.103.191 RUR              19.922.341 RUR              19.103.191 RUR              22.072.704 RUR              19.103.191 RUR              23.301.801 RUR              20.049.910 RUR              19.103.191 RUR              25.554.650 RUR              20.049.910 RUR              

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 18.338.825 RUR              19.125.552 RUR              18.338.825 RUR              21.189.825 RUR              18.338.825 RUR              22.369.729 RUR              19.247.940 RUR              18.338.825 RUR              24.532.390 RUR              19.247.940 RUR              

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 5.168.220 RUR                5.168.220 RUR                5.168.220 RUR                5.131.720 RUR                5.168.220 RUR                3.981.125 RUR                3.583.012 RUR                5.168.220 RUR                3.981.125 RUR                3.583.012 RUR                

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 3.295.002 RUR                3.180.297 RUR                3.594.548 RUR                3.131.078 RUR                3.894.094 RUR                3.180.112 RUR                3.018.453 RUR                4.193.639 RUR                3.009.459 RUR                3.250.642 RUR                

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 151.246.747 RUR            151.246.747 RUR            159.355.923 RUR            159.355.923 RUR            167.465.099 RUR            167.465.099 RUR            167.465.099 RUR            175.574.275 RUR            175.574.275 RUR            175.574.275 RUR            

Total valves machining euro 23.487.245 RUR              23.487.245 RUR              23.940.877 RUR              23.940.877 RUR              24.394.510 RUR              24.394.510 RUR              24.394.510 RUR              24.848.142 RUR              24.848.142 RUR              24.848.142 RUR              

Total assembly materials machining euro 752.590 RUR                   752.590 RUR                   800.599 RUR                   800.599 RUR                   848.609 RUR                   848.609 RUR                   848.609 RUR                   896.619 RUR                   896.619 RUR                   896.619 RUR                   

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 175.486.582 RUR            175.486.582 RUR            184.097.400 RUR            184.097.400 RUR            192.708.218 RUR            192.708.218 RUR            192.708.218 RUR            201.319.036 RUR            201.319.036 RUR            201.319.036 RUR            

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 13.418.583 RUR              13.418.583 RUR              14.500.838 RUR              14.439.163 RUR              15.583.092 RUR              15.386.828 RUR              14.527.231 RUR              16.665.346 RUR              16.453.985 RUR              15.534.087 RUR              

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 79,60 RUR                        79,60 RUR                        86,84 RUR                        86,84 RUR                        94,07 RUR                        94,07 RUR                        94,07 RUR                        101,31 RUR                      101,31 RUR                      101,31 RUR                      

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 81,99 RUR                        81,99 RUR                        89,44 RUR                        89,44 RUR                        96,90 RUR                        96,90 RUR                        96,90 RUR                        104,35 RUR                      104,35 RUR                      104,35 RUR                      

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 10,00% 10,00% 20,00% 20,00% 30,00% 30,00% 30,00% 40,00% 40,00% 40,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 18,00% 18,00% 18,00% 18,00% 18,00% 14,00% 18,00% 18,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 5 5 5 5 5 2,5 5 5 2,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        

Du300 euro/valve 28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      28.740 RUR                      

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 750.891.209 RUR            718.399.607 RUR            750.891.209 RUR            633.109.152 RUR            750.891.209 RUR            584.371.749 RUR            624.986.252 RUR            750.891.209 RUR            495.019.844 RUR            624.986.252 RUR            

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 98.505.224 RUR              150.633.124 RUR            98.505.224 RUR              287.468.861 RUR            98.505.224 RUR              365.660.711 RUR            300.500.836 RUR            98.505.224 RUR              509.012.435 RUR            300.500.836 RUR            

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 849.396.434 RUR            869.032.732 RUR            849.396.434 RUR            920.578.014 RUR            849.396.434 RUR            950.032.460 RUR            925.487.088 RUR            849.396.434 RUR            1.004.032.280 RUR        925.487.088 RUR            

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 259.694.718 RUR            266.951.946 RUR            259.694.718 RUR            286.002.169 RUR            259.694.718 RUR            296.888.012 RUR            287.816.476 RUR            259.694.718 RUR            316.845.389 RUR            287.816.476 RUR            

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 103.877.887 RUR            106.780.778 RUR            103.877.887 RUR            114.400.868 RUR            103.877.887 RUR            118.755.205 RUR            115.126.591 RUR            103.877.887 RUR            126.738.156 RUR            115.126.591 RUR            

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

demand decrease controller  -% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

THE CONTROL PANEL OF THE PERFORMACE MODEL 
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investments +5% investments +15% investments +15% investments +25% investments +25%

Description Unit Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 394.149.979 RUR             431.688.073 RUR             412.919.026 RUR             469.226.166 RUR             450.457.119 RUR             

Equipment cost (local) euro 70.925.928 RUR               77.680.778 RUR               74.303.353 RUR               84.435.629 RUR               81.058.203 RUR               

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 20.273.406 RUR               22.204.260 RUR               21.238.646 RUR               24.135.113 RUR               23.169.500 RUR               

Complete installation cost euro 73.249.627 RUR               87.866.108 RUR               80.391.569 RUR               103.811.808 RUR             95.672.855 RUR               

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 46.629.336 RUR               55.934.199 RUR               51.175.824 RUR               66.084.505 RUR               60.903.623 RUR               

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 291.008.287 RUR             318.723.362 RUR             228.649.368 RUR             346.438.437 RUR             249.435.675 RUR             

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 16.489.570 RUR               19.654.757 RUR               18.037.290 RUR               23.097.293 RUR               21.341.133 RUR               

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 20.395.699 RUR               22.338.147 RUR               16.117.229 RUR               24.280.594 RUR               17.582.432 RUR               

Delivery cost euro 5.895.988 RUR                 6.457.511 RUR                 4.665.305 RUR                 7.019.033 RUR                 5.089.424 RUR                 

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 2.348.083 RUR                 2.571.710 RUR                 1.856.010 RUR                 2.795.337 RUR                 2.024.738 RUR                 

Complete installation cost euro 3.059.355 RUR                 3.350.722 RUR                 2.417.584 RUR                 3.642.089 RUR                 2.637.365 RUR                 

Civil and building works cost euro 107.900.850 RUR             118.177.121 RUR             84.779.239 RUR               128.453.393 RUR             92.486.443 RUR               

Unforeseen expenses euro 880.531 RUR                     964.391 RUR                     696.004 RUR                     1.048.251 RUR                 759.277 RUR                     

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 2.078.338 RUR                 2.276.275 RUR                 2.177.306 RUR                 2.474.212 RUR                 2.375.243 RUR                 

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 415.668 RUR                     455.255 RUR                     435.461 RUR                     494.842 RUR                     475.049 RUR                     

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 1.260.000 RUR                 1.380.000 RUR                 1.320.000 RUR                 1.500.000 RUR                 1.440.000 RUR                 

Delivery cost (turning) euro 63.000 RUR                       69.000 RUR                       66.000 RUR                       75.000 RUR                       72.000 RUR                       

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 345.420 RUR                     378.318 RUR                     361.869 RUR                     411.215 RUR                     394.766 RUR                     

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 500.751 RUR                     548.441 RUR                     524.596 RUR                     596.132 RUR                     572.286 RUR                     

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 129.533 RUR                     141.869 RUR                     135.701 RUR                     154.206 RUR                     148.037 RUR                     

investments fluctuation controller ± % 5,00% 15,00% 10,00% 25,00% 20,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 55.859.894 RUR               61.943.922 RUR               58.885.259 RUR               68.160.872 RUR               65.035.768 RUR               

building (in 30 years) euro/year 9.700.276 RUR                 10.624.112 RUR               7.621.646 RUR                 11.547.948 RUR               8.314.522 RUR                 

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 2.795.337 RUR                 2.795.337 RUR                 2.109.102 RUR                 2.795.337 RUR                 2.109.102 RUR                 

building (in 30 years) euro/year 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 

equipment (10 years) euro/year 431.776 RUR                     472.897 RUR                     452.336 RUR                     514.019 RUR                     493.458 RUR                     

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 72.212.707 RUR               79.261.692 RUR               72.493.767 RUR               86.443.599 RUR               79.378.274 RUR               

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 5.202                                  5.202                                  6.067                                  5.202                                  6.067                                  

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 34.929.410 RUR               34.929.410 RUR               31.436.282 RUR               34.929.410 RUR               31.436.282 RUR               

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 2.482.792 RUR                 2.482.792 RUR                 2.234.513 RUR                 2.482.792 RUR                 2.234.513 RUR                 

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 1.109.468 RUR                 1.109.468 RUR                 998.521 RUR                     1.109.468 RUR                 998.521 RUR                     

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 18.253.894 RUR               18.253.894 RUR               18.103.057 RUR               18.253.894 RUR               18.103.057 RUR               

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 45.305.400 RUR               45.305.400 RUR               47.551.024 RUR               45.305.400 RUR               47.551.024 RUR               

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 41,28 RUR                         41,28 RUR                         37,15 RUR                         41,28 RUR                         37,15 RUR                         

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 214.731.860 RUR             214.731.860 RUR             225.375.338 RUR             214.731.860 RUR             225.375.338 RUR             

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 6.552.000 RUR                 6.552.000 RUR                 3.316.950 RUR                 6.552.000 RUR                 3.316.950 RUR                 

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 24.664.944 RUR               24.664.944 RUR               17.121.157 RUR               24.664.944 RUR               17.121.157 RUR               

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 1.176.155 RUR                 1.176.155 RUR                 793.905 RUR                     1.176.155 RUR                 793.905 RUR                     

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 20.123.711 RUR               20.123.711 RUR               16.795.924 RUR               20.123.711 RUR               16.795.924 RUR               

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 969.923 RUR                     969.923 RUR                     1.017.999 RUR                 969.923 RUR                     1.017.999 RUR                 

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 13.271.319 RUR               13.271.319 RUR               9.941.457 RUR                 13.271.319 RUR               9.941.457 RUR                 

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 3.035.359 RUR                 3.035.359 RUR                 8.333.723 RUR                 3.035.359 RUR                 8.333.723 RUR                 

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 5.057.184 RUR                 5.057.184 RUR                 3.788.303 RUR                 5.057.184 RUR                 3.788.303 RUR                 

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 508.671 RUR                     508.671 RUR                     1.396.579 RUR                 508.671 RUR                     1.396.579 RUR                 

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 273.000 RUR                     273.000 RUR                     245.700 RUR                     273.000 RUR                     245.700 RUR                     

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 13.700.564 RUR               13.700.564 RUR               10.460.387 RUR               13.700.564 RUR               10.460.387 RUR               

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 172.964 RUR                     172.964 RUR                     155.668 RUR                     172.964 RUR                     155.668 RUR                     

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 976.915 RUR                     976.915 RUR                     879.224 RUR                     976.915 RUR                     879.224 RUR                     

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 126.840 RUR                     126.840 RUR                     114.156 RUR                     126.840 RUR                     114.156 RUR                     

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 560.648 RUR                     560.648 RUR                     509.527 RUR                     560.648 RUR                     509.527 RUR                     

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 34,00 RUR                         34,00 RUR                         30,60 RUR                         34,00 RUR                         30,60 RUR                         

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.648.126 RUR                 2.648.126 RUR                 2.406.666 RUR                 2.648.126 RUR                 2.406.666 RUR                 

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 34.823.940 RUR               34.823.940 RUR               26.086.383 RUR               34.823.940 RUR               26.086.383 RUR               

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.776.243 RUR                 2.776.243 RUR                 7.622.307 RUR                 2.776.243 RUR                 7.622.307 RUR                 

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 12.124 RUR                       12.124 RUR                       12.725 RUR                       12.124 RUR                       12.725 RUR                       

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% -10,00% 0,00% -10,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 23.649.139 RUR               25.901.243 RUR               24.775.004 RUR               28.153.719 RUR               27.027.481 RUR               

valves machining facility euro/year 1.165.469 RUR                 1.165.469 RUR                 879.122 RUR                     1.165.469 RUR                 879.122 RUR                     

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing) euro/year 190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 25.005.370 RUR               27.257.473 RUR               25.844.888 RUR               29.509.950 RUR               28.097.365 RUR               

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 13.270.546 RUR               13.270.546 RUR               11.943.492 RUR               13.270.546 RUR               11.943.492 RUR               

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 19.103.191 RUR               19.103.191 RUR               20.049.910 RUR               19.103.191 RUR               20.049.910 RUR               

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 18.338.825 RUR               18.338.825 RUR               19.247.940 RUR               18.338.825 RUR               19.247.940 RUR               

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 5.168.220 RUR                 5.168.220 RUR                 3.583.012 RUR                 5.168.220 RUR                 3.583.012 RUR                 

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 2.995.457 RUR                 2.995.457 RUR                 2.321.887 RUR                 2.995.457 RUR                 2.321.887 RUR                 

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             

Total valves machining euro 23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               

Total assembly materials machining euro 704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 13.029.890 RUR               14.438.921 RUR               13.564.674 RUR               15.877.194 RUR               14.973.232 RUR               

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 18,00% 14,00% 18,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 5 2,5 5 2,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 2.415 RUR                         2.415 RUR                         2.415 RUR                         2.415 RUR                         2.415 RUR                         

Du300 euro/valve 28.740 RUR                       28.740 RUR                       28.740 RUR                       28.740 RUR                       28.740 RUR                       

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 750.891.209 RUR             750.891.209 RUR             624.986.252 RUR             750.891.209 RUR             624.986.252 RUR             

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 98.505.224 RUR               98.505.224 RUR               300.500.836 RUR             98.505.224 RUR               300.500.836 RUR             

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 849.396.434 RUR             849.396.434 RUR             925.487.088 RUR             849.396.434 RUR             925.487.088 RUR             

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 259.694.718 RUR             259.694.718 RUR             287.816.476 RUR             259.694.718 RUR             287.816.476 RUR             

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 103.877.887 RUR             103.877.887 RUR             115.126.591 RUR             103.877.887 RUR             115.126.591 RUR             

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

demand decrease controller  -% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
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GRAPH 1 GRAPH 2 GRAPH 3 GRAPH 4

BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO

Prod. Cost 0% Prod. Cost + 10% Prod. Cost + 20% Prod. Cost + 20%

Sales price -5% drop Sales price 0% Sales price + 5% Sales price + 5% 

Description Unit Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 375.380.933 RUR             375.380.933 RUR             375.380.933 RUR             356.611.886 RUR             

Equipment cost (local) euro 67.548.503 RUR               67.548.503 RUR               67.548.503 RUR               64.171.078 RUR               

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 19.307.792 RUR               19.307.792 RUR               19.307.792 RUR               18.342.552 RUR               

Complete installation cost euro 66.439.482 RUR               66.439.482 RUR               66.439.482 RUR               59.961.544 RUR               

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 42.294.307 RUR               42.294.307 RUR               42.294.307 RUR               38.170.382 RUR               

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 277.150.750 RUR             277.150.750 RUR             277.150.750 RUR             197.469.909 RUR             

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 15.011.168 RUR               15.011.168 RUR               15.011.168 RUR               13.601.730 RUR               

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 19.424.475 RUR               19.424.475 RUR               19.424.475 RUR               13.919.425 RUR               

Delivery cost euro 5.615.227 RUR                 5.615.227 RUR                 5.615.227 RUR                 4.029.127 RUR                 

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 2.236.270 RUR                 2.236.270 RUR                 2.236.270 RUR                 1.602.917 RUR                 

Complete installation cost euro 2.913.671 RUR                 2.913.671 RUR                 2.913.671 RUR                 2.087.914 RUR                 

Civil and building works cost euro 102.762.714 RUR             102.762.714 RUR             102.762.714 RUR             73.218.434 RUR               

Unforeseen expenses euro 838.601 RUR                     838.601 RUR                     838.601 RUR                     601.094 RUR                     

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 1.979.369 RUR                 1.979.369 RUR                 1.979.369 RUR                 1.880.401 RUR                 

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 395.874 RUR                     395.874 RUR                     395.874 RUR                     376.080 RUR                     

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 1.200.000 RUR                 1.200.000 RUR                 1.200.000 RUR                 1.140.000 RUR                 

Delivery cost (turning) euro 60.000 RUR                       60.000 RUR                       60.000 RUR                       57.000 RUR                       

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 328.972 RUR                     328.972 RUR                     328.972 RUR                     312.523 RUR                     

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 476.905 RUR                     476.905 RUR                     476.905 RUR                     453.060 RUR                     

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 123.364 RUR                     123.364 RUR                     123.364 RUR                     117.196 RUR                     

investments fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% -5,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 52.867.671 RUR               52.867.671 RUR               52.867.671 RUR               49.908.706 RUR               

building (in 30 years) euro/year 9.238.358 RUR                 9.238.358 RUR                 9.238.358 RUR                 6.582.330 RUR                 

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 2.795.337 RUR                 2.795.337 RUR                 2.795.337 RUR                 2.109.102 RUR                 

building (in 30 years) euro/year 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 

equipment (10 years) euro/year 411.215 RUR                     411.215 RUR                     411.215 RUR                     390.654 RUR                     

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 68.738.005 RUR               68.738.005 RUR               68.738.005 RUR               62.416.216 RUR               

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 5.202                                  5.202                                  5.202                                  6.067                                  

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 34.929.410 RUR               38.422.164 RUR               41.915.291 RUR               38.422.164 RUR               

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 2.482.792 RUR                 2.731.072 RUR                 2.979.351 RUR                 2.731.072 RUR                 

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 1.109.468 RUR                 1.220.414 RUR                 1.331.361 RUR                 1.220.414 RUR                 

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 18.253.894 RUR               20.079.283 RUR               21.904.673 RUR               22.125.959 RUR               

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 45.305.400 RUR               49.835.940 RUR               54.366.480 RUR               58.117.918 RUR               

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 41,28 RUR                         45,40 RUR                         49,53 RUR                         45,40 RUR                         

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 214.731.860 RUR             236.205.046 RUR             257.678.232 RUR             275.458.747 RUR             

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 6.552.000 RUR                 7.207.200 RUR                 7.862.400 RUR                 4.054.050 RUR                 

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 24.664.944 RUR               27.131.438 RUR               29.597.933 RUR               20.925.859 RUR               

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 1.176.155 RUR                 1.293.771 RUR                 1.411.386 RUR                 970.328 RUR                     

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 20.123.711 RUR               22.136.082 RUR               24.148.453 RUR               20.528.351 RUR               

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 969.923 RUR                     1.066.915 RUR                 1.163.908 RUR                 1.244.221 RUR                 

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 13.271.319 RUR               14.598.451 RUR               15.925.582 RUR               12.150.669 RUR               

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 3.035.359 RUR                 3.338.895 RUR                 3.642.431 RUR                 10.185.661 RUR               

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 5.057.184 RUR                 5.562.902 RUR                 6.068.620 RUR                 4.630.148 RUR                 

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 508.671 RUR                     559.538 RUR                     610.405 RUR                     1.706.930 RUR                 

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 273.000 RUR                     300.300 RUR                     327.600 RUR                     300.300 RUR                     

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 13.700.564 RUR               15.070.621 RUR               16.440.677 RUR               12.784.918 RUR               

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 172.964 RUR                     190.260 RUR                     207.557 RUR                     190.260 RUR                     

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 976.915 RUR                     1.074.607 RUR                 1.172.298 RUR                 1.074.607 RUR                 

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 126.840 RUR                     139.524 RUR                     152.208 RUR                     139.524 RUR                     

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 560.648 RUR                     616.713 RUR                     672.777 RUR                     622.755 RUR                     

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 34,00 RUR                         37,39 RUR                         40,79 RUR                         37,39 RUR                         

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.648.126 RUR                 2.912.939 RUR                 3.177.751 RUR                 2.941.481 RUR                 

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 34.823.940 RUR               38.306.334 RUR               41.788.728 RUR               31.883.357 RUR               

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.776.243 RUR                 3.053.868 RUR                 3.331.492 RUR                 9.316.153 RUR                 

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 12.124 RUR                       13.336 RUR                       14.549 RUR                       15.553 RUR                       

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 10,00% 20,00% 10,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 22.522.901 RUR               22.522.901 RUR               22.522.901 RUR               21.396.662 RUR               

valves machining facility euro/year 1.165.469 RUR                 1.165.469 RUR                 1.165.469 RUR                 879.122 RUR                     

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing) euro/year 190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     190.762 RUR                     

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 23.879.131 RUR               23.879.131 RUR               23.879.131 RUR               22.466.546 RUR               

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 13.270.546 RUR               14.597.601 RUR               15.924.655 RUR               14.597.601 RUR               

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 19.103.191 RUR               21.013.510 RUR               22.923.830 RUR               24.505.445 RUR               

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 18.338.825 RUR               20.172.708 RUR               22.006.590 RUR               23.525.260 RUR               

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 5.168.220 RUR                 5.685.042 RUR                 6.201.864 RUR                 4.379.237 RUR                 

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 2.995.457 RUR                 3.295.002 RUR                 3.594.548 RUR                 2.837.862 RUR                 

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             143.137.571 RUR             

Total valves machining euro 23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               23.033.613 RUR               

Total assembly materials machining euro 704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     704.580 RUR                     

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             166.875.764 RUR             

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 12.336.329 RUR               12.336.329 RUR               12.336.329 RUR               11.506.661 RUR               

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         72,37 RUR                         

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         74,54 RUR                         

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 18,00% 18,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 5 5 2,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 2.294 RUR                         2.415 RUR                         2.536 RUR                         2.536 RUR                         

Du300 euro/valve 27.303 RUR                       28.740 RUR                       30.177 RUR                       30.177 RUR                       

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % -5,00% 0,00% 5,00% 5,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 713.346.649 RUR             750.891.209 RUR             788.435.770 RUR             656.235.564 RUR             

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 93.579.963 RUR               98.505.224 RUR               103.430.486 RUR             315.525.878 RUR             

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 806.926.612 RUR             849.396.434 RUR             891.866.255 RUR             971.761.442 RUR             

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 259.694.718 RUR             259.694.718 RUR             259.694.718 RUR             287.816.476 RUR             

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 103.877.887 RUR             103.877.887 RUR             103.877.887 RUR             115.126.591 RUR             

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 100% 100% 100% 100%

demand decrease controller  -% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
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Appendix 17. Sensitivity test: PRODUCTION COSTS AND SALES PRICE FLACTUATION GRAPHS



GRAPH 6 GRAPH 7

BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO

GRAPH 1 GRAPH 2 GRAPH 3 GRAPH 4 GRAPH 5 demand drop -30% demand drop -30%

BASELINE SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO Prod. Cost -20% drop Prod. Cost -20% drop

demand drop -10% demand drop -20% demand drop -20% demand drop -30% demand drop -30% Sales price -5% drop Sales price -5% drop

Description Unit Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 375.380.933 RUR            375.380.933 RUR            356.611.886 RUR            375.380.933 RUR            356.611.886 RUR            375.380.933 RUR            356.611.886 RUR            

Equipment cost (local) euro 67.548.503 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              64.171.078 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              64.171.078 RUR              67.548.503 RUR              64.171.078 RUR              

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 19.307.792 RUR              19.307.792 RUR              18.342.552 RUR              19.307.792 RUR              18.342.552 RUR              19.307.792 RUR              18.342.552 RUR              

Complete installation cost euro 66.439.482 RUR              66.439.482 RUR              59.961.544 RUR              66.439.482 RUR              59.961.544 RUR              66.439.482 RUR              59.961.544 RUR              

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 42.294.307 RUR              42.294.307 RUR              38.170.382 RUR              42.294.307 RUR              38.170.382 RUR              42.294.307 RUR              38.170.382 RUR              

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 277.150.750 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            197.469.909 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            197.469.909 RUR            277.150.750 RUR            197.469.909 RUR            

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 15.011.168 RUR              15.011.168 RUR              13.601.730 RUR              15.011.168 RUR              13.601.730 RUR              15.011.168 RUR              13.601.730 RUR              

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 17.808.226 RUR              14.652.027 RUR              13.919.425 RUR              14.652.027 RUR              10.921.036 RUR              14.652.027 RUR              10.921.036 RUR              

Delivery cost euro 5.137.777 RUR                4.241.187 RUR                4.029.127 RUR                4.241.187 RUR                3.177.367 RUR                4.241.187 RUR                3.177.367 RUR                

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 2.049.379 RUR                1.687.281 RUR                1.602.917 RUR                1.687.281 RUR                1.258.925 RUR                1.687.281 RUR                1.258.925 RUR                

Complete installation cost euro 2.671.234 RUR                2.197.804 RUR                2.087.914 RUR                2.197.804 RUR                1.638.155 RUR                2.197.804 RUR                1.638.155 RUR                

Civil and building works cost euro 102.762.714 RUR            102.762.714 RUR            73.218.434 RUR              102.762.714 RUR            73.218.434 RUR              102.762.714 RUR            73.218.434 RUR              

Unforeseen expenses euro 768.517 RUR                   632.731 RUR                   601.094 RUR                   632.731 RUR                   472.097 RUR                   632.731 RUR                   472.097 RUR                   

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 1.979.369 RUR                1.979.369 RUR                1.880.401 RUR                1.979.369 RUR                1.880.401 RUR                1.979.369 RUR                1.880.401 RUR                

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 395.874 RUR                   395.874 RUR                   376.080 RUR                   395.874 RUR                   376.080 RUR                   395.874 RUR                   376.080 RUR                   

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 1.200.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.140.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.140.000 RUR                1.200.000 RUR                1.140.000 RUR                

Delivery cost (turning) euro 60.000 RUR                     60.000 RUR                     57.000 RUR                     60.000 RUR                     57.000 RUR                     60.000 RUR                     57.000 RUR                     

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 328.972 RUR                   328.972 RUR                   312.523 RUR                   328.972 RUR                   312.523 RUR                   328.972 RUR                   312.523 RUR                   

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 476.905 RUR                   476.905 RUR                   453.060 RUR                   476.905 RUR                   453.060 RUR                   476.905 RUR                   453.060 RUR                   

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 123.364 RUR                   123.364 RUR                   117.196 RUR                   123.364 RUR                   117.196 RUR                   123.364 RUR                   117.196 RUR                   

investments fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% -5,00% 0,00% -5,00% 0,00% -5,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 52.867.671 RUR              52.867.671 RUR              49.908.706 RUR              52.867.671 RUR              49.908.706 RUR              52.867.671 RUR              49.908.706 RUR              

building (in 30 years) euro/year 9.238.358 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                6.582.330 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                6.582.330 RUR                9.238.358 RUR                6.582.330 RUR                

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 2.561.724 RUR                2.109.102 RUR                2.109.102 RUR                2.109.102 RUR                1.656.480 RUR                2.109.102 RUR                1.656.480 RUR                

building (in 30 years) euro/year 3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                3.425.424 RUR                

equipment (10 years) euro/year 411.215 RUR                   411.215 RUR                   390.654 RUR                   411.215 RUR                   390.654 RUR                   411.215 RUR                   390.654 RUR                   

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 68.504.392 RUR              68.051.770 RUR              62.416.216 RUR              68.051.770 RUR              61.963.594 RUR              68.051.770 RUR              61.963.594 RUR              

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 4.682                                4.162                                4.853                                3.642                                4.247                                3.642                                4.247                                

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 31.436.469 RUR              27.943.528 RUR              25.149.026 RUR              24.450.587 RUR              22.005.398 RUR              19.560.469 RUR              17.115.280 RUR              

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 2.234.513 RUR                1.986.234 RUR                1.787.611 RUR                1.737.955 RUR                1.564.159 RUR                1.390.364 RUR                1.216.568 RUR                

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 998.521 RUR                   887.574 RUR                   798.817 RUR                   776.627 RUR                   698.965 RUR                   621.302 RUR                   543.639 RUR                   

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 16.505.221 RUR              14.488.263 RUR              14.694.766 RUR              12.822.208 RUR              12.679.581 RUR              10.257.767 RUR              9.861.896 RUR                

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 40.774.860 RUR              36.244.320 RUR              38.040.819 RUR              31.713.780 RUR              33.285.717 RUR              25.371.024 RUR              25.888.891 RUR              

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 41,28 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        37,15 RUR                        41,28 RUR                        37,15 RUR                        33,02 RUR                        28,89 RUR                        

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 193.258.674 RUR            171.785.488 RUR            180.300.271 RUR            150.312.302 RUR            157.762.737 RUR            120.249.841 RUR            122.704.351 RUR            

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 5.016.375 RUR                3.685.500 RUR                3.316.950 RUR                3.685.500 RUR                2.303.438 RUR                2.948.400 RUR                1.791.563 RUR                

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 24.586.224 RUR              19.023.508 RUR              17.121.157 RUR              19.023.508 RUR              12.114.713 RUR              15.218.806 RUR              9.422.554 RUR                

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 1.072.377 RUR                882.116 RUR                   793.905 RUR                   882.116 RUR                   622.670 RUR                   705.693 RUR                   484.299 RUR                   

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 18.111.340 RUR              16.098.969 RUR              13.436.739 RUR              14.086.598 RUR              11.757.147 RUR              11.269.278 RUR              9.144.447 RUR                

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 872.931 RUR                   775.938 RUR                   814.399 RUR                   678.946 RUR                   712.599 RUR                   543.157 RUR                   554.244 RUR                   

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 11.944.187 RUR              10.617.055 RUR              7.953.165 RUR                9.289.923 RUR                6.959.020 RUR                7.431.938 RUR                5.412.571 RUR                

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 2.731.823 RUR                2.428.287 RUR                6.666.978 RUR                2.124.752 RUR                5.833.606 RUR                1.699.801 RUR                4.537.249 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 4.551.465 RUR                4.045.747 RUR                3.030.642 RUR                3.540.029 RUR                2.651.812 RUR                2.832.023 RUR                2.062.520 RUR                

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 457.804 RUR                   406.936 RUR                   1.117.263 RUR                356.069 RUR                   977.605 RUR                   284.856 RUR                   760.360 RUR                   

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 245.700 RUR                   218.400 RUR                   196.560 RUR                   191.100 RUR                   171.990 RUR                   152.880 RUR                   133.770 RUR                   

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 12.343.659 RUR              10.986.754 RUR              8.368.310 RUR                9.564.093 RUR                7.292.681 RUR                7.651.274 RUR                5.672.085 RUR                

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 155.668 RUR                   138.371 RUR                   124.534 RUR                   121.075 RUR                   108.967 RUR                   96.860 RUR                     84.752 RUR                     

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 879.224 RUR                   781.532 RUR                   703.379 RUR                   683.841 RUR                   615.457 RUR                   547.073 RUR                   478.688 RUR                   

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 114.156 RUR                   101.472 RUR                   91.325 RUR                     88.788 RUR                     79.909 RUR                     71.031 RUR                     62.152 RUR                     

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 504.583 RUR                   448.518 RUR                   407.622 RUR                   392.453 RUR                   356.669 RUR                   313.963 RUR                   277.409 RUR                   

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 34,00 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        30,60 RUR                        34,00 RUR                        30,60 RUR                        27,20 RUR                        23,80 RUR                        

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.383.313 RUR                2.118.501 RUR                1.925.333 RUR                1.853.688 RUR                1.684.666 RUR                1.482.951 RUR                1.310.296 RUR                

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 31.341.546 RUR              27.859.152 RUR              20.869.106 RUR              24.376.758 RUR              18.260.468 RUR              19.501.406 RUR              14.202.586 RUR              

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.498.619 RUR                2.220.995 RUR                6.097.846 RUR                1.943.370 RUR                5.335.615 RUR                1.554.696 RUR                4.149.923 RUR                

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 10.912 RUR                     9.699 RUR                        10.180 RUR                     8.487 RUR                        8.907 RUR                        6.789 RUR                        6.928 RUR                        

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% -10,00% 0,00% -10,00% -20,00% -30,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 22.522.901 RUR              22.522.901 RUR              21.396.662 RUR              22.522.901 RUR              21.396.662 RUR              22.522.901 RUR              21.396.662 RUR              

valves machining facility euro/year 1.068.494 RUR                879.122 RUR                   879.122 RUR                   879.122 RUR                   689.750 RUR                   879.122 RUR                   689.750 RUR                   

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)euro/year 190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   190.762 RUR                   

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 23.782.156 RUR              23.592.784 RUR              22.466.546 RUR              23.592.784 RUR              22.277.174 RUR              23.592.784 RUR              22.277.174 RUR              

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 11.943.492 RUR              10.616.437 RUR              9.554.793 RUR                9.289.382 RUR                8.360.444 RUR                7.431.506 RUR                6.502.568 RUR                

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 17.192.835 RUR              15.282.479 RUR              16.040.062 RUR              13.372.122 RUR              14.034.970 RUR              10.697.698 RUR              10.916.088 RUR              

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 16.504.868 RUR              14.671.284 RUR              15.398.419 RUR              12.837.327 RUR              13.473.491 RUR              10.269.861 RUR              10.479.382 RUR              

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 5.131.720 RUR                3.981.125 RUR                3.583.012 RUR                3.981.125 RUR                2.547.477 RUR                3.184.900 RUR                1.981.371 RUR                

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 2.724.076 RUR                2.452.695 RUR                1.903.471 RUR                2.168.162 RUR                1.688.346 RUR                1.734.530 RUR                1.313.158 RUR                

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            143.137.571 RUR            

Total valves machining euro 23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              23.033.613 RUR              

Total assembly materials machining euro 704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   704.580 RUR                   

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            166.875.764 RUR            

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 12.284.934 RUR              12.185.357 RUR              11.506.661 RUR              12.185.357 RUR              11.412.064 RUR              12.185.357 RUR              11.412.064 RUR              

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        72,37 RUR                        

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        74,54 RUR                        

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 18,00% 14,00% 18,00% 14,00% 18,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 5 2,5 5 2,5 5 2,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.415 RUR                        2.294 RUR                        2.294 RUR                        

Du300 euro/valve 28.740 RUR                     28.740 RUR                     28.740 RUR                     28.740 RUR                     28.740 RUR                     27.303 RUR                     27.303 RUR                     

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% -5,00% -5,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 675.802.088 RUR            600.712.968 RUR            499.989.001 RUR            525.623.847 RUR            437.490.376 RUR            499.342.654 RUR            415.615.857 RUR            

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 88.654.702 RUR              78.804.180 RUR              240.400.669 RUR            68.953.657 RUR              210.350.585 RUR            65.505.974 RUR              199.833.056 RUR            

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 764.456.790 RUR            679.517.147 RUR            740.389.670 RUR            594.577.504 RUR            647.840.962 RUR            564.848.628 RUR            615.448.914 RUR            

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        109,4 RUR                        

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 233.725.246 RUR            207.755.774 RUR            230.253.181 RUR            181.786.302 RUR            201.471.534 RUR            181.786.302 RUR            201.471.534 RUR            

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 93.490.098 RUR              83.102.310 RUR              92.101.272 RUR              72.714.521 RUR              80.588.613 RUR              72.714.521 RUR              80.588.613 RUR              

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 90% 80% 80% 70% 70% 70% 70%

demand decrease controller  -% -10,00% -20,00% -20,00% -30,00% -30,00% -30,00% -30,00%

THE CONTROL PANEL OF THE PERFORMACE MODEL 

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)
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Appendix 18. Sensitivity test: DEMAND  CP-II
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DEMAND FLUCTUATION -10% DEMAND FLUCTUATION -20% DEMAND FLUCTUATION -30% DEMAND FLUCTUATION -30%, PRODUCTION COST -20% , SALES PRICE -5%

optimization of base

GRAPH 3 GRAPH 5 GRAPH 7

DEMAND FLUCTUATION -20% VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO DEMAND FLUCTUATION -30% VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO DEMAND FLUCTUATION -30%, PRODUCTION COST -20% , SALES PRICE -5%

 VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO
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Appendix 19. Sensitivity test: DEMAND FLACTUATION GRAPHS
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Description Unit BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMIZED SCENARIO BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMIZED SCENARIO OPTIMIZED SCENARIO OPTIMIZED SCENARIO

working hours in one operational shift hours/shift 8 8 8 8 8 8

number of shifts per day # of shifts 3 3 3 3 3 3

number of working days per week days/week 6 6 6 6 6 6

Gross working hours (3 shifts) hours/year 6.588                                   6.588                                   6.588                                   6.588                                   6.588                                      6.588                                       

moulding up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 5.600                                   5.600                                   5.600                                   5.600                                   5.600                                      5.600                                       

max speed of the moulding line moulds/shift 128 128 128 128 128 128

pcs/hour 16 16 16 16 16 16

max capacity of the moulding line available moulds/year 89.597                                89.597                                89.597                                89.597                                89.597                                    89.597                                     

max number of good moulds available moulds/year 82.429                                82.429                                82.429                                82.429                                82.429                                    82.429                                     

max output of moulding line in terms of psc (only steel):

if produce only valves Du50 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 633 633 633 633 633 633

if produce only valves Du300 (equal to 128 moulds/shift) sets/shift 85 85 85 85 85 85

max saleable output only valves Du50 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 586 586 586 586 586 586

sets/hour 73,3 73,3 73,3 73,3 73,3 73,3

max saleable output only valvesDu300 (regards scrap ratios) sets/shift 79 79 79 79 79 79

sets/hour 9,9 9,9 9,9 9,9 9,9 9,9

melting up-time available annually in 3shifts hours/year 6.259                                   6.259                                   6.259                                   6.259                                   6.259                                      6.259                                       

calculated pouring rate (two furnaces) tons/hour 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6

max capacity in terms of liquid metal annually tons/year 16.062                                16.062                                16.062                                16.062                                16.062                                    16.062                                     

saleable output annually tons/year 4.682                                   5.460                                   7.945                                   5.460                                   7.945                                      6.188                                       

liquid metal required annually tons/year 9.291                                  10.835                                15.766                                10.835                                15.766                                   12.279                                    

actual pouring rate to fulfill moulding output tons/hour 1,48 1,73 2,52 1,73 2,52 1,96

split in terms of valve`s material

steel production % 100 100 100 100 100 100

iron production % 0 0 0 0 0 0

split in terms of number of valves produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 92 77 27 77 27 62

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 8 23 73 23 73 38

split in terms of tons produced:

small parts (Du50-Du150) % 85 61 15 61 15 43

middle parts (Du200-Du300) % 15 39 85 39 85 57

actual output of cast sets for valves regards current production split

Du 50 sets/shift 542 451 161 451 161 366

Du 300 sets/shift 6 18 57 18 57 30

production split controller (number of valves produced) ± % 0,00 15,50 65,00 15,50 65,00 30,00

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of # of valves produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 # of sets/year 341.262                              284.042                              101.304                              284.042                              101.304                                  230.512                                   

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 # of sets/year 3.762                                   11.476                                36.111                                11.476                                36.111                                    18.692                                     

annual saleable output of the foundry in terms of tons produced

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 50 tons/year 3.977                                  3.311                                  1.181                                  3.311                                  1.181                                     2.687                                      

complete sets of good castings for valves Du 300 tons/year 705                                     2.150                                  6.764                                  2.150                                  6.764                                     3.501                                      

Total saleable output of cast parts annually tons/year 4.682                                  5.460                                  7.945                                  5.460                                  7.945                                     6.188                                      

simulated situation  

melting parameters

FOUNDRY PRODUCTION SETTINGS

FOUNDRY SETTINGS REGARDS AUTUMN 2015 SCENARIOS SIMULATION

production regime

production split and production output  (steel only) 

moulding parameters
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Appendix 20. Sensitivity test: AUTUMN 2015 CP-I
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BASELINE SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO

currancy +50% currancy +50% BASELINE SCENARIO SHIFT 30%

demand -10% demand -10% SHIFT 65% OPTIMAL SCENARIO OPTIMAL SCENARIO bank loan 5,8 years

sales price -5% sales price -5% prod cost -5% bank loan 7.3 years SHIFT 65% prod cost -5%

Description Unit Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR Value RUR

foundry facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 563.071.399 RUR             534.917.829 RUR             563.071.399 RUR             534.917.829 RUR             534.917.829 RUR             534.917.829 RUR             

Equipment cost (local) euro 67.548.503 RUR               64.171.078 RUR               67.548.503 RUR               64.171.078 RUR               64.171.078 RUR               64.171.078 RUR               

Delivery of the foundry equip. from EU euro 28.961.689 RUR               27.513.828 RUR               28.961.689 RUR               27.513.828 RUR               27.513.828 RUR               27.513.828 RUR               

Complete installation cost euro 99.659.224 RUR               89.942.317 RUR               99.659.224 RUR               89.942.317 RUR               89.942.317 RUR               89.942.317 RUR               

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 63.441.460 RUR               57.255.573 RUR               63.441.460 RUR               57.255.573 RUR               57.255.573 RUR               57.255.573 RUR               

Civil & Building Works (foundry only) euro 277.150.750 RUR             197.469.909 RUR             277.150.750 RUR             197.469.909 RUR             197.469.909 RUR             197.469.909 RUR             

unforeseen expenses foundry euro 22.516.751 RUR               20.402.595 RUR               22.516.751 RUR               20.402.595 RUR               20.402.595 RUR               20.402.595 RUR               

valves machining facility

Equipment cost (import) euro 26.712.338 RUR               20.879.138 RUR               10.085.069 RUR               20.879.138 RUR               9.580.815 RUR                 20.879.138 RUR               

Delivery cost euro 7.706.665 RUR                 6.043.691 RUR                 2.955.836 RUR                 6.043.691 RUR                 2.808.044 RUR                 6.043.691 RUR                 

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 3.074.068 RUR                 2.404.376 RUR                 1.164.293 RUR                 2.404.376 RUR                 1.106.079 RUR                 2.404.376 RUR                 

Complete installation cost euro 4.006.851 RUR                 3.131.871 RUR                 1.512.760 RUR                 3.131.871 RUR                 1.437.122 RUR                 3.131.871 RUR                 

Civil and building works cost euro 102.762.714 RUR             73.218.434 RUR               102.762.714 RUR             73.218.434 RUR               73.218.434 RUR               73.218.434 RUR               

Unforeseen expenses euro 1.152.776 RUR                 901.641 RUR                     436.610 RUR                     901.641 RUR                     414.779 RUR                     901.641 RUR                     

Equipment cost (thread rolling machine; import) euro 2.969.054 RUR                 2.820.601 RUR                 2.969.054 RUR                 2.820.601 RUR                 2.820.601 RUR                 2.820.601 RUR                 

Delivery cost (thread rolling) euro 593.811 RUR                     564.120 RUR                     593.811 RUR                     564.120 RUR                     564.120 RUR                     564.120 RUR                     

Equipment cost (turning machine; local) euro 1.200.000 RUR                 1.140.000 RUR                 1.200.000 RUR                 1.140.000 RUR                 1.140.000 RUR                 1.140.000 RUR                 

Delivery cost (turning) euro 60.000 RUR                       57.000 RUR                       60.000 RUR                       57.000 RUR                       57.000 RUR                       57.000 RUR                       

engineering and management (realization phase) euro 493.458 RUR                     468.785 RUR                     493.458 RUR                     468.785 RUR                     468.785 RUR                     468.785 RUR                     

Complete installation cost (rolling and turning) euro 715.358 RUR                     679.590 RUR                     715.358 RUR                     679.590 RUR                     679.590 RUR                     679.590 RUR                     

Unforeseen expenses (rolling and turning) euro 185.047 RUR                     175.794 RUR                     185.047 RUR                     175.794 RUR                     175.794 RUR                     175.794 RUR                     

investments fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% -5,00% 0,00% -5,00% -5,00% -5,00%

foundry facility

equipment  (in 10 years) euro/year 75.924.081 RUR               71.654.505 RUR               75.924.081 RUR               71.654.505 RUR               71.654.505 RUR               71.654.505 RUR               

building (in 30 years) euro/year 9.238.358 RUR                 6.582.330 RUR                 9.238.358 RUR                 6.582.330 RUR                 6.582.330 RUR                 6.582.330 RUR                 

valves machining facility

equipment (in 10 years) euro/year 3.842.585 RUR                 3.163.653 RUR                 1.455.367 RUR                 3.163.653 RUR                 1.455.367 RUR                 3.163.653 RUR                 

building (in 30 years) euro/year 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 3.425.424 RUR                 

equipment (10 years) euro/year 553.822 RUR                     526.131 RUR                     553.822 RUR                     526.131 RUR                     526.131 RUR                     526.131 RUR                     

Total annual depreciation (entire valves manufacturing facility) euro/year 92.984.271 RUR               85.352.043 RUR               90.597.052 RUR               85.352.043 RUR               83.643.757 RUR               85.352.043 RUR               

100% annual saleable output of good castings t/year 4.682                                  5.460                                  7.945                                  5.460                                  7.945                                  6.188                                  

start up cost; only steel  production; for 50% output (excl. VAT) euro 31.436.469 RUR               28.292.654 RUR               29.864.729 RUR               28.292.654 RUR               28.292.654 RUR               26.720.914 RUR               

stock increase from 50% to 80% (excl. VAT) euro 2.234.513 RUR                 2.011.062 RUR                 2.122.788 RUR                 2.011.062 RUR                 2.011.062 RUR                 1.899.336 RUR                 

stock increase from 80% to 100% (excl.VAT) euro 998.521 RUR                     898.669 RUR                     948.595 RUR                     898.669 RUR                     898.669 RUR                     848.743 RUR                     

project`s business administration 

cost of business administration within entire project euro/year 16.813.813 RUR               16.632.051 RUR               22.927.963 RUR               16.632.051 RUR               21.721.228 RUR               17.260.742 RUR               

foundry production costs 

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 40.774.860 RUR               42.795.922 RUR               65.731.481 RUR               42.795.922 RUR               62.271.929 RUR               45.806.514 RUR               

cost price per 1kg of good steel castings (excl VAT) euro/kg 41,28 RUR                         37,15 RUR                         39,21 RUR                         37,15 RUR                         37,15 RUR                         35,08 RUR                         

cost price of all castings produced (excl VAT) euro/year 193.258.674 RUR             202.837.805 RUR             311.544.388 RUR             202.837.805 RUR             295.147.315 RUR             217.106.966 RUR             

valves machining production costs

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 5.016.375 RUR                 3.316.950 RUR                 875.306 RUR                     3.316.950 RUR                 829.238 RUR                     3.132.675 RUR                 

total costs for tooling annually (excluding VAT) euro/year 24.586.224 RUR               17.121.157 RUR               7.428.388 RUR                 17.121.157 RUR               7.037.420 RUR                 16.169.982 RUR               

utilities annually (electric energy) excl. VAT euro/year 1.072.377 RUR                 793.905 RUR                     377.926 RUR                     793.905 RUR                     358.035 RUR                     749.799 RUR                     

valves assembly production costs

costs of manpower for valves assembly (including TAX) euro/year 18.111.340 RUR               15.116.331 RUR               10.293.771 RUR               15.116.331 RUR               9.751.994 RUR                 12.058.340 RUR               

cost of workpice logistics (prod. facility - storage  80km ) excl. VAT euro/year 872.931 RUR                     916.199 RUR                     1.407.216 RUR                 916.199 RUR                     1.333.152 RUR                 980.651 RUR                     

costs of the assembly materials purchased on the market (excluding VAT):

hardware and gaskets Du 50 euro/year 11.944.187 RUR               8.947.311 RUR                 3.368.360 RUR                 8.947.311 RUR                 3.191.078 RUR                 6.857.745 RUR                 

hardware and gaskets  Du 300 euro/year 2.731.823 RUR                 7.500.350 RUR                 24.912.476 RUR               7.500.350 RUR                 23.601.293 RUR               11.538.078 RUR               

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du50 euro/year 4.551.465 RUR                 3.409.473 RUR                 1.283.551 RUR                 3.409.473 RUR                 1.215.996 RUR                 2.613.220 RUR                 

costs price of bar metal required for valves Du300 euro/year 457.804 RUR                     1.256.921 RUR                 4.174.874 RUR                 1.256.921 RUR                 3.955.144 RUR                 1.933.570 RUR                 

costs within in-house spindle couple manufacturing 

cost price of stem in-house manufacturing:

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 245.700 RUR                     221.130 RUR                     233.415 RUR                     221.130 RUR                     221.130 RUR                     208.845 RUR                     

tooling thread rolling machine (excl.VAT) euro/year 18.515.488 RUR               14.077.138 RUR               6.384.008 RUR                 14.077.138 RUR               6.048.007 RUR                 11.104.258 RUR               

utilities thread rolling machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 155.668 RUR                     140.101 RUR                     147.884 RUR                     140.101 RUR                     140.101 RUR                     132.317 RUR                     

tooling thread turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 879.224 RUR                     791.301 RUR                     835.262 RUR                     791.301 RUR                     791.301 RUR                     747.340 RUR                     

utilities turning machine (excl. VAT) euro/year 114.156 RUR                     102.741 RUR                     108.448 RUR                     102.741 RUR                     102.741 RUR                     97.033 RUR                       

cost price of stem nut in-house manufacturing  (made on foundry facility):

wages annually (including TAX) euro/year 504.583 RUR                     458.574 RUR                     499.051 RUR                     458.574 RUR                     472.785 RUR                     437.029 RUR                     

cost price of 1kg of good iron casting (excl. VAT) euro/kg 34,00 RUR                         30,60 RUR                         32,30 RUR                         30,60 RUR                         30,60 RUR                         28,90 RUR                         

cost price of steam nuts required annually (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.383.313 RUR                 2.165.999 RUR                 2.357.182 RUR                 2.165.999 RUR                 2.233.120 RUR                 2.064.235 RUR                 

valves painting production cost 

outsourcing of valves Du50 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 31.341.546 RUR               23.477.744 RUR               8.838.576 RUR                 23.477.744 RUR               8.373.388 RUR                 17.994.723 RUR               

outsourcing of valves Du300 powder painting (excl. VAT) euro/year 2.498.619 RUR                 6.860.077 RUR                 22.785.801 RUR               6.860.077 RUR                 21.586.548 RUR               10.553.120 RUR               

logistics of the workpice (storage - painting facility 1km) excl. VAT euro/year 10.912 RUR                       11.452 RUR                       17.590 RUR                       11.452 RUR                       16.664 RUR                       12.258 RUR                       

production costs fluctuation controller ± % 0,00% -10,00% -5,00% -10,00% -10,00% -15,00%

maintenance costs

foundry facility euro/year 33.784.351 RUR               32.094.994 RUR               33.784.351 RUR               32.094.994 RUR               32.094.994 RUR               32.094.994 RUR               

valves machining facility euro/year 1.602.740 RUR                 1.318.682 RUR                 605.104 RUR                     1.318.682 RUR                 605.104 RUR                     1.318.682 RUR                 

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing) euro/year 286.143 RUR                     286.143 RUR                     286.143 RUR                     286.143 RUR                     286.143 RUR                     286.143 RUR                     

total maintanance cost (excl. VAT) euro/year 35.673.235 RUR               33.699.819 RUR               34.675.598 RUR               33.699.819 RUR               32.986.241 RUR               33.699.819 RUR               

foundry associated cots (from 3rd production year)

renewing of patterns and coreboxes sets (excl. VAT) euro/year 11.943.492 RUR               10.749.142 RUR               11.346.317 RUR               10.749.142 RUR               10.749.142 RUR               10.151.968 RUR               

production resources overuse (1st and 2nd production year)

foundry (1st production year 25%) excl. VAT euro/year 17.192.835 RUR               18.044.818 RUR               27.715.764 RUR               18.044.818 RUR               26.257.040 RUR               19.314.258 RUR               

foundry (2nd production year 15%) excl. VAT euro/year 16.504.868 RUR               17.323.012 RUR               26.607.247 RUR               17.323.012 RUR               25.206.866 RUR               18.541.637 RUR               

valves machining facility (1st production year 20%) excl. VAT euro/year 5.131.720 RUR                 3.583.012 RUR                 1.561.263 RUR                 3.583.012 RUR                 1.479.091 RUR                 3.383.956 RUR                 

assembly materials machining facility (1st production year 20%) euro/year 4.086.114 RUR                 3.160.142 RUR                 1.640.667 RUR                 3.160.142 RUR                 1.554.316 RUR                 2.546.415 RUR                 

returnable VAT during project realization phase (month 0th-16th)

Total foundry euro 183.683.451 RUR             183.683.451 RUR             183.683.451 RUR             183.683.451 RUR             183.683.451 RUR             183.683.451 RUR             

Total valves machining euro 25.301.775 RUR               25.301.775 RUR               25.301.775 RUR               25.301.775 RUR               25.301.775 RUR               25.301.775 RUR               

Total assembly materials machining euro 944.628 RUR                     944.628 RUR                     944.628 RUR                     944.628 RUR                     944.628 RUR                     944.628 RUR                     

Overall VAT (returnable) euro 209.929.854 RUR             209.929.854 RUR             209.929.854 RUR             209.929.854 RUR             209.929.854 RUR             209.929.854 RUR             

overall TAXs during production phase (annually, started from month 17th)

Total annual property TAX euro/year 17.670.508 RUR               16.540.943 RUR               17.145.319 RUR               16.540.943 RUR               16.183.912 RUR               16.540.943 RUR               

employed currency ratio

currency exchange rate Central Bank of Russia 14.08.2015 1 euro= rur 108,55 RUR                       108,55 RUR                       108,55 RUR                       108,55 RUR                       108,55 RUR                       108,55 RUR                       

avg. currency exchange rate in RF (+3% from CB of Russia rate) 1 euro= rur 111,80 RUR                       111,80 RUR                       111,80 RUR                       111,80 RUR                       111,80 RUR                       111,80 RUR                       

currency ratio fluctuation controller ± % 50,00% 50,00% 50,00% 50,00% 50,00% 50,00%

bank loan figures

bank interest rate (avg. figure in Russian banks)  % 18,00% 14,00% 18,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00%

only interest  has to be paid years 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3

repayment and interest have to be paid years 5 2,5 5 5 2,5 3,5

current sales price on steel valves type-30c41nz, Py16 (including VAT)

Du 50 euro/valve 2.294 RUR                         2.294 RUR                         2.294 RUR                         2.294 RUR                         2.294 RUR                         2.294 RUR                         

Du300 euro/valve 27.303 RUR                       27.303 RUR                       27.303 RUR                       27.303 RUR                       27.303 RUR                       27.303 RUR                       

valve`s sales price fluctuation controller ± % -5,00% -5,00% -5,00% -5,00% -5,00% -5,00%

revenue from manufactured and sold valves (100% production output)

Du50 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 642.011.984 RUR             534.363.245 RUR             190.581.790 RUR             534.363.245 RUR             190.581.790 RUR             433.659.587 RUR             

Du 300 (steel) excluding VAT euro/year 84.221.967 RUR               256.928.215 RUR             808.473.975 RUR             256.928.215 RUR             808.473.975 RUR             418.492.124 RUR             

total annual revenue of the facility (excl. VAT) 726.233.951 RUR             791.291.460 RUR             999.055.765 RUR             791.291.460 RUR             999.055.765 RUR             852.151.711 RUR             

machining of the external orders 

price for machining 1 kg of steel parts regards the discount (excl. VAT) euro/kg 109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         109,4 RUR                         

discount controller ± % -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00% -15,00%

revenue from external orders machining

50% capacity load (1st production year) incl.VAT euro/year 233.725.246 RUR             259.034.829 RUR             339.862.207 RUR             259.034.829 RUR             339.862.207 RUR             282.711.535 RUR             

20% capacity load (2nd production year) incl. VAT euro/year 93.490.098 RUR               103.613.932 RUR             135.944.883 RUR             103.613.932 RUR             135.944.883 RUR             113.084.614 RUR             

% of decrease in the stable demand on valves produced

annual valvels output  compose output/year 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

demand decrease controller  -% -10,00% -10,00% -10,00% -10,00% -10,00% -10,00%

THE CONTROL PANEL OF THE PERFORMACE MODEL 

simulated situation  counter measures 

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)

facility for assembly materials machining (for spindle couple in-house manufacturing)
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GRAPH 1 GRAPH 3 GRAPH 5

AUTUMN 2015 AUTUMN 2015 VS SHIFT 65% and production costs -5% AUTUMN 2015 VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO (SHIFT 65%)

GRAPH 2 GRAPH 4 GRAPH 6

AUTUMN 2015 VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO AUTUMN 2015 VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO (bank loan time 7.3 yr.) AUTUMN 2015 VS OPTIMAL SCENARIO (bank loan time 5,8yr; prod. cost -5%, SHIFT 30%)
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